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OUTLAW
CHANGE

BIKERS,

METHAMPHETAMINE

AND

CULTURAL

CARL BRADLEY1
ABSTRACT
Outlaw Bikers are involved in the illicit global economy. With a reputation for violence, they
are well-placed to control aspects of the shadow economies in which they operate. New
Zealand is one of the largest users of methamphetamine per capita in the OECD, with
increased links between the drug trade and Outlaw Bikers. Outlaw Biker groups have moved
in on this trade with a shift in how the character of the clubs look and behave. There is a
potential for tensions to rise as some clubs become more organised in their criminal activity,
while others resist. International Outlaw Biker groups are increasing their presence in New
Zealand, patching over older, traditional clubs. Some older clubs are also expanding their
physical presence to control markets across the country. This paper will analyse the changes
in the Biker culture through measuring some of these groups against the conservative/radical
scale/continuum.
Key Words: Outlaw Bikers, Gang Culture, Methamphetamine.
INTRODUCTION
Methamphetamine is having a disproportionate impact on New Zealand society, prompting
the government and law enforcement to introduce measures to prevent its importation,
manufacture and distribution in New Zealand.2 Part of governmental and law enforcement
attention falls on organised crime groups, of which Outlaw Bikers constitutes such a clique.3
Outlaw Bikers are becoming increasingly linked to organised crime and the trade in
methamphetamine. While this poses a threat to society in particular and national security in
general (Bradley, 2017), is the increasing participation in the methamphetamine trade
creating challenges to maintaining the tenets of the “biker” ideology? Research conducted in
the United States and Australia certainly highlights such a problem, as prospective members
can often circumvent traditionally long and robust trial periods if they bring potential
business opportunities to the club or have currency in violent behaviour that strengthens the
club’s hold over illicit markets (Barker, 2014, p. 13).
This article will consider such questions of cultural change through the optic of the
Outlaw Biker continuum. This continuum measures Outlaw Biker groups along the
conceptual conservative/radical range set out by Thomas Barker, a researcher in the area of
Outlaw Biker clubs. From this scale we can determine which Outlaw Biker clubs focus more
on the tenets of the outlaw ideology that underpin their reasons for membership, and which
clubs constitute organised crime groups (Barker, 2014, p. 13). Organised criminality is not
the main emphasis of the former conservative group. However, for those at the radical end of
the continuum, crime is the main driver and can threaten aspects of the Outlaw Biker culture
that have existed for decades. Can this continuum be applied to New Zealand Outlaw Bikers?
I believe so, and set out to apply this approach to the New Zealand outlaw gangs. However,
to apply the continuum to New Zealand Outlaw Biker groups, we need to first discuss what
1

Lectures for the Centre for Defence and Security Studies at Massey. PhD from the School of Humanities and Social Science
(Classic), The University of Newcastle, Australia. BA (History) and MA (Defence and Strategic Studies) at Massey
University. Email: c.m.bradley@massey.ac.nz.
2Department of the Prime Minister and Cabinet (October 2015). Tackling Methamphetamine: progress report.
3Whole-of-Government Action Plan to Reduce the Harms Caused by New Zealand Adult Gangs and Transnational Crime
Groups, New Zealand Government (2010).
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the tenets of the Outlaw Biker ideology are and how they have shaped the culture of such
groups. Such a discussion will be followed by an examination of Barker’s
conservative/radical continuum. Following this, we will look at the impact the
methamphetamine trade is having on both the Outlaw Biker ideology and the impact on clubs
through the allure of this powerful and profitable motivator. This article is new research into
the changing face of the outlaw culture in New Zealand; while referring to international
literature, it will use local examples to assess changes taking place in the gang scene and to
provide tentative predictions for the future of the Outlaw Biker scene in New Zealand
regarding potential gang-on-gang conflict.
THE OUTLAW BIKER STRUCTURE
Jared Gilbert, one of New Zealand’s leading researchers into gangs provides a definition for
them. Gilbert defines a criminal gang as a structured group (five or more members), with
exclusive membership marked by common identifiers (a patch), and formal rules that
supersede those of the state. There is an organisational focus on profit through crime (Gilbert,
2013, p. ix). The New Zealand Outlaw Bikers fall within Gilbert’s definition of criminal
gangs. We will be focusing on those outlaw bikers who have a shared outlaw structure.
Before we look at the tenets of the biker ideology, it is practical to briefly discuss the
political structure of these groups so that we can place the New Zealand examples into the
Outlaw Biker context. New Zealand Outlaw Bikers are highly hierarchical and have
established paramilitary characteristics. There are variations across the numerous biker clubs,
but there exist some common roles developed in the 1960s and 1970s that drew on American
examples, mainly the Hell’s Angels (Gilbert, pp. 20-21, 32, 55).The biker leadership
hierarchy has varying roles, including executive officers: a president, a vice-president, a
treasurer/secretary, a sergeant at arms and a road captain (Gilbert, 2013, p. 13; Andrae, 2004,
p. 44). The sergeant at arms maintains strict discipline among the patched members and
associates. Their rules are firmly enforced, with any breaches prompting swift judgement and
a penalty (sometimes violent); a patch can be removed quickly (Veno, 2002, p. 270). Gilbert
states how remarkably quickly and viciously gangs turn on their members if protocols are
breached, with a high value placed on trust (Gilbert, 2013, p. 199).
Adherence to rules and protocols ensures tight cohesion and the following of group
norms that help establish the culture of the biker clubs at the local and broader levels.
Selection and socialisation processes will enforce a particular ideology; for bikers, the ideals
of the “righteous” biker who lives 24/7 for the club epitomises this process that spreads
across the group (Barker, 2014, p. 14).There is little research on specific group processes in
New Zealand, but work on international youth gangs suggest that gangs offer its successful
members status, identity, companionship and respect (Wood, 2014, p. 710). In discussing the
formation and conflict between rival Outlaw Bikers, the Epitaph Riders and the Devil’s
Henchmen in Christchurch in the mid-1970s, Gilbert recounts that a member of the latter
group felt that the media coverage they received during the “war” gave their group a name,
and so members felt they had moved from a marginalised existence in mainstream society to
being “somebody” (Gilbert, 2013, p. 77). A desire for acceptance into the gang will
encourage prospective members to develop a new identity that reflects the group – an identity
reinforced by patched members (Wood, 2014, p. 712). Within the New Zealand Outlaw Biker
scene, the domination of the individual by the group is also a rediscovery of self (Andrae,
2004, pp. 76, 71) or symbolic “rebirth” (Gilbert, 2013, p. 75), and these factors (as well as a
sense of being somebody and belonging to a larger entity) help maintain a certain ideological
nature within an organisation.
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OUTLAW BIKER IDEOLOGY
Outlaw Bikers have a long history internationally and in New Zealand. Formed in the United
States by returned servicemen after World War Two, groups coalesced around shared
interests in riding American- or European-made motorbikes and socialising (Lauchs et al.,
2015, p. 12; Barker, 2014, p. 3; Veno, 2002, p. 22; Wolf, 1991, p. 4). New Zealand saw the
rise of Outlaw Bikers, identifiable by the wearing of back patches that separate them from
other groups of youths, in the 1960s (Gilbert, 2013, p. 5). The Hell’s Angels, an Americanbased club, provided the political structure and cultural characteristics that would be copied
the world over. Auckland boasts the first Hell’s Angel chapter outside of the US (Gilbert,
2013, p. 17). The Hell’s Angels set the tone of behaviour and the structure of Outlaw Bikers
in New Zealand. The ideological tenets of this culture also originate in the US. The
“righteous biker” encapsulates the ideology that sets out the characteristics of the outlaw
motorcycle scene, and both international and New Zealand studies have illuminated the
cultural tenets of “biker” society (Lauchs et al., 2015; Barker, 2014; Veno, 2002; Wolf;
Gilbert, 2013; Dennehy and Newbold). Such ideological markers include masculinity, a sense
of brotherhood, territorial defence and combat cohesion, and counter-cultural ideals. It is
prudent at this point to expand on these Outlaw Biker ideological markers, as such an
exercise will allow for a robust assessment of the impact the methamphetamine trade is
having on the culture of Outlaw Biker clubs.
MASCULINITY
A main and controversial feature of the Outlaw Biker ideology is the male-dominant nature
of this society, which subordinates the role of women and non-patched bikers. Issues arise
when looking at gangs within the crime statistics for domestic violence. New Zealand
unfortunately has a serious issue with domestic violence (topping the ratings for the OECD
countries), and gangs are responsible for almost half reported serious offences.4 The culture
has been described across the international literature as a male-dominated saloon culture
(Veno, 2002, p. 129; Quinn and Forsyth, 2009, p. 248; Quinn and Koch, 2003, p. 281;
Andrae, 2004, p. 82; Wolf, pp. 9, 66). The strong bonds of brotherhood make these groups
tight, paramilitary in nature and hard to infiltrate (Bradley, 2017, p. 275). As biker culture
changes and expands, some of this tight cohesion underscored by paramilitary small group
cohesion can be eroded as potential members are patched in quickly. Periods of rapid growth,
for example, like that of the Head Hunters and Hell’s Angels in New Zealand, open these
closed groups to infiltration. Such male dominance can be seen in more detail when we look
at the ideals of brotherhood that underpin much of the tenets of Outlaw Biker culture.
BROTHERHOOD
One of the strongest tenets of the biker culture is the sense of brotherhood that members gain
in joining an Outlaw Biker club (W. Thompson, 2008, p. 95; Quinn and Koch, 2003, p. 282;
Veno, 2002, p. 93, 153, 163; Payne and P. Quinn, 1997, p. 60). Kira Harris, in discussing
commitment to the Outlaw Biker lifestyle, states that the sense of brotherhood found in such
groups is like an ideology (2016, p. 74). Some Australian Biker clubs are characterised by
family ties, while a number of groups in New Zealand have strong family and whanau links
that create a familial connection (Veno, 2002, p. 94-95; Gilbert, 2013, p. 143). Brotherhood
cohesion in New Zealand has traditionally been formed out of turf wars, but, more
importantly, regular meetings and formal voting processes allow (as Gilbert asserts) for gang
member compliance to certain rules that act as a socialising process, where adherence to club
regulations is strictly enforced (Gilbert, 2013, p. 159).
4Whole-of-Government

Action Plan to Reduce the Harms Caused by New Zealand Adult Gangs and Transnational Crime
Groups, New Zealand Government (2010), pp. 2-3.
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Particular club activities also work in cementing some of the ideological tenants of the
righteous biker and brotherhood. Group activities like riding and partying form bonds of
shared experience and cohesion that are reinforced by physical confrontations with other
gangs or non-member groups. Wolf, when discussing the Rebels MC of Canada, sees the club
run (a series of bike rides over a riding season) as “rich in symbolism and charged with
excitement and emotion” while having the “greatest psychological impact on the members”
(Wolf, 1991, p. 225). Territorial defence will be discussed below but the defence of the
patch, a major symbolic marker of the group and a gang identifier located on the back of a
vest or jacket, reinforces group culture and cohesion. The patch is a part of the biker’s threat
display that says “fuck off cunt” (Wolf, 1991, p. 18). Such clear symbolic statements and
activities reinforce the ideals of brotherhood and the kin-like culture. Symbolism is important
in creating and maintaining a tight-knit group that is hard to infiltrate. In the case of criminal
activity, such a culture, while not unique to gangs, is nevertheless important. The
internationalisation of New Zealand gangs means that this idea of brotherhood extends
beyond national borders, creating the sense of an international brotherhood (Lauchs et al.,
2015, p. 16).
The process of prospecting or trying out for the gang is part of moulding new and
potential members into the Outlaw Biker culture. Prospecting also works to introduce and
familiarise potential members to the norms of the wider biker culture and the unique tenants
of that particular chapter and gang. Some aspects of initiation, such as “walking the line” or
“gauntlet”, work to reinforce the gangs control over its members and to reinforce bonds
“among the bros” (Andrae, 2004, p. 66; Wolf, 1991, p. 114). The first aspect places the
initiate under the clear and physical control of the group; any weak link is removed, and the
attainment of the patch reinforces the symbolic transition from citizen to Outlaw Biker
(Andrae, 2004, p. 64; Wolf, 1991, p. 112). Such a conversion from citizen to biker can be
seen as an act of counter-culture rebellion, but the rules within this ideal are not necessary
anti-authority in the true sense. If the prospecting process is shortened or diluted in any way,
such as for reasons of bring someone into the gang quickly for expedience, this can erode the
quality of the patch and scrutiny during the process or vetting may be inadequate. It could
also cause resentment and tension within the group. Swift expansion and the loss of robust
rules of joining create an easy path for infiltration and a continued dilution of the ideological
character of Outlaw Biker. Loss of small group cohesion can be lost as clubs are motivated
by profit rather than a brotherhood ideology.
COUNTER-CULTURE IDEALS
There is a contradiction between the strict rules that Outlaw Bikers live by and the ideal of
counter-culture that is often associated with such groups. This discipline is almost a paradox,
given the view that many gang members are non-conformist rebels. Veno states that joining
an OMC “clearly communicates dissatisfaction with the system” (2002, p. 270, 271), but
tension exists between individual biker freedom versus group conformity and survival
(Andrae, 2004, 2004, p. 45; Wolf, 1991, p. 271). What can be identified is the difference in
activities, with general anti-authoritarian law-breaking in the shape of violence and minor
offences and other nuisance behaviour at one end of the scale. Such conduct is seen as
barbarian culture offences that can evolve into more serious organised criminal offences
(Lauchs et al., 2015, p. 27; Quinn and Koch, 2003, p. 296). Counter-culture gang members
move from such nuisance behaviour to sophisticated subcultural entrepreneurs as a group
realigns its focus on what Gilbert defines as criminal gangs behaviour (Gilbert, 2013, p. xi;
Quinn and Koch, 2003, p. 288). Existing on the fringes of society and partaking in the
shadow world of the illegal economy places gangs in a good position to control areas of that
market (while not counter-culture, this space is certainly an alternative system). The difficulty
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within the Outlaw Biker landscape is to identify at what point each group sits along the
conservative/radical continuums. The issue for law enforcement will always be how to
identify illegal activities as the actions of individual members, and what is seen as club
business and more organised in nature and structure (Bradley, 2017, p. 276; Gilbert, 2013, p.
186). While criminal behaviour changes with a more organised operation, the need to divert
law enforcement attention away from the club becomes a norm with the lessening of selfdestructive or spontaneous crimes (Harris, 2016, p. 74). Such a distinction between
spontaneous and organised crime fits within the conservative/radical continuum and the
criminal continuum discussed below (Harris, 2016, p. 74). As Outlaw Biker clubs shift into
more organised criminal activities, they move along the continuum from conservative to
radical clubs.
TERRITORIAL DEFENCE AND COMBAT COHESION
Combat cohesion and military-styled organisations should not be confused with unrestricted
and random acts of violence. Each member of the group explicitly understands the
responsibilities they have to protect the club and its boundaries (Quinn and Forsyth, 2009, p.
250; Wolf, 1991, p. 66). While the violent potential of the Outlaw Biker is clear and, when
challenged, can manifest in swift acts of violence, such violent behaviour is controlled. The
“all-for-one and one-for-all” attitude makes the Outlaw Biker a formidable force in the saloon
milieu, or a major determinant to conflict, but membership is no licence to acts of random
violence (Harris, 2016, p. 77). Breaches in behaviour that bring the group under the spotlight
of law enforcement can result in punishment for the offender (usually always within the
closed environment of the club house). Biker behaviour is therefore moderated and (as
already discussed) not random or unrestricted. Citizens not involved in the biker world
generally need not worry about such behaviour, although there are well-publicised instances
where gang violence has threatened the public. These instances should be seen as an
exception rather than the norm in Outlaw Biker interactions with the public for a good reason.
There is however some discussion in the literature about the relationship that gangs
have with their wider community. The selling of drugs in general and methamphetamine in
particular is so destructive in nature and predatory in character. In such an environment of
profit-based criminality, Outlaw Bikers are criminal corporations in the shadow economy,
where profits are placed before the goodwill of the community. While some gangs are
addressing this irony in real terms, the more radical gangs show no inclination to give up an
income stream based on methamphetamine and a country’s addiction to this destructive drug.
The implication of territorial defence, shifting alliances and gang boundaries and conflict
cannot, however, be ignored, particularly when the risk to drug markets are threatened.
THE CONSERVATIVE/RADICAL CONTINUUM
Barker, who has researched widely on Outlaw Biker groups, states that it is too simplistic to
call all Outlaw Bikers organised crime groups because each chapter is different and the
outlaw landscape is dynamic (Barker, 2014, p. 13).5 To address this situation, he offers up the
concept of a criminal organisation continuum that allows for a more nuanced assessment and
interpretation at the individual member and groups within the club and the levels of
criminality (Barker, 2014, p. 13). It is prudent to now look at what the criminal organisation
and conservative/radical continuums means for New Zealand Outlaw Bikers and organised
crime. The criminal organisation continuum can be reflected in the attitude of clubs and their
members to the ideological tenets of the “biker”. The tenets of Outlaw Biker culture vary
across gangs and indeed chapters, but from these characteristics we can look at where a group
The chapter or charter in the OMC context is the local club based on a club house. A chapter’s geographical location may
sometimes be stated on their back patch.
5
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may sit within Barkers conservative/radical continuum. The conservative/radical continuum
recognises that each club and chapter is distinct, with some clubs moving from conservative
(or righteous biker) ideals to criminal-based entrepreneurs who focus on money and
underworld power rather than gang loyalty (Bradley, 2017, pp. 276-7; Barker, 2014, p. 13;
Quinn and Koch, 2003, p. 283; Quinn and Forsyth, 2009, pp. 237, 249). Outlaw Bikers are far
from an homogenous subset of bikers, as there cliques within gangs and an array of shifting
alliances with various types of criminal groups or non-criminal groups (Quinn and Koch,
2003, pp. 283, 286, 291), while some clubs exist with virtually no links to organised crime
(Quinn and Koch, 2003, p. 299). Government legislation applied to combat gangs and
organised crime does not necessarily work as heavy handed policies can have the opposite
effect of galvanising a group, and such heavy-handed government legislation aimed at gangs
pushes out the non-criminal elements and strengthens the criminal ones (Lauchs et al., 2015,
p. 17).
Purely criminal groups are flexible and agile in the face of risk to their business.
However, rapid growth in business presents a major risk to group cohesion and brotherhood,
which brings us back to the initial statements that Outlaw Bikers are losing aspects of their
culture that have kept them strong in the past. Swift growth is a risk to any business and
perhaps, with the blurring of boundaries and relationships being formed beyond the biker
clique for financial expediency, the security of the small group (say 10-20 members) is no
longer easy to maintain. There is also the risk that shared expertise, such as
methamphetamine cooks, may have limited loyalty to a group they are only working for
temporarily. While the punishment for informing or supplying information to law
enforcement on Outlaw Bikers is swift and violent, blurred boundaries of loyalty may be
another risk factor, given methamphetamine-related convictions involve lengthy prison terms.
It is now appropriate to explore the issues of meth and the move by Outlaw Bikers to
recalibrate their focus to make serious profits from this drug.
METHAMPHETAMINE AND THE CRIME CONTINUUM
New Zealanders constitutes some of the most active methamphetamine users in the western
world,6 and the market in this drug is estimated to be worth NZ $1.2 billion per year (Cabinet
Social Policy Committee, 2010, p. 7; Department of the Prime Minister and Cabinet; 2015, p.
2). Outlaw Bikers are closely linked to the production of methamphetamine, with 78%
(104/133) of clandestine labs discovered by police in 2010 being controlled by gangs Cabinet
Social Policy Committee, 2010, p. 7). Such clandestine labs display organised criminal
activity, and international bikers appear to be driving this trade. Local club criminality
increased when linked politically to international groups in Canada (Wolf, 1991, p. 321),
while in New Zealand the Head Hunters, who moved LSD for the Hell’s Angels in the 90s,
possibly manufacture and distribute methamphetamine for this international organisation in
New Zealand (Bradley, 2017, p. 278).
Given the large number of methamphetamine users per capita in New Zealand, this
factor may help explain why overseas Bikers such as the Bandidos and Outlaws are
increasing their presence and control of the methamphetamine markets. Their presence is also
changing the character of the New Zealand Outlaw Biker landscape. What can be seen is the
move of such groups from social organisations to criminal organisations (Lauchs et al., 2015,
p. 29). This shift impacts on the tenets of the Outlaw Biker ideology.

6

The UN World Drug Report 2014 lists New Zealand citizens among the highest users of Methamphetamine after Thailand
and Australia: UNODC (2014).
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IMPACT ON CULTURE
In Australia and the US, some individual Outlaw Bikers are allowed to join without owning
or riding a bike, their membership being based on criminal abilities or from a propensity for
violence, and these are seen as business-based radical gangs who compromise ideology for
profit (Barker, 2014, p. 13). Gilbert states that drug use threatens the sense of brotherhood,
but there is a hypocrisy when we consider Outlaw Biker attitudes toward selling drugs.
Defining Australian Outlaw Bikers as organised criminal groups is a recent phenomenon, and
the same could be said for the outlaw culture in New Zealand if we look at the scale of
involvement in the organised production and distribution of methamphetamine. We will now
look at the rise of the Head Hunters as an example of Outlaw Biker changing its culture to
move into the methamphetamine trade.
Developing from an ethnic street gang in the late 60s into an outlaw motorcycle club,
the Head Hunters have grown in both size and reach with possibly 240 patched members with
links to other outlaw clubs across the North Island (and strong moves into the South Island).
While the Head Hunters have had a historical link to the Hell’s Angels, they are an example
of a New Zealand gang becoming a strong force in the shadow economy. Links to the Hell’s
Angels highlight movement along the continuum by groups such as the Head Hunters, who
work closely with such international Outlaw Biker groups. Gilbert, in discussing overseas
gangs, states that highly-structured gangs are more likely to become involved in organised
criminal activity (Gilbert, 2013, p. 21), and this is a trend seen with the Head Hunters.
Internationalisation and links to the broader global criminal world is driving gangs into the
radical spectrum of the continuum as they move to control the methamphetamine market.
What is important to note here is that international organisations like the Hell’s Angels (and
their international criminal networks), while small in number, have disproportionate power
and control of the methamphetamine trade. The relationship in the contacts between the Head
Hunters and Hell’s Angels is based on reciprocation in access to methamphetamine products
(Hell’s Angels) and market distribution and muscle (Head Hunters).
The sharing of goods and services blurs the gang boundaries, and there has been a
greater emphasis on dynamic networks of individual criminals which can work at replacing
traditional gang hierarchies that can be changed quickly. Harris discusses members with
differing priorities coexisting until these priorities conflict; such internal tensions can lead to
disillusionment and conflict that threatens the cohesion of these groups (Harris, 2016, p. 75).
As priorities change focus and new alliances are formed, there can also be a shift in the
specific characteristics required to join these groups that have protected and strictly
controlled entry into the brotherhood of the Outlaw Biker. The Bandidos in Australia are
under pressure to its culture, as more traditional biker ideologies (such as having, maintaining
and riding a bike) are being diluted by members who are recruited for their criminal links
(and drive cars). This comes from the need to form strategic alliances to capitalise on wealth
opportunities. Such moves to create new, often regional, alliances have seen a major shift in
the Outlaw Biker landscape in New Zealand. Well-established OMCs that share the
conservative characteristics have been patching over to the larger international gangs or their
allies.
Some of the first New Zealand Outlaw Bikers to patch over to international gangs were
the Outlaws MC in Hastings, who aligned with the US-based group of the same name. The
Nelson-based Lost Breed patched over to the Hell’s Angels after resisting moves by the Red
Devils (a feeder for the Hell’s Angels who were infiltrated by NZ law enforcement) to set up
in their town; the Lone Legion of Blenheim (in close proximity geographically to Nelson)
patched over to the Outlaws (Bradley, 2017, p. 282-3). Well-establish Outlaw Biker clubs in
New Zealand’s capital city Wellington – Satan’s Slaves and Sein Fein, and the Christchurchbased Epitaph Riders – have also been taken over by the Head Hunters, who are closely tied
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to the Hell’s Angels. Another lower North Island city has also seen its long-established club
the Mother MC on the verge of folding with the setting up of a Hell’s Angel chapter.
Another aspect of the changing OMC landscape in New Zealand is the move by an
Australian-based OMC, the Rebels, to set up chapters across New Zealand. Unlike the
Bandidos OMC that originated in the US but moved to New Zealand from across the Tasman,
the Rebels are indigenous to Australia. The Rebels have added another level of tension to the
OMC environment with New Zealand-based OMCs and street gangs openly opposing moves
by the Rebel. The impact of this situation is seen in the patching over of traditional New
Zealand OMCs, such as the Northland chapter of the Tribesmen. The decision to align with
the Rebels was made along kinship lines where Australian-based family members paved the
way for their family to take up the Rebel patch. While this activity has been conflict free on
the surface, such shifting of the gang landscape could lead into conflict.
POTENTIAL CONFLICT
Territorial disputes during the formative stages of gang development often galvanises a group
and stands as an important tenet of the outlaw philosophy. For New Zealand, the gang
geography was well divided up after a series of gang wars by the 1990s, and these conflicts
resulted in a tightening of the idea and culture of brotherhood and club survival (Gilbert,
2013, pp. 84, 244; Wolf, 1991, p. 25). Territorial defence and the application of violence is a
carefully managed currency for gangs and position them nicely to control aspects of the
shadow economy (Wood, 2014, p. 719). Researchers have likened Outlaw Bikers to
paramilitary organisations with a clear hierarchy that has set rules under-pinned by the use of
violence to enforce such rules (Lauchs et al., 2015 p. 28). Combat cohesion and a military
styled organisation is conducive to organised violence in an atmosphere of inter-gang
warfare; this can also be applied to, and have utility in the shadow economy and organised
crime. The application of organised violence in an organised criminal context appears to be a
step that has moved Outlaw Biker groups along the conservative/radical continuum (Bradley,
2017, p. 276-7).
The relationship between the Outlaw Biker and the host community is important and,
according to Gilbert, carefully managed (Gilbert, 2013, p. 292-4). Outlaw Bikers have a
degree of social segregation, but this really translates into economic segregation (Andrae,
2004, p. 82). Social connections are important touch points with the host community. Like
any organisation, Outlaw Bikers need to be of relevance to the community they come from.
Issues of recruitment and maintaining numbers and combat cohesion and efficiency require
community engagement regardless of how restrictive entry into the club may be. The
loosening of entry criteria and the upholding of the Outlaw Biker tenets may come under
threat as the need for profit through criminality over-take the older conservative biker
behaviour and philosophy. As Outlaw Biker clubs move along the continuum from
conservative to radical behaviours having increased contacts with non-club associates of an
organised criminal nature, and ill-planned expansion, there are greater risk to club cohesion
and strict observance of the tenets of the Outlaw Biker.
CONCLUSION
The tenets of Outlaw Biker culture are shifting and changing as some groups move to realign
to take advantage of the methamphetamine trade. The threat of violence and force espoused
in the male-dominant brotherhood of this counter-culture group places Outlaw Bikers well to
take a strong position in the shadow economy. A realignment of focus has seen a shift in their
nature and ideology, measured on Barker’s conservative/radical continuum, as Outlaw
Bikers’ nuisance criminal behaviour becomes more organised. The impact on the Outlaw
Biker scene is still to be clearly understood, but it is likely that, as some groups grow, they
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will lose the tight group cohesion seen in the more conservative clubs. Swift expansion and
shortened prospecting times dilute the traditional tenets of the Outlaw Biker culture. Loyalty
to the club can be eroded as crime-driven profit becomes the priority. Rapid growth in power
and location, as experienced by radical clubs who align with international outlaw clubs, is
changing the Outlaw Biker landscape. The Head Hunters are examples of local clubs who are
arguably moving along the radical line, with a number of traditional conservative outlaw
clubs patching over to those more radical on the continuum. While there is little evidence in
New Zealand of gang-on-gang violence among the Outlaw Bikers, time will be the judge of
whether the control of the methamphetamine markets will make gang conflict more of a
reality.
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EXPLORING AFRICAN MIGRANTS’ DECISIONS TO MIGRATE TO
NEW ZEALAND
OLUFEMI MUIBI OMISAKIN1
ABSTRACT
Migration is the movement of people from one geographic location to another. It can be
either domestic or international. This study focuses on international migration. Individuals or
groups who decide to leave one country to go to another, intending to live there for a year or
more, are considered international migrants (Vore, 2015). The study discusses how and why
migrants migrate voluntarily and why they may be forced to migrate.
The study examines the decision factors causing Africans to migrate to New Zealand.
Three schools of thought (push and pull, structuralist, and transnational) in the migration
literature were used to evaluate participants’ motives. An interpretive study approach was
used to collect data; a thematic analysis was used to analyse the data. The findings revealed
that participants migrated for work, career development, children’s welfare, quality of life,
environment and security.
Keywords: Migration, push and pull, transnational, structuralist.
INTRODUCTION
Migration, the movement of people from one geographic location to another, is as old as
humanity. People migrate either within or outside their country on a temporary or permanent
abode. They may be forced to migrate, or may migrate voluntarily. People are forced to
migrate because of natural disasters, political and economic challenges, religious or ethnic
persecution or war. People migrate voluntarily for work, family reunification, schooling and
diplomatic employment (Vore, 2015).
This study focuses on international migration. According to the World Bank (2016, p.
1), “More than 250 million people or 3.4% of the world population live outside their
countries of birth.”
Economically, international migration is a two-sided coin. While the receiving
countries need migrants to help accelerate economic growth and development, the sending
countries benefit from direct investment from migrants, who send remittances to their
families (Omisakin, 2016). Remittances help migrants’ families in their home countries to
improve their living standards, provide access to health services and offset school bills and
other necessities (Nwajiuba, 2007). According to the World Bank (2016), migrants remitted
US $432 billion to home countries from developing countries, with India being the largest
recipient ($69 billion), followed by China ($64 billion) and the Philippines ($28 billion).
Migrants from sub-Saharan African countries remitted only $35.2 billion.
There have already been several studies on migration and the flow of migrants (DaytonJohnson, 2009; Hagen-Zanker, 2008). However, this study specifically addresses the
increasing number of Africans migrating to New Zealand for settlement and examines their
motives for migrating.
The researcher engaged with participants on a one-to-one basis through face-to-face
interviews to collect data. Through interviews, participants shared their reasons for their
decisions to migrate with the researcher. Data was collected and analysed using thematic
1
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analysis. Three schools of thought were used to support the analysis of the data collected. The
push and pull factor was used to evaluate migrants’ decisions to migrate from a cost-benefit
analysis perspective. The structuralist school of thought was used to evaluate participants’
decisions from a lifestyle perspective, and transnational thought was used to evaluate
participants’ decisions from the position of circular mobility to maintain transnational links.
The rest of the study is structured as follows: the second section reviews previous
literature and theories relevant to the study. The results of the review were used to evaluate
the findings. The third section discusses the method used to collect data, and the fourth
section analyses the data collected and findings as to why participants migrated. The fifth
section presents a migration decision-making and cost-benefit framework, and the final
section discusses the research contribution to migrant studies.
LITERATURE REVIEW
New Zealand has become a popular destination for migrants and is now a multi-ethnic
society. According to Tabor (2014), migrants’ choice of New Zealand is based on the
perception that it is a desirable destination for quality of life, with a peaceful environment,
good governance, mild climate, and connectivity to nature. Although New Zealand is a multiethnic society, Māori are the indigenous people. (Liu, Wilson, McClure and Higgins 1999).
Today, however, people of European descent constitute 74% of the population, followed by
Māori at 14.9%, Asians at 11.8%, Pacific people at 7.4%, and then Middle Eastern, Latin
American and African people making up the smallest percentage of the population, at 1.2%
(Statistics New Zealand, 2013). As New Zealand attracts immigrants from all over the world,
their greatest impact is on Auckland, because it has the highest concentration of immigrants
in the country. These effects are mostly felt in the areas of housing, infrastructure and jobs
(Statistics New Zealand, 2013). However, the influx of immigrants into Auckland has also
had a positive impact on Auckland’s economy, particularly in the areas of migrant business,
availability of skilled labour, economic growth and development, and cultural diversity (Cain
et al., 2011). According to Whybrow (2005), international migrants infuse their host countries
with new energy and new ideas. Developed and developing countries acknowledge the
contributions of immigrants to their countries’ economic growth and development (Fairlie,
2008; Whitehead, Purdy, and Mascarenhas-Keyes, 2003). However, some researchers argue
that migration from underdeveloped countries could constitute a “brain drain” for the sending
countries, especially with the migration of skilled migrants (Stark, Helmenstein and
Prskawetz, 1997; Beine, Docquier, and Rapoport, 2003). According to the United Nations
International Migration and Development (2005), a country that experiences huge outward
migration of its skilled population could experience economic loss through the reduction of
its output production.
Migration thoughts
King (2012) conceptualised three schools of thought on migrants’ motives to migrate.
The push and pull factor is based on migrants’ beliefs that the benefits of migrating to
another country exceed the costs, and that therefore migration will be worthwhile. However,
this is not always the case (according to Baycan-Levent and Nijkamp (2009)), as sometimes
migrants are unable to meet their expectations because of structural or cultural challenges in
their new country. This school also suggests that migrants could be moved to return home
when they are unable to realise their desired goal. This is often difficult, as the challenges that
prompted them to migrate might still exist.
The structuralist factor prompts people to migrate because of structural economic and
power inequalities. Therefore, countries with weaker economic and governance structures
often see greater numbers of their population migrating to secure livelihoods. This view
suggests that people’s motivation to migrate increases when they find it difficult to secure
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and sustain their livelihood in their home countries, probably due to population growth and
other factors (De Haas, 2007). However, the inability of people to sustain their livelihood is
not limited to high population growth alone. It could result from natural disaster, war, the
loss of a job and the inability to secure another, or a host of other variables (Siddiqui, 2003).
The transnational factor involves the creation of transnational community networks
linking migrants to wider diaspora groups. Transnational motivation assumes that a migrant’s
motive to migrate depends not only on the connections established by migrants in the country
of origin or the destination, but also within established migrant networks between the
countries of origin and destination (as well as connections and flows across borders) (Faist,
2000). Networks established by migrants outside their country of origin and destination are
sometimes useful in transferring migrants to other destinations (Ozkul, 2012).
Why people migrate
Migration within a country is referred to as internal migration, while the movement of people
from one country to another is referred to as international migration. Akhtar (2013) regards
migration as positive action against poverty and economic and environmental challenges,
resulting from a desire to attain a better life. Internal or international migration could be the
result of a combination of economic, political, and social factors that often contribute to
migrants’ decisions to migrate across borders.
The researcher categorises these factors into push and pull. Therefore, the literature
review in the study is limited to push and pull motives for migrants to migrate to another
country.
Push and pull factors
The economic push and pull factor
According to Kainth (2010), migrants often migrate for economic reasons that particularly
motivate people from underdeveloped countries to migrate to developed countries. Most
developing countries are challenged by unemployment and underemployment leading to
poverty because their economies are largely dependent on agriculture. Production is seasonal
and dependent on natural factors (weather). Agricultural workers have limited control over
the yield, and international prices for agricultural products are determined and controlled by
the developed countries who buy them. The researcher considers this to be a significant
reason pushing migrants towards prosperous countries with abundant job opportunities.
People will naturally think of emigrating from countries with job shortages to countries with
job availability. However, job availability varies among the receiving countries, and for
migrants looking for a better life, getting a good job in the new country could be no more
than a dream. The availability of employment in migrant receiving countries and their living
wages, better working conditions, good infrastructures, and other life-enhancing amenities
are nevertheless regarded as pull factors for migration. This analysis also explains why
people migrate from one location to another in a country, leading to some being more
prosperous than others are.
The political push and pull factor
In some cases, the political factor is an important reason why people migrate from a country.
Many African and some Middle Eastern countries lack good political systems, causing people
to flee. For instance, people have moved en masse out of Syria, Libya, Somalia, Congo, Iraq,
and other countries in the face of the challenges of war and the lack of good governance, in
search of political stability the rule of law, human rights protection and peace. Political push
factors can also constitute pull factors because people will be attracted to countries with
democratic systems where people’s rights are respected and protected by good governance. In
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addition, migrants are pulled to countries with good education systems. The United Nations
Human Rights Council (2009) suggests that an ideal state should be able to guarantee either
locals or migrants the right to pursue their personal aspirations without government
interference. Exercise of fundamental human rights is a motivating force for migration from
one country to another (Ravlik, 2014).
The sociocultural push and pull factor
“Sociocultural” means relating to both social and cultural issues, and both can motivate
people to emigrate. In highly tribalised countries, people are often persecuted because of their
tribal lineage, ethnicity, political affiliation and opinions, culture, religious beliefs,
nationality, and social connections. The researcher believes that if such persecutions
continue, people will be forced to migrate from the troubled environment. According to
Piesse (2014), the continuous inability of some countries to desist from persecution because
of their authoritarian regimes will continue to cause significant conflict. The author concludes
that, even if the conflicts are resolved, it will be difficult for these countries to experience
peace, especially where there is high social and cultural diversity. People pushed to migrate
to other countries because of sociocultural or political persecution often do so for
humanitarian reasons, either as refugees or as asylum seekers. This has been the case for
people pushed to migrate from Syria, Iraq, Libya, and Somalia to Europe, as well as for
people pushed to migrate to Australia from Sri Lanka. The same reason applies to the forced
migration of the Rohingya people out of Myanmar.
The environmental push and pull factor
This factor could be better analysed from an internal migration perspective. Ecological
problems such as famine, climate change, and excessive rainfall could induce people to
migrate from one geographical location to another. When this situation occurs, the affected
people migrate to areas conducive to human survival and habitation where food, water, and
other necessities of life to support human settlement are available. When this occurs, conflicts
and clashes often occur, especially in countries with tribal, ethnic, and religious differences.
People might also be pushed out of their countries because of other man-made environmental
threats like pollution and flooding. However, people are also pulled to other countries with
less hazardous or less polluted environments, or with natural beauty, good climate, good
beaches, and peace.
Tabor (2014) argues that migrants choose New Zealand as a desirable destination
because of its serenity, good climate, and quality of life. Corroborating this view, the New
Zealand Department of Labour (2009) maintains that migrants select New Zealand as a
destination for its relaxed pace and peaceful life as well as because of its good lifestyle, good
climate, and clean green environment. Migrants also regard New Zealand as an ideal place to
raise their children and create a good future for them.
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Figure 1: New Zealand migrant settlement experience curve. The New Zealand
Government developed this to illustrate the steps towards integration.
Similarly, the New Zealand Labour and Immigration Research Centre (2012) maintain that
migrants come to New Zealand because of job opportunities, the good environment, and the
landscape. Statistics New Zealand (2007) concludes that migrants are pulled to New Zealand
for the following reasons: social (32.4%), education (22.7%), employment (16.9%),
environment (12.5%), and political/cultural (15%).
According to New Zealand Immigration (2016), migrating to a new country such as
New Zealand is a major life change that may require starting from scratch and making
stressful life adjustments. In most cases, migrants’ expectations are high when they embark
on the act of migration, thinking that their life will be better within a short time of arrival.
Sometimes, however, the reverse is the case (Omisakin, 2016), and migrants go through
several emotional stages as they settle and integrate into their new community (Ministry of
Business, Innovation, and Employment 2016). Based on Figure 1, arrival is associated with
happiness and excitement because everything looks different and new. After this, a migrant
can feel frightened, realising that living in a foreign country is not as easy as they thought. At
this stage, the migrant could be homesick, thinking about their family. When migrants
experience this and other negative experiences (such as the inability to achieve whatever they
dreamed of before migrating), they might ask themselves if they should return home or fight
to stay. Staying will require support to help achieve goals. This could be provided through
informal networks or through access to a counsellor for advice. Migrants who are successful
at these stages will achieve their goals, such as getting a job or starting to settle and integrate
into their new community. They will then start feeling that New Zealand is their home.
New Zealand’s Migrant Settlement and Integration Strategy
In view of the challenges faced by migrants in their attempts to integrate successfully into the
New Zealand environment, the New Zealand Government in 2002 adopted a settlement and
integration strategy to help migrants start a new life in New Zealand. The aim was that
migrants would be able to make New Zealand their home, participate fully, and contribute to
all aspects of New Zealand life. The New Zealand Migrant Settlement and Integration
Strategy aims to achieve five measurable outcomes for migrants:
1. Employment – to ensure that working age migrants have work that matches their
skills;
2. Education and training – to ensure that migrants achieve New Zealand educational
and vocational qualifications by helping them to attend schools or vocational training;
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3. English language – to assist migrants to learn and confidently use English in their
daily lives;
4. Inclusion – to assist and help migrants to participate in and have a sense of belonging
in their New Zealand community; and
5. Health and wellbeing – to assist migrants to enjoy healthy lives and feel confident and
safe.
How far this strategy has been successful in New Zealand is another area of future research.
METHOD OF DATA COLLECTION
The researcher adopted a qualitative approach for data collection. The interview method was
used to elicit information from participants. According to Myers and Newman (2007), the
interview method is an effective way to access and interpret information from participants.
Participants were interviewed to obtain information about their decisions to migrate to New
Zealand (Bryman, 2008). To realise this goal, the researcher made use of semi-structured
interviews.
Semi-structured interview: Saunders, Lewis, and Thornhill (2009) described the
semi-structured interview as a qualitative method of inquiry with the use of predetermined
sets of open-ended questions. The researcher used this to extract information on decisions,
experiences, opinions and ideas from the participants on the topic at hand used this.
The researcher designed a semi-structured face-to-face open-ended interview question
schedule relating to migrant decisions to migrate to New Zealand. Interviews were conducted
with 17 participants, and the purposive sampling method was used to select participants
(Grinnell and Unrau, 2005). Kirkwood (2009) argued that extracting information on
migrants’ decisions, opinions, and experiences is complex and personal. The author
concluded that the interpretive paradigm is most suited to resolving a complex phenomenon
of this nature. During the interviews, participants’ responses were tape-recorded.
Interviewees’ non-verbal communication that could not be recorded was observed and noted
for research analysis and obtaining findings (Bernard and Ryan, 2010; Denscombe, 1998).
DATA ANALYSIS
Responses collected from participants on their decisions to migrate to New Zealand were
transcribed. The researcher then carefully read and re-read the interview transcripts (Rice and
Ezzy, 1999). Analysis began with categorising, ordering, manipulating, and summarising data
to make meaning of it before it was fully analysed and meaningful conclusions drawn (Brink,
1996). Thematic analysis was used to analyse the data collected. Anderson (2007) argues that
thematic analysis is the most foundational of qualitative analytic procedures because of its
informed objectivity. Thematic analysis enables the researcher to search for common themes
emerging from the data collected. The emerged themes are important for the description of
the phenomenon under study (Daly, Kellehear, and Gliksman, 1997).
Analysis of findings
Presentation and discussion of the study’s findings starts with participant demographic
information.
Participants by age and gender
The participants were aged between 30 and 58 years old, and their gender distribution was 6
males and 11 females.
Participants by nationality and qualifications
Table 1 contains data on participants’ nationality and the qualifications. The table shows that
eight participants were of Nigerian nationality, four were from Ghana, and there was one
each from Congo, Somalia, and Sudan. Two participants were Ethiopian.
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Participants by qualification
One participant (Janet) held a doctorate (PhD); three participants (Mat, Matiness, and Ama)
had master’s degrees; and two participants (Halle and Man) had postgraduate diplomas. Keji,
Rose, Matule, and Nathaniel had bachelor’s degrees. Mohammed, Jully, Emily, and James
held diplomas. Hamid and Ruth had high school certificates, while Hajia had no qualification.
Table 1: Participants’ nationality and qualifications
Participant
Nationality
Qualification attained
Halle
Keji
Mohammed
Man
Hamid
Janet
Mat
Matiness
Rose
Matule
Nathaniel
Ruth
Hajia
Jully
Emily
James
Ama

Nigeria
Nigeria
Somalia
Nigeria
Sudan
Nigeria
Nigeria
Nigeria
Ghana
Congo
Ghana
Ethiopia
Ethiopia
Nigeria
Ghana
Ghana
Nigeria

Postgraduate diploma
Bachelor’s degree
Diploma
Postgraduate diploma
High school certificate
PhD
Master’s degree
Master’s degree
Bachelor’s degree
Bachelor’s degree
Bachelor’s degree
High school certificate
None
Diploma
Diploma
Diploma
Master’s degree

Participants arranged according to years in New Zealand
Four participants had been in New Zealand for between five and nine years. Seven
participants had been in New Zealand between 10 and 14 years, while five had been in New
Zealand for between 15 and 20 years. Only one participant had been in New Zealand for
more than 20 years. More than two-thirds of participants had been in New Zealand for more
than 10 years.
Participants’ reasons for migrating
The most common reason among participants for migration to New Zealand was to seek a
better life, as indicated in Table 2. Nine participants migrated to New Zealand to improve
their life circumstances. Halle states, “I migrated to New Zealand to develop my career and
have a better life.” Mat and Matiness had lived in Germany for five years and enjoyed their
stay there. Planning to move out of Germany, they got information that convinced them that
New Zealand might be significantly better than Germany in terms of job opportunities and
peaceful life. They migrated to New Zealand as highly skilled migrants. Mat said, “Despite
my positive anticipation of getting a good job in New Zealand, I could not secure one for
long time. The first job I got was as a mail sorter, and until now I could not secure a job in
my discipline.” Mutule, Jully, and James claimed that they originally came to New Zealand
to explore. On arrival, they appreciated the country’s natural beauty, serenity, environment,
and temperate weather as the initial motivators for them to stay. James said, “The main
reason why I chose to stay in New Zealand was because the culture is less materialistic than
in my home country. People here seem friendly and trustworthy, the scenery and environment
are beautiful, and I have experienced social acceptance. For all these reasons, I made up my
mind to make a career and enjoy a better life in New Zealand.” Man and Nathaniel indicated
that they migrated to New Zealand for a change of environment for a short time; never
expecting it would become their permanent abode. Mohammed, Hamid, Janet, and Rose
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migrated to New Zealand because they needed to reunite with their families. Ruth and Hajia
migrated as refugees because of the political instability in their country.
Emily migrated to New Zealand with her parents when she was a teenager: “I came
with my parents when I was a very young kid. I did not know where we were coming to and
Table 2: Participants’ reasons for migrating
Participant
Halle
Keji
Mohammed
Man
Hamid
Janet
Mat
Matiness
Rose
Matule
Nathaniel
Ruth
Hajia
Jully
Emily
James
Ama

Reason for migration
To develop a career and forge a better life
Seeking a better life
Family reunification
Change of environment for a better life
Family reunification
Family reunification
Seeking a better life
Seeking a better life
Family reunification
Seeking a better life
Change of environment for a better life
Refugee
Refugee
Seeking a better life
Came with family at a young age
Seeking a better life
Family member was offered a skilled job

when we got to New Zealand, I did not know where we were. I was told the story later
because I kept asking. As a kid growing up I never knew any country that I could call mine
except New Zealand. I grew up, married, and started raising my nuclear family here in New
Zealand.”
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The above framework (Figure 2) represents a generic migration decision-making process,
along with cost-benefit and effects of international migration.
CONCLUSION
This study has answered important questions relating to migrants’ decisions to migrate.
Findings from the study indicate that decision factors to migrate to New Zealand include
opportunities for work and children, quality of life, environment, security, and career
development. It is evident from my contact with the participants that they enjoy New
Zealand, but most are not happy because they have been unable to realise their potential.
Conclusively, by presenting an international migration decision-making and cost-benefit
framework, the researcher has added significantly to migration studies regarding migrants’
decision to migrate.
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IN DIRE STRAITS: TEACHER POLICIES AND STUDENT
ACHIEVEMENT LEVELS OF PUBLIC SCHOOLS IN PAKISTAN.
TANYA KHAN MOHMAND1
ABSTRACT
The growing interest in the falling standards of public schools has stimulated research into
analysing what goes into the educational cauldron of improving the quality of schools. This
paper aims to comparatively analyse the two provinces of Pakistan by considering the poor
quality of public education, as evidenced by the shared outcome variable of low student
achievement levels. The provinces of Punjab and Balochistan have been judiciously selected
as case study examples by adopting Mill’s (1843) Method of Agreement. Through the
method of thematic analysis, recruitment and accountability are identified as two major
factors of effective teacher policies, the poor design of which may be considered useful in
understanding the poor student achievement levels of public schools found in the two
provinces. By utilising Chubb and Moe’s (1988) theory, I argue that these teacher policies of
the public sector are ineffective when they are imposed on schools through democratic
control.
Key Words: Public schools, recruitment, accountability, teacher policies.
INTRODUCTION
The plight of public schools is a debate not unknown to the many scholars and policymakers
around the world. Pakistan is among those countries where one of the most urgent issues that
require immediate attention is the poor condition of education provided by the state. Given
the dire need for an intervention, this paper aims to take the case of Pakistan under
consideration and analyses the poor quality of public education as evidenced by the low
student achievement levels across the country.
To address this concern and due to the importance given to it in existing literature as
one of the most important factors affecting student achievement levels, teacher policies of the
public sector will be considered as the main explanatory variable in understanding why
students who are enrolled in state schools perform poorly, with student achievement levels
being considered as the outcome variable. A focus on teacher policies will bring under the
metaphoric microscope the inputs that are open to influence, and allow governments and
policymakers to intervene with reforms that may raise the standard of state funded schools.
In line with the research objective, this research paper will attempt to pin down the
supply-side factors of effective teacher policies that may be useful in explaining the
achievement level of public school students, with specific references to Punjab and
Balochistan. This will be achieved through utilising data that exists in the form of
government teacher policy reports, national as well as international NGO reports, research
conducted by the World Bank, and academic publications on teacher policies and student
achievement levels.
In light of the analytical power derived when using a comparative lens, a juxtaposition
of Punjab and Balochistan provides an interesting case for analysis 2 and the two have been
1

Programme Monitoring and Implementation Unit, School Education Department, Government of Punjab, Pakistan. E-mail:
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2 My argument holds for all four provinces of Pakistan, as democratic control exists across the education system, but I have
selected Punjab and Balochistan as they are a suitable representation of my hypothesis and satisfy Mill’s Method of
Agreement.
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judiciously selected by adopting Mill’s (1843) Method of Agreement. The puzzle that lies at
the heart of this paper focuses on two provinces that are different in several respects but
demonstrate similarity in terms of poor student achievement levels in the public sector. For
example, only 60% of students in Balochistan can identify letters in Class 1 in public schools.
Similarly, in Punjab, approximately 65% can identify letters in Class 1 in public schools
(ASER, 2015). This gap in learning is found throughout the learning outcomes of students
across the education system of each respective province.
Given the research objective, my hypothesis is that the two major factors of effective
teacher policies are recruitment and accountability. I will investigate this by utilising Chubb
and Moe’s (1988) study as the theoretical framework. These factors will then be used as a
yardstick to analyse the teacher policies of Punjab and Balochistan to evaluate their
effectiveness and usefulness in understanding the achievement levels of public school
students.
With the country facing an education crisis, there is a dire need to address the plight of
public schools. The debate about education in Pakistan revolves mostly around increasing
enrolment rates and making access to education universal, without much heed to the quality
of the service being provided. What gets overlooked in the current narrative of the
government is finding a solution to ameliorate the deteriorating state of public education.
This study therefore strives to be a humble contribution towards efforts to correct the
inadequate amount of attention received by the two identified factors of effective teacher
policies in Pakistan. Alif Ailaan (2014a) published a report referring to the 25 million out-ofschool children as “25 million broken promises”, promises broken due to the government
failing to provide the constitutional right of education to these out-of-school children. This
paper focuses on the broken promises to those children who do go to school, but who are
provided with below-par education.
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
To analyse the data, a thematic analysis has been performed to extract the themes from the
considered documents and reports. The steps provided by Braun and Clarke (2006) have been
used as a guiding framework in conducting the data analysis, as follows:
Phase 1: Familiarising oneself with the data
Before initialising Phase 1, the documents for analysis were collected based on their ability to
provide:
i)
information about government teacher policies for public schools;
ii)
information about teacher policies in private schools;
iii)
research on factors influencing student achievement levels in Pakistan; and
iv)
post-devolution information.
Beginning with the adoption of a realist perspective, the collected documents were then read
several times before the codification process began. With Chubb and Moe’s (1988) theory in
mind, a theoretically-driven analysis was selected and I carefully went over the data focusing
mostly on those aspects that addressed the organisation of public and private schools in the
two provinces of Pakistan.
Phase 2: Generating initial codes
Through a software programme called NVivo, this second phase involved generating a list of
codes regarding the organisation of public schools that reflected the essence of the data
(Braun and Clarke, 2006). By uploading documents in this software, I sorted relevant extracts
into codes (referred to as nodes in the software), a process that eventually led to the
identification of 15 codes. Certain documents had to be coded manually as they were scanned
copies of policy documents.
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Phase 3: Searching for themes
The list of codes was then reviewed, and certain codes (such as “Clientelism”) were
discarded at this point. A final list of 13 codes was selected, following which the process of
sorting these codes into potential themes began. Themes were identified at a semantic level,
as I wanted to provide a description of the data first and leave the interpretation of the found
patterns for the discussion section.
Phase 4: Reviewing themes
In this phase, the themes of job security, qualification, and salary began to emerge into one
main theme, while the role of headteachers became a separate theme. To ensure that these
different aspects formed a “coherent pattern”, as advised by Braun and Clarke (2006, p. 21),
the extracts based on the identified codes were re-read.
Phase 5: Defining and naming themes
What follows in Braun and Clarke’s (2006) framework is to define the themes by “identifying
the essence of what each theme is about” (p. 22). Consequently, the themes are defined as
follows:
Recruitment: refers to the terms concerning hiring and firing, job security, and the
qualifications and salary of teachers.
Accountability: refers to the role of headteachers in supervising the performance of teachers.
To address the research puzzle, two important factors of effective teacher policies have been
identified, and the final phase of Braun and Clarke’s (2006) framework involves an analysis
of the identified themes in their usefulness towards understanding the outcome variable.
DISCUSSION
Theme: Recruitment of teachers in Punjab and Balochistan
In the analysis of the 2014 recruitment policy of the Government of Punjab, it was found that
teachers (referred to as educators) for posts in secondary schools are recruited through the use
of an entry test, following which they are called for an interview by the District Recruitment
Committee (Punjab Education Department, 2014). This is similar to what was revealed in the
analysis of the recruitment policy of the Government of Balochistan, where teachers were
also recruited through a test called the National Testing Service (NTS). In the policy
documents of both provinces, it was discovered that, to qualify for interviews, a minimum
test score of 45% is required, following which the District Recruitment Committee provides a
list of recommended candidates to the Appointing Committee.
In light of the work of Darling-Hammond (2000), who emphasises the influence of a
teacher’s subject matter knowledge on the learning of a student, it is interesting to note that,
in both provinces, the required score on the entry test to qualify for an interview is 45%. This
may be interpreted as setting the bar low at the very beginning of the recruitment process, and
allowing those teachers with less than half of the required knowledge to make it through the
filtering process.
Furthermore, certain academic and professional qualifications are required to be
recruited as a public school teacher in each province. In both provinces, those who possess
the academic qualifications but not the professional qualification cannot be appointed until
they acquire these professional qualifications. For example, to be an Urdu teacher, a Masters
degree in Urdu is a prerequisite in addition to the professional qualification of an MA in
Education. Following their selection, these educators are recruited on the basis of permanent
contracts and enjoy life tenure in both Punjab and Balochistan.
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Job security
As discussed, public school teachers enjoy life tenure once they are employed by the
provincial governments. Keeping this in perspective, throughout the dataset there was a
nuanced suggestion of poor in-service performance of teachers, partly because they had no
fear of a threat to their job. This may be evidenced by Ailaan (2014) report, which found that,
unlike public schools, for the private schools of Punjab and Balochistan, “any violations of
the terms of service (by teachers), including unauthorised leave, can be addressed by
immediate dismissal” (p. 37).
This finding is in line with what has been advocated by Chubb and Moe (1988), who
claim that teachers put in a greater effort in their work when they are supervised by a
headteacher who possesses the power of hiring and firing the teachers. An implication of this
for the public schools of the two provinces may be that, as teachers do not face such a threat
to their jobs, they are relatively not as concerned about their in-service performance as their
private school counterparts. Teachers in the private sector have to “live up to the principal’s
criteria on a continuing basis”, as has been discussed in Chubb and Moe’s (1988) theory (p.
1082).
Consequently, according to Khan (n.d.), teacher absenteeism is a major problem in the
provinces of Pakistan and has led to the emergence of ghost schools. This is exceptionally
detrimental to learning levels, as those who are supposed to be beacons of knowledge for
students are found missing from their posts. It may be argued from this that providing job
security to teachers based on a permanent contract rather than on performance-based criteria
may have serious repercussions. However, this implication is made with caution; change to
such a policy may not be easy to implement, as there may be substantial resistance from
teacher unions.
Qualifications and salary
The sub-theme of qualification and salary provided a rather interesting account of the
recruitment policy of teachers in Punjab and Balochistan. Both provinces were found to be
recruiting teachers with high academic and professional qualifications. This may be
evidenced by the SAHE and Ailaan (2014) report, which found that 51% of teachers in
government schools in Punjab have at least an MA, compared to only 22% in the private
sector. Similarly, these teachers received a higher salary than their private sector
counterparts. In relation to the objective of this study, then, one may ask: “Why are such
qualified and well-paid teachers not performing well in terms of raising student achievement
levels?”
While private school teachers are being paid less, Chubb and Moe’s (1988) theory
states that “private school teachers are trading economic compensation and formal job
security for superior working conditions, professional autonomy and personal fulfilment” (p.
1083-1084). Thus, even though they are being paid more and have superior qualifications,
public school teachers do not enjoy the superior conditions that are attached to a school that is
free of democratic control.
Theme: Accountability of teachers in Punjab and Balochistan
The theme of accountability in this study has been defined as the role played by headteachers
in the supervision of teachers. Before discussing this, it is important to provide an analysis of
the accountability mechanism found in the policy documents of Punjab and Balochistan,
which leads to further similarities being discovered. In both provinces, an Annual
Confidential Report (ACR) is submitted by headteachers to the Executive District Officer
(EDO) of Education, entailing the performance of teachers according to an established set of
criteria in both provinces. These criteria, it should be noted, do not contain student learning
levels produced in the classrooms of these teachers. Given that such criteria are missing from
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the accountability policies of both provinces, it may be difficult to assess the value added by
effective teacher performance. In addition to the ACR, field officers act as monitors, who
report to district education officials, as stated in the SAHE and Ailaan (2014) report.
Together, these two elements make up the accountability mechanism of Punjab and
Balochistan. I will now proceed to an analysis of the role played by the headteachers of
public schools.
The role of headteachers
The review of documents that led to the emergence of this sub-theme revealed that schools
and headteachers in both Punjab and Balochistan lack the level of authority possessed by
schools and headteachers in countries like the United Kingdom. Where headteachers in the
UK may be considered as leading figures in school management, headteachers in the public
schools of the two provinces of Pakistan have little claim to such authority. To support this,
the study of Simkins, Garrett, Memon, and Ali (1998) offers valuable insight into how
headteachers in public schools perceive themselves. The authors provide a statement from an
interview with a headteacher, who claimed to feel like a doorman of the school due to the
lack of any substantial powers (Simkins et al., 1998). For a key figure of the school to be
feeling like a doorman just goes to show how depriving schools of central powers lead to
detrimental waves.
Similarly, Aslam and Kingdon (2011) argue that public schools are associated with
weak accountability. As public teachers are held accountable only through the means of an
annual report where their performance is not linked to student learning levels and they are
only subject to being monitored by field officers with limited resources, the accountability
mechanism of the two provinces is a festering ground for ineffectiveness. Those who are
closer to the field, i.e. headteachers, are in a better position to hold these teachers to account,
as they are present on the premises of the school and are aware of teacher performance.
However, due to the inadequate powers of these public school headteachers, their presence
has little influence in holding ineffective teachers to account.
The theory provided by Chubb and Moe (1988) proves to have great explanatory power
regarding this issue, as it claims that when headteachers have certain authority over important
matters, teachers strive to “live up to the principal’s criteria on a continuing basis” (p. 1082).
This can be linked back to the theme of recruitment, where I highlighted the fact that public
teachers are hired based on a permanent contract and schools do not have the power of firing
them. If the headteachers of public schools have the capacity to hire and fire teachers and
keep a close eye on their performance, the accountability mechanism of these schools may
improve.
POLICY IMPLICATIONS
Currently, the provincial government of Punjab and Balochistan design the two major factors
of teacher policies affecting recruitment and accountability.3 In light of Chubb and Moe’s
(1988) theory, as well as in light of the findings from the data analysis, a possible policy
implication of this study is to devolve the aforementioned powers to the schools, as this will
allow the formulation of more effective policies. The reason these policies are more effective
is that schools are more aware of the environment and are in a better position to deal with
day-to-day issues. With job security being based on performance, which is closely monitored
through a tighter accountability mechanism, all those absent and underperforming teachers
will no longer be able to benefit from the ineffective policies imposed by democratic control.
It must be kept in mind, however, that implementation of such reforms may be no walk
in the park, nor will it be a panacea for all the ills of the education system. The government of
3

This is the case for all provinces in Pakistan.
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each province may have to deal with a plethora of resistance in several forms, an example of
which may be a backlash from teachers. In fact, Punjab is no stranger to such resistance, as
the province experimented with shifting away from permanent contracts between 2002 and
2008; the reform had to be revoked due to a massive uproar from the teacher union. Taking
this into consideration, it is therefore important to note that, although Chubb and Moe (1988)
have provided an insight into how democratic control inhibits the major factors of effective
teacher policies in public schools, one of the limitations of the theory is that the “institutional
reform” called upon by the authors may simply not be that simple to implement (p. 1085).
Hence, the task ahead is not for the fainthearted, and will require serious determination
and political will on part of the government to amend the identified factors of effective
teacher policies. Researchers may use this study to determine how reforms in the recruitment
and accountability of teachers are to be implemented to effectively address the concerns
regarding the state of public schools.
CONCLUSION
With the growing interest in understanding the reasons behind the falling standards of public
schools as the backdrop, this study investigated the case of Pakistan and analysed the poor
quality of public education there, as evidenced by a low student achievement level that has
shown little improvement over the years. The provinces of Punjab and Balochistan were
judiciously selected by adopting Mill’s (1843) Method of Agreement as a representation of
how two very different provinces face a similar problem of low student learning levels in
public schools.
Although humble in its contribution, the objective of this study has been to bring under
the limelight the major factors of effective teacher policies that are poorly designed in the
public schools of Pakistan and thus contributing to the poor achievement level of students.
This has been done with the hope of shifting the current debate in Pakistan from a hollow
pursuit of increasing enrolment rates to improving policies in an effort to address the abysmal
student achievement levels in the public sector. By identifying and analysing recruitment and
accountability as two major factors of effective teacher policies, this study has intended to
contribute to the limited research that exists calling for ineffective teacher policies to be
transformed into effective teacher policies in Pakistan’s public sector.
In line with the theoretical framework, the stamp of democratic control proclaimed by
Chubb and Moe (1988) (and its detrimental repercussions) is found imprinted on the public
schools of Pakistan. Thus, one policy implication that may be taken away from this study is
to devolve powers to schools and allow them the freedom to design and implement teacher
policies, especially those that concern recruitment and accountability. I state this with
caution, as the implementation of such a reform may not be welcomed by several interest
groups, especially the teacher community. What this study therefore provides is a stepping
stone towards further investigation into how the process of teacher policy reform may take
place and for formulating an action plan for implementing such reforms. In this way, the dire
straits in which public schools find themselves, and the promises broken by such schools,
may successfully and finally be addressed.
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MODELLING OF ENTREPRENEURIAL INTENTION AMONG
POLITEKNIK MALAYSIA STUDENTS USING PARTIAL LEAST
SQUARES – STRUCTURAL EQUATION MODELLING
ROZITA MOKHTAR1, MOHD RASHID AB HAMID2, MUHAMMAD AIMAN
ZULKIFLI3
ABSTRACT
This study explores entrepreneurial intention from psychological perspectives. By adopting
the McClelland’s (1961) psychological characteristic, Need for Achievement, and Ajzen’s
Theory of Planned Behaviour, the study investigates the factors influencing entrepreneurial
intention among polytechnic students in Malaysia. A survey method was employed to collect
the data, resulting in 372 usable data. The respondents were final-year diploma students
studying accountancy, civil engineering, and electronic engineering from seven polytechnics
in Malaysia. A Partial Least Squares-Structural Equation Modelling technique was run, with
the application of the bootstrapping method, to test the relationship between research model
constructs: the Need for Achievement, Attitudes, Subjective Norms, Perceived Behavioural
Control, Self-Efficacy, and Entrepreneurial Intention. The measurement (outer) model and
the structural (inner) model of the latent constructs were examined. The findings found that
all seven hypotheses are supported. It is suggested that future studies adopt this model and
replace the Need for Achievement with other psychological characteristics.
Keywords: Entrepreneurial Intention, Theory of Planned Behaviour, Polytechnics Malaysia,
PLS-SEM
INTRODUCTION
Entrepreneurship has always been an interest of the Malaysian government, especially the
Ministry of Higher Education. It is promoted to solve graduates’ unemployment issue. The
Department of Polytechnics Education Malaysia shares the same aspiration as constituted in
the Polytechnic Transformational Agenda 2010 – The Second Outcome, in which
polytechnics are to produce employable or entrepreneurial graduates (Department of
Polytechnics Education, 2009).
Unemployment among Malaysian graduates is not new, especially with the non-static
unemployment rate. Trading Economics (2016) envisages a fluctuation in the unemployment
rate in Malaysia from 2016 until 2020, standing at 3.7% at the end of 2016 before continuing
to increase to 3.8% in 2018 and 3.7% in 2020. Although the real rate in July 2017 is only
3.5%, the rate recorded throughout the year is still changing: it was 3.4% in May 2017, and
3.5% in January 2017 (Department of Statistic Malaysia, 2017). In February 2016,
Malaysia’s unemployment rate reached 3.4% for the third consecutive month, the highest
percentage since November 2013 (The Star Online, 2016). In November 2013, the
unemployment rate was 3.4%, with a total of 484,600 jobless people (Department of Statistic
Malaysia, 2013). Malaysian polytechnic students did not escape this unfortunate
environment. In 2015, 20.54% of 22,541 graduates were unemployed (Department of
Polytechnics Education, 2016). The figure was similar to the statistics of 2011, when 23.9%
of graduates were still unemployed after six months of convocation.
1Commerce
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In 1969, polytechnics were established by the government to provide training in
technical and vocational areas (Wong and Hamali, 2006). After 41 years of operation, the
Polytechnics Transformation Plan was introduced in 2010, establishing new three premier
polytechnics, five new metro polytechnics, and 26 existing and new conventional
polytechnics (Department of Polytechnics Education, 2016). This programme has enlarged
the student intake, increased student enrolment, and expanded the number of polytechnic
graduates, resulting in an indirect higher competition among the graduates. In October 2016,
the intake of full-time programme students recorded was 35,455 students; the academic
enrolment was 99,551 students; and the output for the year was 24,522 students (Department
of Polytechnics Education, 2016).
Due to the competitiveness of job market, entrepreneurship is actively promoted. The
outcome can be seen through the increasing numbers of graduates who choose
entrepreneurship. In 2011, less than 20% of graduates became entrepreneurs; there were more
than 50% entrepreneur graduates in 2015. In 2013, 1,832 graduates became entrepreneurs,
compared to 2,347 graduates in 2014 and 2,833 graduates in 2015 (Ministry of Higher
Education, 2016). However, the Malaysian entrepreneurial intention (EI) rate is the second
lowest among the six ASEAN countries, with only 11.6% indication, in contrast to the
highest rate of 42.8% in the Philippines (UNIRAZAK, 2015). Hence, EI is still relevant to be
studied to improve the status quo.
Despite the numerous studies on EI, the knowledge of the mechanisms and
temporalities that affect the behaviour is still poor (Kautonen, Van Gelderen, and Tornikoski,
2013). Most studies focus on the factors affecting entrepreneurship rather than delving into
personal factors (Kamariah, Yaacob, and Wan Jamaliah, 2004). Welter (2011) suggests that
“economic behaviour can be better understood within its historical, temporal, institutional,
spatial and social context.” This study explores EI from psychological perspectives and
adopts McClelland’s (1961) psychological characteristic, the Need for Achievement (NA),
and the Theory of Planned Behaviour (TPB) with the objective of investigating the factors
influencing EI among Polytechnic students in Malaysia by using Partial Least SquaresStructural Equation Modelling (PLS-SEM). SEM is chosen due to its popularity for
confirming a theoretical model, as SEM models hypothesise how sets of variables define
constructs and how these constructs are related to each other (Schumacker and Lomax, 2016).
Researchers like Zampetakis et al. (2009) also use SEM in conducting a test on EI.
LITERATURE REVIEW AND RESEARCH MODEL
EI
The TPB is used in intention studies (Armitage and Conner, 2001), outlining that intention is
a function of three basic determinants: Attitude, Subjective Norms (SN), and Perceived
Behavioural Control (PBC). In this study, intention refers to EI. A study by Bird (1988)
defines EI as an individual’s conscious awareness and conviction in intending to set up a new
business. Another definition of EI is the degree of inclination towards entrepreneurial
behaviours, such as the keenness to work as an entrepreneur (Mokhtar, Zulkifli, and
Zainuddin, 2016). As intention is the best predictor of behaviour, EI is a best predictive tool
to sort out entrepreneurs among graduates. Intention is considered as the most powerful
predictor of entrepreneurial behaviours (Autio et al., 2001) and new venture creation
(Chrisman, 1997).
NA
In this study, a psychological characteristic is adopted from the psychological characteristic
school of thought. Generally, there are six; NA, Locus of Control, Tolerance of Ambiguity,
Risk Taking, Self-Confidence (Begley and Boyd, 1987), and Innovativeness (Schumpeter,
1934). Past literature shows certain psychological characteristics are motivational in
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becoming an entrepreneur, which are different from non-entrepreneurs. However, only NA
by McClelland (1961) is discussed here. This is due to its importance (Habaragoda, 2013)
and its popularity (Shaver and Scott, 1991). This variable refers to an individual’s level of
achievement, and could be exemplified by an independent problem solver, a target setter who
strives for goals based on their own efforts, people with a higher performance in challenging
tasks, and innovation in improving one’s own performance (Littunen, 2000). This
motivational achievement has the most important effect on EI (Dinis, Jorge, and Belinha,
2008). If the average level of NA is relatively high, then a great amount of entrepreneurship
is expected (McClelland, 1961). A study by Yusof et al. (2007) shows NA is positively
significant for EI. Thus, it is hypothesised that:
H1: NA has a significant positive influence on Attitude towards Entrepreneurship
(ATT).
H2: NA has a significant positive influence on PBC.
H3: NA has a significant positive influence on SN.
ATT, SN, and PBC
Attitude is the most relevant TPB’s construct in influencing intention. Attitude refers to the
degree to which an individual has favourable/unfavourable assessments of a particular
behaviour (Ajzen, 1991), which also depends on the positive/negative evaluation of the
personal impacts resulting from the behaviour. A negative belief about behaviour will result
in an unfavourable attitude, and vice versa, while ATT could be defined as the degree to
which a person has a favourable/unfavourable appraisal of entrepreneurial behaviour (Ajzen,
2002). Norasmah and Salmah (2009) find ATT is moderately related to behaviour, and
Zampetakis et al. (2009) conclude ATT has a significant effect on EI.
SN is a social factor, referring to the perceived social pressure to perform a specific
behaviour (Ajzen, 2001). It is a perception of others’ approval of the performance of a
behaviour; for example, “my reference personnel” would approve my decision, and (in this
context) my decision to be an entrepreneur. A previous study shows SN is positively related
to intention (Wu and Wu, 2008).
PBC is the perception of the easiness or difficulty of carrying out a specific behaviour,
or its feasibility (Peterman and Kennedy, 2003). This construct reflects a personal control
over the behaviour. The greater the PBC, the stronger the intention to perform a behaviour.
Several studies have shown a significant association between PBC and EI (Iakovleva and
Kolvereid, 2009). In Malaysia, Ariff et al. (2010) show PBC is the most important factor
influencing accounting students’ EI. Following this literature, it is hypothesised that:
H4: ATT has a significant positive influence on EI.
H5: SN has a significant positive influence on EI.
H6: PBC has a significant positive influence on EI.
Self-Efficacy (SE)
SE is the individual personal judgement of one’s ability to perform a specific behaviour
(Krueger and Brazeal, 1994). Cromie (2000) states SE affects a person’s beliefs regarding
whether or not certain goals may be attained. It is similar to PBC, yet this distinct antecedent
by Bandura (1986) is more important regarding intentions and actions, especially in EI
studies. Ajzen further clarifies the concept of behavioural control and highlights the
importance of incorporating SE and controllability items into intention measures to improve
behaviour prediction. Many researchers have dealt with SE and PBC as synonymous
constructs. SE has been found as an important antecedent of both EI and behaviour (Souitaris,
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Zerbinati, and Al-Laham, 2007), but some researchers claim SE only concerns PBC (Rotter,
1966). Therefore:
H7: SE has a significant positive influence on PBC.
FINDINGS AND ANALYSES
Data Collection
420 questionnaires were mailed to the directors of seven selected polytechnics. The
questionnaires were then distributed and completed by the students studying diplomas in
accountancy, civil engineering, and electrical engineering based on the provided guidelines.
Three hundred and seventy-four responses were obtained, but only 372 questionnaires were
usable. Notably, this response rate of 89% is quite high. Therefore, the representatives are
accepted for this study. This enables generalisation of the obtained results (Sekaran, 2003).
Measures and Assessment of Goodness of Measures
A five-point Likert scale (from 1 = strongly disagree to 5 =strongly agree) was used to
measure all items. The questionnaire was designed using intensive literature. Items measuring
the EI and SN were adapted from Linan et al. (2007) and Ramayah and Harun (2005); ATT
items were adapted from Linan et al. (2007) and Autio et al. (1997); PBC items were adapted
from Linan et al., (2007); SE items were adapted from Shcwarzer and Scholz (2000); and NA
items were adapted from Ramayah and Harun (2005) and Yusof et al. (2007).
Partial Least Squares Path Modelling
The confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) tool used in this study was PLS-SEM. This technique
has two components when examining latent constructs: a measurement (outer) model related
to indicator loadings, and a structural (inner) model related to path coefficient measures.
Assessment of the Measurement (Outer) Model
The first step in PLS analysis is the analysis of the measurement model, used to determine the
fit between the factor and the theoretically defined construct (Hair et al., 2014). It is
examined to ensure the survey questionnaires do determine the variables that it was supposed
to measure, simultaneously making sure that the instrument is reliable. Smart PLS M3
version 2.0 (Ringle et al., 2005) was used to analyse the data, together with the application of
a bootstrapping method to fix the significant level of factor loading, composite reliability
(CR), and average variance extracted (AVE). A bootstrapping method is used to simulate the
drawing of several random samples from the target population (Kline, 2011).
Construct Validity
The construct validity of specific indicators can be assessed by examining the respective
cross-loading and factor loading, where it has been recommended by Hair et al. (2011) that a
loading of 0.50 or higher on two or more factors is considered significant. In Table 1, it is
observed that all the indicators measuring a particular construct are greater than 0.50 on the
particular construct, but are less than 0.50 on the other constructs, thus confirming construct
validity.

ATT3
ATT4
ATT5
EI1
EI2
EI3

ATT
0.874
0.880
0.889
0.579
0.562
0.539

Table 1: Loadings and Cross-Loadings
EI
NA
PBC
0.580
0.380
0.434
0.556
0.382
0.378
0.600
0.413
0.400
0.839
0.358
0.457
0.850
0.307
0.453
0.850
0.294
0.460
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SE
0.404
0.405
0.421
0.398
0.378
0.372

SN
0.500
0.514
0.452
0.553
0.529
0.528
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EI4
0.530
0.836
0.303
0.495
0.398
0.522
EI5
0.516
0.799
0.346
0.377
0.378
0.434
EI6
0.330
0.618
0.108
0.356
0.227
0.400
EI7
0.527
0.826
0.317
0.412
0.387
0.513
EI8
0.561
0.846
0.322
0.438
0.379
0.474
EI9
0.571
0.736
0.297
0.432
0.371
0.400
NA1
0.305
0.281
0.755
0.310
0.510
0.262
NA2
0.383
0.314
0.860
0.285
0.539
0.337
NA3
0.357
0.229
0.860
0.277
0.517
0.245
NA4
0.416
0.367
0.865
0.363
0.528
0.321
NA5
0.384
0.348
0.829
0.336
0.588
0.276
PBC3
0.306
0.435
0.247
0.838
0.347
0.355
PBC4
0.475
0.498
0.396
0.898
0.455
0.543
SE1
0.322
0.390
0.501
0.414
0.809
0.310
SE2
0.396
0.404
0.513
0.412
0.853
0.365
SE3
0.405
0.366
0.595
0.425
0.865
0.369
SE4
0.389
0.359
0.470
0.328
0.779
0.320
SE5
0.409
0.359
0.555
0.308
0.785
0.299
SN1
0.378
0.466
0.186
0.381
0.219
0.768
SN2
0.386
0.444
0.200
0.387
0.261
0.797
SN3
0.462
0.519
0.328
0.446
0.337
0.826
SN4
0.483
0.476
0.328
0.423
0.377
0.814
SN5
0.494
0.537
0.287
0.447
0.361
0.821
SN6
0.464
0.483
0.329
0.459
0.399
0.825
Note: Bold values are loadings for items above the recommended value (0.50).
Convergent Validity
Convergent validity is the degree to which multiple items that measure the same concept are
in agreement. Factor loadings, CR and AVE, can be used to assess convergent validity (Hair
et al., 2011). CR was obtained from the factor loadings of the constructs and its value in the
observed variable that was accounted for by the latent variables. In Table 2, all the CR values
obtained are within the range of 0.860 to 0.942, which exceeds the recommended value
(0.70). CR values of 0.70 to 0.90 are considered reliable (Hair et al., 2011). Another
measurement to be examined is AVE, which reflects the complete amount of variance in the
observed variable accounted for by the latent variable relative to measurement error
(Ramayah et al., 2013). Again, in Table 2, all AVE values lie between 0.645 to 0.776, which
is higher than the minimum recommended value of 0.50 (Barclay et al., 1995). This means all
the constructs used are valid measures of the respective constructs according to the parameter
estimates and statistical significance.
Table 2: Result of Measurement (Outer) Model
Constructs
Items
Loadings
CRa
AVEb
Attitude
ATT3
0.874
0.912
0.776
ATT4
0.880
ATT5
0.889
Entrepreneurial Intention
EI1
0.839
0.942
0.645
EI2
0.850
EI3
0.850
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EI4
0.836
EI5
0.799
EI6
0.618
EI7
0.826
EI8
0.846
EI9
0.736
NA
NA1
0.755
0.920
0.697
NA2
0.860
NA3
0.860
NA4
0.865
NA5
0.829
PBC
PBC3
0.838
0.860
0.755
PBC4
0.898
SE
SE1
0.809
0.910
0.670
SE2
0.853
SE3
0.865
SE4
0.779
SE5
0.785
SN
SN1
0.768
0.919
0.654
SN2
0.797
SN3
0.826
SN4
0.814
SN5
0.821
SN6
0.825
a
Note: Composite reliability (CR)=(square of the summation of the factor loadings)/{(square
of the summation of the factor loadings)+(square of the summation of the error variances).
b
Average variance extracted (AVE)=(summation of the square of the factor
loadings)/{(summation of the square of the factor loadings)+(summation of the error
variances)}.
Discriminant Validity
Discriminant validity is the degree to which items differentiate among constructs or measure
distinct concepts, and this was conducted by calculating and investigating the associations
among the measures of possibly overlapping variables (Ramayah, Rouibah and May, 2011),
and can be assessed by examining the correlations between the measures of potential
overlapping construct. The AVE for each component should be greater than the squares of
the correlation between the components and all other components (Christmas, 2005). On the
other hand, the research model is considered to have a good discriminant when the
correlation among the components is lower than the square root of the AVE (Fornell and
Larcker, 1981). Table 3 shows that all the AVE are greater than the recommended value, and
the correlations for every latent variable are less than the square roots of AVE (shown in
bold). Thus, discriminant validity is acceptable.
Table 3: Discriminant Validity
Constructs
A
B
C
D
E
F
Attitude (A)
0.881
EI (B)
0.658
0.803
NA (C)
0.445
0.373
0.835
PBC (D)
0.459
0.539
0.378 0.869
SE (E)
0.466
0.459
0.643 0.467 0.819
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SN (F)
0.554
0.605
0.348 0.526 0.408 0.809
Note: Diagonal represents the square root of the AVE, while the off-diagonals represent the
correlations among the variables.
Assessment of the Structural (Inner) Model
As a whole, the measurement model demonstrated adequate convergent validity and
discriminant validity. Therefore, the next step in PLS analysis is to develop a structural model
by analysing the inner model, which can be used to assess the relationships between
construct, R2, and the significant values of the research model. The loading among the
components was tested for the significance of path parameter coefficient using R2 for
endogenous variables and t-statistics. To test the significance, the data was run using 5000
bootstrapped samples through 372 cases. For a specified PLS model, the R-squares for each
dependent latent variable in the structural model provided by PLS are first calculated, in
which case the values of the latent variables are determined by the weight relations (Vinzi,
2010).

Figure 1: Assessment of the Structural (Inner) Model on the Hypothesised Framework

Figure 2: Bootstrapping Analysis of the Structural (Inner) Model
Path Coefficients
The path coefficients are also used to evaluate the structural (inner) models. The path
coefficients or model loadings are evaluated in terms of sign, magnitude, and significance;
and are interpreted as in regression analysis and equivalent to the standardised beta weights
(β) (Henseler et al., 2009). The path coefficients indicate the strength and the direction of the
causal links between latent constructs. Thus, the path coefficients that do not match to the
algebraic sign of the theoretical expectations do not support the hypotheses.
The path coefficient significant level is determined by examining the path loadings
between construct; that is identified by using the t-statistics. The t-statistics were estimated
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using the bootstrap resampling procedure. The bootstrapping procedure is a non-parametric
approach for estimating the precision of the PLS-SEM estimates (Henseler et al., 2009).
Bootstrapping results suggest the stability of the PLS-SEM estimates. In this study, all the
data was run using 5,000 bootstrapped samples, with the same number of cases as original
sample, following the method conducted by Navarro et al. (2000).
Figure 1 and Figure 2 reveal that all regression weights values are of practical
importance (beta values > 0.2) and statistically significant at a significance level of 0.01. The
direction of the hypothesis is also positive and in tandem with the proposed hypotheses, as
discussed in the literature review.
Coefficient of Determination (R2)
Regarding the amount of variance in each construct which are described by the model, the
squared multiple correlation (R2) coefficients of determination for each construct were
examined. The coefficient of determination (R2) of the endogenous latent construct explains
the predictive power of the structural model and the effect level of the latent constructs. The
R2 is to assess the proportion of the variance in the endogenous constructs that can be
accounted for by the exogenous constructs (Hair et al., 2011) and are interpreted in the same
manner as R2 values obtained from the regression analysis (Casey and Wilson-Evered, 2012).
As a rule of thumb, in marketing research studies, R2 values of 0.75, 0.50, or 0.25 can be
described as substantial, moderate, or weak respectively (Hair et al., 2011).
In general, the hypothesised model describes the statistically significant amount of
variance for each construct. In this study, the R2 value for EI is 0.546, which implies that
54.6% of EI is predicted by ATT, SN, PBC, and SE. Also, the R2 for PBC is 0.228, which
means that 22.8% of this construct is explained by latent constructs of SE and NA. In
addition, 20% of Attitude and 12.1% of SN are explained by NA respectively. Overall, the
proportion of variance explained by each endogenous constructs from exogenous constructs
is acceptable.
Hypotheses Testing of PLS-SEM
In many research situations, the advantageous properties of variance-based PLS-SEM method
were to estimate SEM (Lohmöller, 1989). In short, the hypothesised relationships in the SEM
were tested using PLS estimation. It is clearly shown that all hypotheses were supported
(refer Table 4). All relationships were significant at p<0.01.
Table 4: Path Coefficient and Hypotheses Testing of PLS-SEM
Hypotheses Relationships
Beta
S.E. t-value
p-values
H1
NA -> ATT
0.445 0.054 **8.236
0.000
H2
NA -> PBC
0.133 0.064
*2.094
0.036
H3
NA -> SN
0.348 0.051 **6.764
0.000
H4
ATT -> EI
0.415 0.065 **6.434
0.000
H5
SN -> EI
0.265 0.060 **4.428
0.000
H6
PBC-> EI
0.209 0.050 **4.163
0.000
H7
SE -> PBC
0.381 0.064 **5.940
0.000
**p<0.01 (2-tailed), *p<0.05

Decisions
Supported
Supported
Supported
Supported
Supported
Supported
Supported

CONCLUSION
This study investigated the factors influencing EI among polytechnic students in Malaysia.
As discussed, there is an improvement in the number of graduates who became entrepreneurs,
yet Malaysian graduates’ level of EI is the lowest compared to other regional neighbours.
This is perhaps due to graduates’ dependency on the government and private organisations
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for jobs. It is still relevant to further examine whether Malaysian polytechnic students are
inclined and oriented towards the entrepreneurial sphere.
The study had used PLS-SEM to test the hypothesised framework. The seven
hypothesised relationships were tested using PLS estimation. All relationships are significant,
and the entire hypotheses are supported. This method validated the results in the final model,
as suggested in the analysis of the impact of exogenous latent variables (i.e., NA and SE) on
Attitude, SN, and PBC on the EI. The use of a latent variable in SEM provides a strong test
for the relationship between ATT, SN, and PBC and EI. The variables achieve a very good
reliability of indicators to measure the latent variables. Moreover, all coefficient paths are
significant at level p < 0.001. In conclusion, the results show that the proposed factor
structure provides an adequate statistical fit and is sufficient for the data. In common with
Gird and Bagraim (2008), this study shows that Attitudes, SN, and PBC revealed a significant
statistical influence on EI. This finding is in line with Ramayah and Zainon (2005) in which
the variable, SNis significant on intention. The finding, therefore, suggests TPB is a valuable
tool for predicting EI. The study also pointed out that NA has a significant positive influence
on Attitudes, SN, and PBC. This is in line with Nayyar and Nishantha (2010), who posited
that individuals with a high NA are more likely to have a positive attitude toward
entrepreneurship. It is also concluded that SE has a positive and significant impact on PBC. A
similar conclusion was reached by Krueger, Reilly, and Carsrud (2000), who tested an EI
model adapted from Ajzen (1987).
In conjunction with this research results, it is recommended that the Department of
Polytechnic Education offer more entrepreneurship programmes and courses to the students.
This would help the students gain the knowledge and skills required in entrepreneurial
activities, while indirectly building their confidence to own a business. This will improve the
students’ PBC towards entrepreneurship, which might subsequently influence their intention
to become entrepreneurs. It is suggested that future studies adopt this model and replace the
variable NA with other psychological characteristics, such as Self-Confidence.
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CULTURAL INDULGENCE IN PAKISTAN
DR MARIA H. NADEEM1 AND ANEELA JAVED2
ABSTRACT
This study aims to find the actual level of cultural indulgence in Pakistan. It is carried out
from different provinces of Pakistan focusing on individuals representing different types of
gender, age, income, and educational background and belonging to different cultures and
societies. For this purpose, a questionnaire was used as a tool to conduct a survey of 320
respondents. This study shows that Greet Hofstede’s statement regarding Pakistan’s Cultural
Indulgence as “0” is totally wrong. People in Pakistan also live their lives freely with pleasure
and happiness, control their personal lives, hold freedom of expression and leisure to be
important, actively participate in sports, and are likely to express positive feelings.
Key Words: Culture, Indulgence, Human Behaviour, Cultural Dimensions, National Culture
INTRODUCTION
Human resources are often regarded as one of the most valuable assets of any organisation,
but only some organisations generate true benefits from this resource. Superior performance
is perceived to be the result of the right and timely collection of company resources,
including human resources. This leads to human resource management practices that can
increase the performance of the company and serve as a source of sustainable competitive
advantage, as these practices are often ambiguous, unique, and difficult to simulate.
However, empirical research has found that human resource management practices are not
always a source of sustainable competitive advantage unless they are organised with cultural
factors and other contextual factors derived from multinational companies operating in
different environmental conditions (Abdullah, Boyle, and Joham, 2011). Globalisation means
there are no national borders in today’s world. In an international context, companies face
many problems because of the cultural differences between countries and societies. Many
specialists in the field of global marketing use the theory of cultural dimensions by Geert
Hofstede, a Dutch social psychologist and an international administrative expert. They use
this theory when targeting foreign markets for the operation of commercial transactions and
to study consumer behaviour in different countries. Hofstede is well-known as a philosopher,
whose research studies include the whole culture in many different fields, such as
international business, business anthropology, and marketing and consumer behaviour (EnkhAmgalan, 2016). According to the authors of the current study, however, few studies also
give light to the relationship between national culture and human resource management
practices (Al-Sarayrah. et al., 2016).
This study therefore explores the concept of culture, Hofstede’s cultural dimensions,
counter-research on cultural dimensions, arguments on cultural dimensions, and (briefly) the
impact of the sixth cultural dimension, “Indulgence versus Restraint”, in Pakistan. This study
will also provide valuable information for all cultural dimensions, especially Indulgence
versus Restraint, to identify the impact of the national culture of Pakistan and assess its
impact on the youth and organisations.
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OBJECTIVE
Greet Hofstede (2010) has mentioned that Pakistan, with an extremely low score of “0”
indulgence, can be said to be an extremely restrained society. A comprehensive “compare
and contrast” approach has been used, with research conducted on “culture” and its various
dimensions by several other eminent scholars. Eventually, this research will be helpful to
explore the actual score of cultural indulgence in Pakistan.
LITERATURE REVIEW
Culture
Culture is a complete set of learned human behaviour patterns. With time, different cultures
have collided and created better and stable cultures. Culture always adapts to situations and
problems that arise. When it comes to globalisation, it becomes easier to understand cultures,
but in some cases, culture is also threatened by the popularity of existing cultures. The
transfer of languages, food, arts, and ethics from one culture to another makes indigenous
cultures extinct (Matthes, 2010). Although the complexity of the concept of culture has been
the subject of debate in the mid-twentieth century, studies show that culture includes three
basic humanitarian activities: what people think, do, and make. Many cultural characteristics
also arise in common, including cultural values that are shared, learned, and transferred
through generations and symbolised, adapted, and integrated (Tharp, 2009). Culture
influences everything an individual does in his/her community because of his/her norms,
values, ideas, attitudes, behavioural patterns, and way of thinking. It is not inherited
genetically, nor does it exist by itself, but it is always shared by the people living in a society
(Belshek, 2010).
Hofstede (1980) defines culture as the collective programming of the mind that
distinguishes people from one group to another, which is transmitted from one generation to
another and changes all the time because each generation adds something of their own before
it is transmitted to next generation. Therefore, among many possible definitions that have
been studied, this study is based on the following definition: “Culture is a set of shared
norms, beliefs and values that identifies the national or ethnic groups of people and form their
attitude and behaviors accordingly” (Belshek, 2010). Each culture has its own originality on
the basis of different identity groups from the same country, or regions often share the same
cultural norms and values (Babatunde and Low, 2015).
National culture is the basic force that controls and promotes attitudes and behaviours
continuously throughout the life of an individual, regardless of the transformation of
organisations or group affiliations (Guo and D’Ambra, 2003). The studies provide
intercultural evidence that cultures influence the way people behave and interact with
professions (Ismail and Lu, 2014). Intercultural communication is now more important due to
the increase in economic globalisation. It enhances the importance of understanding the many
layers of organisational culture when you have a diverse workforce (Shah and Amjad, 2011).
To understand that culture is real, we need to delve into the underlying assumptions – usually
unconscious, but which in fact determine an individual’s observation, thought, and feeling.
These assumptions are the same learned responses as adoptive values (Spencer-Oatey, 2012).
1980 Hofstede’s Research on Cultural Dimensions
Hofstede (1980) introduces some variables to measure and understand different cultures, also
known as a study of cultures. In 1980, after conducting a comprehensive study of how
cultural values affect the workplace through research on more than 100,000 people from 53
countries and regions, he published The Theory of Four Cultural Dimensions. They are
individualism/collectivism,
uncertainty
avoidance,
power
distance,
and
masculinity/femininity. By 1987, a fifth dimension was added to the theory: long-term/shortterm orientation. In 2010, a new cultural dimension was found based on a data analysis of
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Minkov from the World Value Survey. The indulgence-restraint dimension became the latest
dimension in Hofstede’s Cultural Dimension Theory (Jie and Jing, 2015). Hofstede (2011)
defined these dimensions as follows. Power distance is related to different fundamental
solutions to the problem of the lack of human equality. Uncertainty avoidance is about the
level of stress in society in a form of unknown future. Individualism-collectivism explains an
individual’s integration into initial groups. Masculinity-femininity refers to the division of the
emotional functions between men and women. Long-term versus short-term orientation is
about giving choice to people; they can either focus on past, present, or future. Indulgencerestraint is about levels of gratification in opposition to controlling the human desires relating
to their lives (Hofstede, 2011). It is based on the concept of immersion, where some of
society allows individuals to release some of the wishes and feelings of any socialisation and
entertainment with friends, through spending, or through sex. The restraint culture restricts
individuals from this achievement, and people cannot enjoy their lives freely (Khan, 2014).
Arguments on Hofstede’s Cultural Dimension
Many scholars have criticised the authenticity of Hofstede’s research tool, arguing that the
survey is not valid to analyse cultural difference. In some cases, selected variables are more
important for the one culture, and less important for other cultures. There are also other issues
regarding the generalisation of his research model and outcomes. Despite this, some
researchers maintain it is not compulsory for culture to be surrounded by boundaries. Culture
is found across all national borders. That is why nations are not a valid sample of cultural
analysis (Shaiq et al., 2011). Some criticise that Hofstede’s research work is outdated and
cannot be implemented effectively in today’s world of globalisation, changing environment,
and convergence. Others argue that four or five dimensions are not sufficient to identify
cultural differences (Shaiq et al., 2011).
Though Hofstede (2011) nullified this argument as there are regular updates in the data.
Other researchers like Dorfman and Howell (1988) found that sometimes Hofstede used the
same questionnaire on more than one level and many of them have large cross-loadings. In
fact, when you look closely, the analysis includes 32 questions with only 40 topics or cases
(40 data points with 6 corresponding to 40 countries). Analysis based on a few or less
“topics” takes advantage of the chance and increases the probability of sample error (Jones,
2007). It is also argued that Hofstede research work is not based on action research. It Include
study of the rules and procedure for fact-finding activity, planning and action measures,
evaluation and adjustments and other plans based on amendments. Many of these steps were
not present in Hofstede’s work. To carry out research through effective cultural, there has to
be a strong theory of good measurements (Shaiq et al., 2011). Some argue that Hofstede’s
study does not capture the theoretical shortcomings of wealth and the peculiarities of culture.
The model is predictive and is not understood by the specifics of self-reference culture. The
results are not strong or reliable and provide weak conclusions (Joannides, Wickramasinghe,
and Berland, 2012).
The Sixth Cultural Dimension: Indulgence versus Restraint
Hofstede (2010) defined indulgence versus restraint as follows. Indulgence is the tendency to
allow people free privilege to enjoy their basic life and pleasure in human desires. On the
other hand restraint is convinced that this kind of free privilege needs to be regulated and
restricted by social norms and values. It should be noted that, on the indulgence side, desires
relate to enjoying life and pleasure, not to enjoying general human satisfactory desires.
Therefore, one side of this dimension is characterised by the realisation that one can serve as
a satisfaction and enjoy recreational activities with friends or alone. On the other side of this
dimension, researchers have found that the task of adhering to the norms of various social
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activities, the sense of leisure activities, spending, and other similar types of indulgence, are
fairly bad (Jie and Jing, 2015).
Hofstede (2011) explains some characteristics of indulgent and restraining societies in
his research. He claims that indulgent societies have a higher proportion of people or
individuals who find themselves happy, tend to control their personal lives, give more
importance to freedom of expression and leisure, actively participate in sports, and are more
likely to express positive feelings. Further studies show that societies with a high level of
indulgence culture have low control over their people, and therefore totally depend on other
cultural dimensions to accept or reject any new behaviour. On the other hand, societies with a
high level of restraint culture have strong control over their individuals and have strict rules
and social norms in their ways of meeting their needs (Lupan et al., 2014). Indulgence versus
restraint also seems to have an impact on the differences between generations. The impact of
technology on younger generations suggests that the need for instant gratification is more
prevalent, but there is still a need for more research (Maclachlan, 2013).
Counter-Research on the Sixth Cultural Dimension of Indulgence-Restraint
Based on the early work of sociologists from Harvard University, Fons Trompenaars (1998)
introduced a model consisting of seven dimensions focusing on changes in values and
intercultural relations. The first five dimensions focus on human relationships, whereas the
latter two focus on temporal orientation and the relationship of society with human nature
(Nardon and Steers, 2006). One of the dimensions relevant to indulgent-restraint culture is
the dimension of neutral versus emotion. It focuses on the extent to which people express
their feelings while interacting with others and within relationships. Every culture has strong
rules, norms, and values regarding how easily an individual discloses his/her emotions. In a
highly emotional culture, people are free to express their feelings and emotions in public
places. In a neutral-oriented culture, people perceive the public expression of feelings and
emotions as wrong (Trompenaars, 1998). Another researcher, Schwartz (2006), explains one
of his cultural dimensions relevant to the indulgent-restraint dimension: mastery-harmony.
This is about how people manage their relationships with the natural and social world. In
harmony-oriented cultures, individuals accept the world as it is instead of exploiting it
(Nardon and Steers, 2006). Values such as ambition, success, boldness, and competition are
particular aspects in the field of culture (Schwartz, 2006). Inglehart and Baker (2000)
introduce the survival versus self-expression dimension, which includes some aspects of
indulgent-restraint cultures. Survival versus self-expression focuses on differences in trust,
tolerance, and personal wellbeing, political activity, and various measures of self-expression.
Self-expression cultures are often post-industrial communities with high levels of social life
security. On the other hand, survival-oriented culture include developing countries,
particularly the former Soviet Union, where people are said to be living less satisfied lives
and are less happy (Reichenbach, 2015).
Following Inglehart, Misho Minkov (2007) conducted his own analysis of a “World
Value Survey” and claimed that survival versus self-expression in Inglehart’s dimension can
be divided into two concepts. Misho described those aspects as “universalism versus
exclusionism”, shaped with elements that have to do with relationships between individuals
or groups of people. He considered three basic aspects for this new dimension: happiness, life
observation, and the importance of leisure. Apart from these three main items, the dimension
is also positively linked with the high importance of having friends and negatively with the
saving valuables for children. It follows that one side of this dimension is characterised by the
realisation that one can act pleasingly, spend money, and indulge in leisurely activities and
have fun with friends or alone. All this predicts relatively high happiness. On the other hand,
we see that one’s actions are constrained by different social norms and prohibitions, and that
the enjoyment of recreational activities, spending, and other similar kinds of indulgence is
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somewhat wrong (Yasar, 2014). One major effort to examine the cultural dimensions of this
framework by Robert House (2004) involved an international team of researchers focusing
particularly on understanding the impact of cultural differences on leadership processes. This
study was launched as a “global study” for Global Leadership and Organisational Behaviour
Effectiveness (Nardon and Steers, 2006). One of the dimensions of this study, humane
orientation, also includes some aspects of the indulgent-restraint culture. Humane-oriented
can be defined as to what extend members of a society are kind, altruistic, fair, generous,
attentive, and friendly to others (Gieben, 2006). Highly humane-oriented cultures give
importance to other’s interests and the values of altruism, kindness, generosity, and the need
for affiliation and membership, and have fewer psychological and pathological problems.
(Nardon and Steers, 2006).
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
This research has analysed the cultural indulgence level of individuals in Pakistan. For this
purpose, we have used a questionnaire as a tool from study of Cai Jie and Luo Jing (2015).
The questionnaire is divided into two parts (A and B) representing indulgence and restraint,
with four factors: gender, age, income, and educational level. Both parts of the questionnaire
(A and B) touch on three aspects of one’s life: relationships, working lifestyle, and personal
life. The questionnaire was made on Google Forms and was filled by a target sample of 320
people from different cities in Pakistan (i.e. Lahore, Karachi, Islamabad, etc.) via sending
link on WhatsApp groups and posting on social media pages and groups. Each question
contains five options from “strongly agree” to “strongly disagree” on a scale of one to five.
The respondents were asked to select the most appropriate answer from all five options. To
check the significance, mean values, correlations, and percentage of the results, we used
SPSS, which is considered the most appropriate tool for quantitative data analysis and to
answer research questions. Table 1 shows each piece of information regarding all four factors
used in the questionnaire to analyse indulgence restraint in Pakistan.
TABLE 1. FACTOR’S INFORMATION
Factor
Type
Number out of 320
Males
193
Gender
Females
127
18-30 years old
244
31-45 years old
63
Age
46-60 years old
11
Over 60 years old
2
Less than 30,000 PKR
147
30,000-75,000 PKR
108
Income
More than 75,000 PKR
65
Undergraduate
64
Education
Graduate
128
Postgraduate
128
FINDINGS AND ANALYSIS
This section of the study mainly focuses on the detailed analysis of all four factors to fulfil
the research objective mentioned in the first part of this study. A comparative analysis has
been done by calculating mean, regression, correlation, significance, and percentage of each
factor on SPSS.
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Gender
According to the results shown in Table 2, the overall significance value (P) of both parts is
0.01, which shows there is a significant relationship between dependent and independent
variables. The mean scores of 320 respondents in Part A for males is 13.42 and 13.93 for
females, which is slightly more than for than males. This shows that females are more
oriented towards indulgence than males in Pakistan. The mean scores of 320 respondents in
Part B for both males and females are 14.85 and 14.80 respectively, which shows that males
have more of a tendency to be restrained compared to females.
Table 3 shows the Pearson Correlation (r) between gender and the other 12 variables
used in the questionnaire. The table indicates that, from Parts A and B of the questionnaire,
variables including deciding life partner (DLP), relaxing working environment (RWE),
other’s opinion on choosing life partner (OLP), likes strict and self-disciplined people (LSS),
forget food and rest at work (FRW), serious working environment for efficiency (SWE), and
keep unfinished work in mind (UWM) have a positive relationship with the gender factor. It
means that either males or females can choose their own life partners, like RWE, work hard,
forget everything at work, and prefer to have SWE and UFM. In contrast, making new friends
(MNF), rest when tired at work (RTW), earn money for high-quality life (EMH), happiness
an important thing (HIT), and saving money for emergency (SLM) have a negative
relationship with the factor gender. People in Pakistan do not consider these five variables as
important as others.
TABLE 2: RESULTS FOR FACTOR 1: GENDER
Part
Type
Mean Score
P value
Percentage
N
Males
13.42
60.3%
A
0.01
320
Females
13.93
39.7%
Males
14.85
60.3%
B
0.01
320
Females
14.08
39.7%
Note: A: indulgence part of questionnaire, B: restraint part of questionnaire, N: total number of respondents, P:
significance value

Table 3
DLP MNF RTW RWE EMH HIT OLP LSS FRW SWE SLM UWM
G Pearson
.090 -.010 -.100 .032 -.048 -.036 .043 .068 .087 .058 -.019 .035
Correlatio
n
N
320 320 320 320 320 320 320 320 320 320 320 320
Age Group
As shown in Table 4, the P value of age groups in part A is 0.00 and in part B is 0.02. Both P
values are smaller than 0.05, which shows a significant relationship between age and the
variables in both Parts A and B of the questionnaire. The mean scores of 320 respondents in
Part A aged 18 to 30 is 13.92, the mean scores of those aged 31 to 45 is 13.64, the mean
scores of those aged 46 to 60 is 13.59, and the mean scores of those aged above 60 is 14. This
shows that people aged 18 to 30 and above 60 have more of a tendency towards indulgence
than people aged 31 to 45 or 46 to 60. In contrast, in Part B, the mean scores of those aged 18
to 30 is 14.84, the mean scores of those aged 31 to 45 is 14.66, the mean scores of those aged
46 to 60 is 15.64, and the mean scores of those aged above 60 is 14. This shows that people
aged 46 to 60 tend more towards restraint than people of the other age groups in Pakistan.
Table 5 shows the relationship between age and other variables from both Parts A and
B. The values indicate that the age factor has a positive relationship with the variables EMH,
SWE, and SLM. This shows that the higher the age, the more an individual strives to earn
money to have a high quality of life and prefers to have SWE and the productivity of an
organisation, as well as saving their money for any emergency (including paying for
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medication, a child’s wedding, retirement, etc.) in Pakistan (or vice versa). Whereas keeping
in view variables, DLP, MNF, RTW, LSS, FRW, and HIT have no relationship with age in
any individual. On the other hand, RWE, OLP, and UWM show a negative relationship with
the factor of age. This means that an increase in age will lead to a decrease in the impact of
these variables or vice versa. The lower the age, the more people will think about the
opinions of other while choosing life partners or having RWE and UWM while hanging out
or doing other tasks.
TABLE 4: RESULTS FOR FACTOR 2: AGE
Part
Type
Mean Score
P value
Percentage
N
18-30 years
13.92
76.3%
31-45 years
13.64
19.7%
A
0.00
320
46-60 years
13.59
3.4%
Above 60 years
14
0.6%
18-30 years
14.84
76.3%
31-45 years
14.66
19.7%
B
0.02
320
46-60 years
15.64
3.4%
Above 60 years

14

0.6%

Note: A: indulgence part of questionnaire, B: restraint part of questionnaire, N: total number of respondents, P:
significance value

Table 5
A

Pearson
Correlation
N

UW
DLP MNF RTW RWE EMH HIT OLP LSS FRW SWE SLM M
.002 .021 .023 -.038 .057 .011 -.063 .009 -.002 .086 .023 -.063
320

320

320

320

320

320

320

320

320

320

320

320

Income Level
The results in Table 6 show there is a significant relationship between income and other
variables, with a P value of 0.01 in Part A and 0.05 in Part B. In Part A, the mean scores of
320 respondents with an income level less than 30,000 PKR, 30,000 to 75,000 PKR, and
more than 75,000 PKR are 13.41, 13.58 and 14.16, whereas in Part B the mean scores are
14.35, 15.46, and 14.84. This shows that, in Part A, people with an income level of more than
75,000 PKR have more of a tendency towards indulgence and enjoy their lives fully, whereas
people with an income level of 30,000 to 75,000 PKR have more of a tendency towards
restraint than other people belonging to different levels of income.
The correlation of the income factor with the other 12 variables (Table 7) indicates that
SWE, SLM, and LSS have an extremely strong relationship with income in any individual.
The more the income, the more people save their money, prefer SWE, and prefer to be selfdisciplined (or vice versa). Variables including RTW, HIT, OLP, and UWM also have a
positive but weak relationship with income. The only variable (FRW) has no relationship
with income because whether an individual is earning more or less, he/she will totally forget
about food and rest while working. Except for this, variables including DLP, MNF, RWE,
and EMH have a negative relationship with income. This shows the inverse relationship
among variables.

TABLE 6: RESULTS FOR FACTOR 3: INCOME
Part
Type
Mean Score
P value
A
Less than 30,000 13.41
0.01

Percentage
45.9%

N
320
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PKR
30,000-75,000 PKR
More than 75,000
PKR
Less than 30,000
PKR
30,000-75,000 PKR
More than 75,000
PKR

B

13.58

33.8%

14.16

20.3%

14.35

45.9%

15.46

0.05

33.8%

14.84

320

20.3%

Note: A: indulgence part of questionnaire, B: restraint part of questionnaire, N: total number of respondents, P:
significance value

Table 7
I

Pearson
Correlation
N

UW
DLP MNF RTW RWE EMH HIT OLP LSS FRW SWE SLM M
-.030 -.043 .074 -.077 -.046 .016 .033 .102 -.007 .139* .191* .073
*

320

320

320

320

320

320

320

320

320

320

320

320

Education
Table 8 shows that the P value of factor educational background is 0.00 in Part A and 0.01 in
Part B, which means there is a significant relationship between the educational background of
an individual and other variables. In Part A, the mean scores of 320 respondents with the
educational level of undergraduate, graduate, and postgraduate are 13.09, 13.75, and 13.75. In
contrast, in Part B, the mean scores are 15.22, 14.5, and 14.53. This shows that, in Part A,
people with an educational level of graduate and postgraduate are more directed towards
indulgence, whereas people with an educational level of undergraduate have more of a
tendency towards restraint than individuals belong to a different educational background.
Table 9 shows the correlation analysis of education with other variables. The analysis
shows that DLP has no linear relationship with the educational background of any individual.
Everyone can make a decision regarding his/her own life partner. MNF and RWE have a
negative relationship with the education of an individual, whereas SWE, SLM, LSS, RTW,
HIT, OLP, UWM, and FRW show a positive relationship with education. The higher the level
of education, the more education will have an impact on these variables (and vice versa).
TABLE 8: RESULTS FOR FACTOR 4: EDUCATION
Part
A

B

Type

Mean Score

Undergraduate
Graduate
Postgraduate
Undergraduate
Graduate

13.09
13.75
13.75
15.22
14.5

Postgraduate

14.53

P value

Percentage
20.0%
40.0%
40.0%
20.0%
40.0%

0.00

0.01

N
320

320

40.0%

Note: A: indulgence part of questionnaire, B: restraint part of questionnaire, N: total number of respondents, P:
significance value
Table 9
DLP MNF RTW RWE EMH HIT OLP LSS FRW SWE SLM UWM
E

Pearson
Correlation

.002

-.012

.072

-.023

.007

.038

.025

.026

.025

.088

.075

.065

N

320

320

320

320

320

320

320

320

320

320

320

320
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Overall Mean Value and Significance
As shown in Table 10, the overall mean score of 320 respondents in Parts A and B is 41.185
and 44.422, with a two-tailed significance value of 0.03. This shows that the mean score of
Part B (restraint) is slightly higher than that of Part A (indulgence), with P < 0.05, which
G
A
I
E
DLP
MNF
RTW
RWE

Gender
Age
Income
Education
Deciding life partner
Making new friends
Rest when tired at work
Relaxing working environment

EMH
HIT
OLP
LSS
FRW
SWE
SLM
UWM

Earn money for high-quality life
Happiness an important thing
Other’s opinion on choosing life partner
Likes strict and self-disciplined people
Forget food and rest at work
Serious working environment for efficiency
Simple life and Save money for emergency
Unfinished work in mind

shows a significant relationship among all four factors with all variables in Parts A and B of
the questionnaire.
TABLE 10: OVERALL RESULTS
Part
Mean Score
41.185
A
44.422
B

P value

N

0.03

320

CONCLUSION
To conclude, the results shows that, in Pakistan, females tend more towards indulgence than
males. People aged 18 to 30, with an educational background at both graduate and
postgraduate level and a monthly income of more than 75,000 PKR, are more indulgent
rather than others. They prefer to live life fully and happily. In contrast, people aged 46 to 60
with an undergraduate educational background and a monthly income of 30,000 to 75,000
PKR tend more towards restraint. They give more preference to their responsibilities and
other’s needs and wants rather than thinking about their own happiness. As mentioned above
in the objective, Greet Hofstede has mentioned a 0% indulgence level in Pakistan on his
website; on the contrary, the overall results of this study show that the indulgence level in
Pakistan is not “0” at all. This article has provided an assessment of Hofstede’s work on
cultural dimensions, especially regarding the culture of Indulgence versus Restraint. While
controversy surrounding this work is still very high, it remains the most valuable work on
culture for both academics and professionals.
RECOMMENDATION
This research work recommends to Greet Hofstede and other researchers to check the
indulgence level in Pakistan again using their tool, as the indulgence level should not be “0”.
More research is needed to capture the changing cultural maps affected by globalisation and
technology.
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THE IMPACT OF FACEBOOK DURING THE YEMENI UPRISING: A
FOCUS GROUP DISCUSSION
ISMAIL SUALMAN1, MASSILA HAMZAH,2 AND FAIZAL ALI3
ABSTRACT
The role and effect of Facebook social networking usage during the uprising in Yemen is
investigated. Qualitative data was collected from an activist who participated in the main
uprising. Focus group interviews were conducted at various locations in Yemen to obtain
sufficient data to explore the usage of Facebook among the protesters. Informants comprising
well-experienced activists provided differing information, which was analysed thematically
to provide generalised findings based on the study context. The results show that the Yemenis
were actively involved in the uprising. The main aim of the Yemenis was to choose a new
government committed to the welfare of the people. The government contended and abused
the citizens of Yemenis in an attempt to stop street demonstrations and the posting of
information and data pertaining to the uprising. Findings revealed that Facebook was mainly
used to protest against the government as a way to defend the people’s freedom and the
support of fair government. The role of Facebook lies in demonstrating the anger of the
Yemenis towards their leaders. The attempt to show this dissatisfaction led to increasing
hardship and poverty in Yemen.
Key words: Facebook, Yemen, uprising.
INTRODUCTION
The Facebook social network site is widely used for communication; it is versatile and has
played a crucial role in every society. In countries where media services are controlled by
government, for instance in Yemen, social networking sites are used as an alternative to
traditional media systems. The use of Facebook among Yemenis has had a huge impact on
the lives of the common people in different parts of the country. In countries where radio,
TV, and newspapers are controlled by the government, Internet usage is maximised to meet
citizens’ needs. Facebook on a mobile phone has been used to oppose government’s policies
and laws (Riaz, 2011).
During the Arab revolutions, the communication media system was banned, and
citizens were not allowed to protest against the government. The reason was that the
government did not want anyone to reveal issues regarding corruption and high
unemployment in various government settings, including in Yemen (Riaz, 2011). The Arab
region’s people started to force out the dictatorial regimes to reform government practices.
The Arab region called for transparent, accountable, and participatory governance
through action against corruption and the abuse of power. This was a step towards political
and economic reform to address the rising challenges of unemployment (Hanafi, 2011). The
Yemeni uprising followed the Tunisian and Egyptian uprising. The Yemeni protesters were
openly against corruption, unemployment, and deteriorating economic conditions (Nevens,
2011). The uprising crisis throughout the Arab World revealed that social media networking
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sites such as Facebook, YouTube, and Twitter are effective tools for communication. The
Yemeni youth carried out a mass social movement that helped them achieve their motive.
which was to topple the Saleh regime (McAulay, 2011). Protesters spread information and
posted images on Facebook to attract more Yemenis, which in turn attracted the attention of
other countries. It thus shows that social media networking sites support the flow of
information (Lee and Ma, 2011). Purcell et al. (2010) acknowledge that social media
networking sites are a powerful source of news. About 37% of the Internet users share news
and stories about governments, friends, and family using social networking sites, as was the
case in Yemen.
PROBLEM STATEMENT
The uprising was a response by the citizens to the aggressive dictatorship regime led by
President Saleh. Yemeni leaders created a form of “hereditary” leadership to keep their
family members in government. Because the leaders earlier resisted internal and external
forces, attempts in mid-2006 was unsuccessful (Schmitz, 2011). There was a struggle in the
early days of the uprising in Yemen because the dictatorial regimes controlled the traditional
media, including TV, national newspapers, and radio stations. This has been a recurring
strategy used by the government to shut down Yemeni opposition efforts towards a change of
government. The government made it very difficult for citizens to communicate in the early
stage of the social movement. Social networking sites, especially Facebook, were the only
alternative communication platform for Yemenis during the uprising. Facebook was
frequently put to use to initiate social movement and mass protests, especially among the
students at Sana’a University. The efforts made by the students in various community squares
extended to major cities in Sana’a such as Taiz, Aden, Hodeidah, and many others.
Facebook was used to transfer information and communicate with students and other
citizens. With the massive participation in the uprising by the citizens, the capital city was
stirred to protest even at various governorates of Yemen. The mass demonstration was born
out of a sense of governmental threat and unfairness. The uprising boiled down to political
despotism, poverty, corruption, and discrimination. The ruling party had been in power since
the 1960s and dominated until 2011 (Bay, 2011). Yemen declared itself a democracy in 1990
and reunified under the leadership of former President Saleh. The regime deliberately
sabotaged party elections and left marginal freedom to other political parties. There was no
press freedom and the media were subject to government prescription. This unfairness was
practised across Arab countries such as Tunisia, Egypt, Libya, and Syria (Barry, 2011).
Strong policies to control the media systems made it very difficult for citizens to object to
government leadership. The opportunity afforded by social networking sites was utilised to
strengthen ties to fight corruption in a way that surprised the government. Although changes
were achieved across the Arab world, especially in the political arena through mass
demonstration, it is unclear how social networking sites contributed to the uprising in Yemen.
The leadership circle of Yemenis was strongly against any opposition to their regime
(Thomas, 2011). This was seen across Arab countries (Davies, 2014). Thus, the Arab Spring
and the Yemeni uprising could be termed a “force of liberation” initiated for the welfare of
the people. However, the students’ behavioural intention and self-presentation on Facebook
affected their daily life, activities, and attitude (Karpinski and Duberstein, 2009; Kirschner
and Karpinski, 2010). Studies have found the attitude of people on online social networks
affects their daily interaction with others and leads to abuse and addiction (Brenner, 1997;
Veil, Buehner and Palenchar, 2011). This study partly tends to explore Facebook usage to
proffer recommendations to control its effect on the everyday life of the Yemeni Sana’a
University students.
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Therefore, a clear understanding of the self-presentation, behaviour, and attitude of the
protesters is central to determining how Facebook can be used to improve learning. This is
because learning content and other important government information can be transferred
using Facebook. Individuals are motivated to use social networking sites because they are
cheap and convenient wherever internet facilities are available. Because the user’s profile on
a social networking site can be manipulated, this makes information posted on Facebook
questionable. It is, therefore, important to understand self-consciousness, behaviour, and
attitude towards Facebook usage during the uprising. Using focus group discussion data,
themes were developed to specifically address the research questions. The thematic analysis
generalises the discussion and provides a distinctive insight on the uprising. Quantitative
statistics using numerical data were used to measure the research variables.
The technology acceptance model (TAM) postulated by Davis (1989) was used to
explain Facebook usage. This is because social networking sites such as Facebook are
technologically based. The social judgement theory postulated by Sherif (1965) was used to
explain the attitude leading to the acceptance and involvement of Yemenis in the uprising.
These theories play a central role in explaining how a persuasive Facebook communication
platform influenced the attitude of its users.
RESEARCH QUESTIONS
• How was Facebook used by the Sana’a University students to facilitate
communication during the Yemeni uprising?
• What compelled Sana’a University students to accept and get actively involved in the
uprising?
• What is the effect of Facebook use, social movement, and social learning via social
judgment on Yemeni student involvement in participating and sharing information
during the Yemeni uprising?
ANALYSIS OF FOCUS GROUP DISCUSSIONS
This study is confined to investigating Facebook usage during the Yemeni uprising,
especially among the university students. Facebook allows its users to share media content
and interact. The theoretical basis of Facebook as a communication platform describes its
specific social state of action, and in-depth discussions and targeted analysis of Facebook
further reveals a comprehensive understanding about it usage, addressing the research
questions of this study. To achieve this, a purposive sample was assigned for this study, a
method that is common among researchers. The sampling method enabled the researcher to
select a sample of the research-targeted population with the expectation of getting more
information about the study topic, which enabled the researcher to analyse deeply and to
understand, describe, and explain the target phenomenon.
The focus group discussion usually uses the target sample; therefore, the researcher
delivered three discussions in different regions in the country and hosted groups of people
who were interested in the study topic. The data collected was categorised according to
themes to address the specific condition of interest and to focus the findings of this research.
Based on the focus group in-depth group discussion data, the result used the theme to present
a specific answer to a specific research question provided by the interview result. The
interview locations from where the data was collected as well as the number of participants in
the in-depth group discussion are provided under Table 1.
The table shows the distribution of the participants in the three areas where qualitative
data were collected for the analysis presented in this chapter. The specialisation of the
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informants comprised Illusion journalists, researchers, academicians, entrepreneurs, and
establishment staff (Table 2), spread across the third in-depth group discussion sessions
comprising 24 informants. Of the 24 experts who participated in three interview sessions, 20
were men (corresponding to 83.3%), while 4 informants were women (constituting 16.7%).
Table 1: Interview locations and number of participants in the in-depth interview
______________________________________________________________________
Interview locations
Number of participants
Percentage (%)
______________________________________________________________________
The first in-depth discussion
7
29.2
at Sana’a
Second in-depth discussion at Taiz
8
33.3
Al-Saeed Foundation
Third in-depth discussion at Taiz
9
37.5
sidewalk
Total
24
100%
______________________________________________________________________
Table 2 shows that the number of informants in each in-depth discussion session ranged
between seven and nine. Out of a total of 30 informants invited to participate in this study, 24
responded, corresponding to 80% of the expected respondents. The informants that
participated in this study, especially those from Qaeda Scientific, showed great interest and
provided much research. Although the number in each group was encouraging, members of
the group reported their individual view and experience in the group’s in-depth discussion,
which lasted for about two hours. Thus, the reporting of different views increases knowledge
about number issues, especially on Facebook usage. Group in-depth discussions have been
shown to be an ideal and interactive way to explore data from an individual with a different
view about a particular situation. A study has shown that this approach can potentially
transform a real-life debate involving 10 or fewer members (Gill et al., 2009, p. 293).
Therefore, the difficulty of controlling the larger number of informants was minimised in the
in-depth group discussion organised in this study.
Table 2: Category of informant’s profession
_____________________________________________________________________
Category of participant’s profession
Number
Percentage (%)
_____________________________________________________________________
Reporters and journalists
3
12.5
Academics and researchers
7
29.2
Free Acts
3
12.5
Employees
11
45.8
Total
24
100.0
_____________________________________________________________________
DEVELOPMENT OF THEMES
To ensure higher accuracy of the analysis, themes were carefully developed to ensure that all
transcriptions informant to the focus group discussion. The researcher has chosen themes that
appropriately indicated all the research questions. All the analysis led to the development of
entirely several new themes and was noted as part, in a contribution from embarking on this
research. First, the researcher carried out a heuristic inquiry, immersing themselves in the
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data to understand the feeling of the informants. This was done by executing mute
observation to understand the meaning and motives of information conveyed by the
informants. Spoken words were carefully merged by combining all the disconnected
information.
Second, the researcher conducted an epoch. This was necessary to justify that all the
themes fit well in explaining the data. This theoretical approach supported the analysis
process. Initially, an attitudinal shift was used to understand the data from a different point of
view compared to previous views. This was used to explain the real situation shifting from
earlier assumptions based on personal understanding while making interpretations. This
process includes reading, comprehension, theme formation, and comparison of data from a
different informant. Third, the researcher utilised reduction to ensure that the analysis
reported in this study conformed to the data generated from the focused group discussion.
Data reduction focused of the present study data and all details found were transcribed.
Fourth, the transcription and coding process was used to screen for error. The process of
categorisation and developing theme provided a clearer insight into the uprising situations.
The researcher also acts as the instrument of the research. A latent coding method (also
known as semantic analysis) was also used in the research. Deacon in 2007 defined these
codes as interpretative devices that enable communication to occur in particular cultures to
instruct the combination of cultural and ideological meanings (Deacon, 2007). Audio
recording was also used as the means for the storage of data. The discussion data was
analysed using thematic analysis, coded using the ATLAS.ti version 7.5 software for
qualitative research (also essential for handling a large amount of data). This software helped
classify, sort, and arrange the information according to the themes. It later examined the
relationships by shaping selected themes.
Thematic analysis helped produce a recurring pattern that cut across the preponderance
of the data (Taylor, 1984). Themes are concepts indicated by the data and construction of
themes and their application should be subjected to the situational demands of a given study
(Constas, 1992). The research at hand employs thematic analysis to evaluate the data
collected throughout the research process. Thematic analysis operates on the derivation of
themes and sub-themes from the collected data that make up the objectives of the research.
Thematic analysis is defined as a method for identifying, analysing, and reporting patterns
(themes) within data (Boyatzis, 1998). It organises and describes the data in rich detail, even
if carried out minimally. Ideally, the analytic process involves a progression from description,
where the data has simply been organised to show patterns in semantic content and
summarised, to interpretation, where there is an attempt to theorise the significance of the
patterns and their broader meanings and implications (Patton, 1990). A data collection
method via proportionate stratified sampling, narrowed the sample size and enabled the
researcher to attain a purposive sampling; thus it provided for the ease of the researcher, as
the sample size is selective and does not involve a large number or population group. This
research employs purposive sampling based on the strata’s priory-division in which the
samples are specific targeted informants.
FINDINGS
All the empirical materials gathered during the focus group discussion were coded for
identification purposes. The code “R” corresponds to each informant’s contribution and
explain different views from the informants. The codes were considered very useful in
providing clear interpretation leading to meaningful conclusions. The “R” represents an
informant and ranges from R1 to R24 constituting the total number of informants that
participated in this study.
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The research questions of this study were answered using themes categorised to specifically
provide detailed insight explaining the events of the uprising (see Table 4).
Table 4 Categories and Themes for Focus Group Discussions
Category
Themes
• Organise protest
1. Usefulness of the Facebook
• Socialise with friends
social network
• Information and knowledge
• Discuss Yemen’s issues
• Update friends
• Post messages and images
• Share
2. Acceptance of involvement in
the uprising

•
•
•
•
•

Strengthen unity among Yemenis
Oppose corrupt leaders
Defend citizen’s rights
Promote freedom of speech
Promote democratic leadership

3. Consequences of Facebook

•
•
•
•
•

Strengthens opposition parties
Creates disunity among parties
Reveals Yemeni anger towards leaders
Destroys Yemeni relationship
Disrupts economic activities

Qualitatively discussed focused group data obtained from one-on-one interaction has been
used to address the research questions of this present study. The analysis comprising of
different interview location involving 24 participants from different fields provided sufficient
data.
In addressing the first research question of this study, thematically analysed data
showed that the Facebook social networking site was useful in many during the uprising
especially for organising the protest and socialising with online friends to share information
and knowledge pertaining to the uprising. Yemeni issues were also discussed via Facebook
among the students, and they posted images and messages to their online friends. This
indicated their interest in the welfare of Yemenis. Findings based on the thematic analysis
have shown that the perspectives of different individuals slightly differ. Based on the analysis
reported in the first category (the usefulness of the Facebook social network), the first
research question of this study was analysed. The main use of Facebook during the uprising
was mainly to inform other Facebook users about the uprising events through sharing of
information and posting of images and messages.
Second, the participation in various protests against the ruling government is shown to
be a sign of national interest in Yemen’s future. Based on the analysis, the collective mass
demonstration organised in Yemen during the uprising was designed to strengthen unity
among the people in an attempt to oppose the threat from government and the unfairness of
corrupt leaders. By doing so, Yemenis tends to defend their citizenry rights and promote
freedom of speech and a fair democratic government. To achieve the intention of the
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Yemenis, Facebook was the only option to support communication among the people.
Communication and sharing of information about Yemen politically,
socially, and economically was successful through Facebook. Concluding based on the
findings generated from the qualitative interview result, the second research question on the
acceptance to involve in the uprising has been answered. Participation in the uprising was
based on individual perspectives and attitudes towards national unity. Findings show that the
Yemeni have demonstrated their eagerness to strengthen unity and to promote freedom of
speech.
The genuineness of online interaction during the uprising was addressed by answering
the third research question. This was demonstrated through the students’ Facebook account
during the uprising. Analysis showed that Yemenis participated in the uprising genuinely out
of interest in the welfare of Yemenis. This was the motivation to post and publicise different
threat imposed to the citizens by the ruling party. Differing views from the informants
showed that the university students seek to support unity and fairness.
Yemen’s political, economic, and social instability was also a concern that stirred up
anger among the Yemenis. Primarily, the aims of the Yemenis were to restore the economic,
political, and social state of the country by removing corrupt leaders. Therefore, the uprising
was a genuine and honest demonstration against the Yemeni government’s corrupt
leadership. This was the main cause of the uprising; therefore, the protester opted for a
government that would listen to the masses and is committed to welfare of the country at
large rather than to individual interest. The consequences of Facebook usage were addressed
by answering the fourth research question. The thematic analysis for the fourth research
question provided a differing view that was categorised using themes. The result showed that,
through this attempt to strengthen national unity, the peace of Yemen was affected.
Participating in the sharing of information and social demonstration was intended to reveal
anger towards the government. However, Facebook destroyed the relationship of the political
parties with public in general and disrupted economic activities. With the increased risk of
poverty, the uprising period was economically a wasted period when the government was
unable to generate income to sustain the nation. Facebook social media has been shown to be
an effective tool for communication; however, dialogue can be applied to critical issues
relative to the economy of a developing nation like Yemen. This measure can be used to
reduce the risk associated with economic instability and the welfare of the citizens. The
consequences of Facebook reflect the effect of the uprising on the economy of Yemen and
the tension between the parties and various ethnicities. Disunity among the parties could
produce lasting political conflict. Facebook has been shown to be an attractive platform for
communication, but it can be used to disrupt economic activities and remove government as
in the case of President Saleh. The fifth research question was answered by addressing the
effect of the uprising on the Yemenis. Analysis has shown that the uprising in Yemen posed a
significant threat to the people and the political parties. Social movements during the Yemeni
uprising affected the country politically, socially, and economically. The effect of the
uprising heightened security risks and exposed political parties to future crises. This is
because the ruling party realised that the other parties collectively joined efforts in a mass
demonstration against the government. The view of the protesters was for the betterment of
the Yemenis, but it is not clear whether the interest of any political group/party was for the
Yemenis or for personal reasons, as was seen in the regime of President Saleh.
The uprising empowered the citizens but led to the loss of valuable property belonging
to both individuals and government. The properties involved millions of USD that can be
used for other useful purposes in Yemen. The removal of the government was considered a
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means of regulating political, social, and economic instability of Yemen, yet the wastages
involved were not considered. The economy of Yemen worsened after the uprising as the
new government restored the damaged sectors and important facilities supporting government
activities, such as telecommunication. Intensified hardship, poverty, and the loss of lives and
property were some of the effects of the Yemeni uprising. It was generally accepted that
Yemeni participation in the mass demonstration was a sign of rejection of the political ruling
party. Upon successful removal of the president Saleh regime, Yemenis believed they had
achieved a fundamental step towards the nation’s recovery politically, economically and
socially.
The findings of this study conclude the uprising to be result of the need or desire of
every Yemeni for national transformation. The analysis based on the group discussion
presented various views regarding Facebook usage during the Yemeni uprising reflected in
the different uses of the Facebook social networking site. This was utilised to mobilise the
masses to stand against injustice and unfair leadership. The youth of Yemen, mainly
university students, led the demonstration at various places during the uprising that
successfully removed the ruling regime led by President Saleh. This was achieved through
the communication strengths of the Facebook social networking site. The analysis of
qualitative in-depth group discussion conducted at Sana’a, the Taiz Al-Saeed Foundation, and
on the Taiz sidewalk has been analysed, focusing on answering the research questions of this
study. The specific category was assigned with themes specifically committed to addressing
at least one research question. This form of analysis tends to avoid the repetition of the
similar idea. Evidence from the in-depth group discussion with experts in the different field
has shown that students used Facebook immensely during the uprising to communicate with
the protesters. Findings from the interview showed that communities faced significant
political challenges as a threat of the division of Yemen states conflicting along sectarian and
regional lines. The uprising affected the relationship between the political parties, whether in
support of the uprising or against it, and differing views had an impact on the relationship
between those parties later. Largely, the acceptance to participate and the involvement of
Sana’a University students through Facebook showed the extent of Yemen’s economic
problems and unemployment issues. The magnitude of the rate of unemployment among
young people was among the key issues. Therefore self-consciousness regarding an
individual’s ability, thoughts, feelings, and behaviour control the university students’ beliefs
during the uprising. The expectation of the participants were summed up in the three in-depth
group discussions and various categorised themes to answer the specific questions. However,
the findings of this study were generalised based on the analysis of the research questions.
The public was concerned with unfair governance and corruption. This was possible using
Facebook because the masses do not have access to media services (for example radio and
television) in Yemen; therefore, social isolation in the real world was overcome in Yemen
with the help of Facebook.
CONCLUSION
Sana’a University students used Facebook to plan and organise demonstrations, protests, and
sit-ins, and to unite other students to participate in the uprising. The involvement of students
in the uprising transmitted rejection of government leadership and represented an attempt to
oppose the government, which successfully proves to be in their favour when President Ali
was overthrown in 2011. The spreading of revolutionary consciousness focused on the
awareness of goals demanded by the uprising: an end of “unfair governance, corruption and
high unemployment especially among the youth”. This was led by the consistent support of
the youth to overthrow the Ali regime with the intention of rebuilding a fully sovereign
independent civic Yemeni state. This was successfully achieved using Facebook to inform
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other interested users of the social networking site to cooperate jointly in the move to oppose
the governing leadership. Facebook was essentially used to disseminate news and information
and to post videos and images about the events and attacks on the protesters, which were
shared with friends. This was possible because of the role of the Sana’a University students in
the uprising and their consistent demonstrations in response to the abuse of power. Facebook
wall publications among the undergraduate students at Sana’a University were used to inform
other people of the truth of what was going on during the Yemeni uprising, while raising
awareness and rallying revolutionaries and packing; many of the publications were used to
convey the truth to the people. The transfer of bachelor students at Sana’a University events
through their accounts on Facebook and the public have expressed their views and feelings.
Students’ publications reported the true image of the oppression, and they created a
community of sympathy endorsed by large segments of the population.
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TALES TELL AND THEATRE IMPACTS: IMPORTANCE OF ROLEPLAY AND THEATRE IN MULTIDISCIPLINARY CLASSROOMS
JACQOLINE J. AUSTIN1
ABSTRACT
Role-play is a valuable educational tool that can be used to augment experiential learning,
enhance action-research, hone language skills, and aid conceptual learning in
multidisciplinary classrooms by renewing a learner’s perspectives. In the study included in
this paper, 208 undergraduate students at a private University in Pakistan enrolled in a basic
English writing skills course from varied disciplines were examined and assessed. The
students were divided into groups A and B. Both groups were taught the same course content
by the same instructor, but group B studied an additional component of role-play/storytelling/theatre performances. Both the groups were assessed in the written and spoken tests
using the same rubric and tools. It was observed that group B, overall had a higher score on
each test as compared to group A, implying that role-play should be incorporated in the
curriculum of multidisciplinary classes to enhance learning.
Key Words: role-play, experiential learning, action-research
INTRODUCTION
Art lies in the core of everything; story-telling/role-play/theatrical performances strengthen
teaching and learning. It is a great tool of self-expression, self-knowledge, and selfempowerment, and a great way to promote learner autonomy and interactive/active learning,
without which the actuality of “student-centred classrooms” and the popularity of “actionbased research” remains divorced from our educational systems and framework. We all love
stories; our academic and professional journeys are all built on narratives. Stories have
entranced humans since the dawn of time, and it is no different today. In the words of
Confucius, “I hear and I forget. I see and I remember. I do and I understand.” With the everincreasing and ever-changing “digitality” and technology all around us, story-telling/roleplay/theatre remind us that there is a human body of actual flesh and blood at the centre of
every digital transaction. Understanding theatre helps us understand what it means to be
human. “TED talks” and “Goalcoast” are powerful examples of two forums in the digital
framework where real people use personal and other narratives to inspire and motivate others.
These narratives are not mere stories, but real life examples of human events, choices,
struggles, endeavours/enterprises, failures, and successes. This paper mainly explores the
importance of story-telling/role-play/theatrical performances to build on the experiential side
of classroom lessons/events, and suggests how students can increase, stabilise and sustain
learning and improve memory retention. The term “role-play” has been mainly used in this
paper in which stories and theatre are two components of the same and similar spectrum.
LITERATURE REVIEW
In educational arenas, role-play could mean a lot of exciting ventures and exquisite learning
experiences. Role-play enhances creativity, promotes a vivid imagination, aids in language
development, triggers intelligence, strengthens social competence, and increases perceptual
motor abilities (Fromberg, 1990). Roles can be taken to understand, learn/acquire, and
1
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enhance language proficiency skills, grammar, and varied concepts from a range of
disciplines in a range of contexts. Role-play is an effective teaching tool irrespective of the
discipline; it just fits in. Surprisingly, although role-play is considered a popular learning tool
in arts/literature classes, its importance is undermined in science and other disciplines.
Certain misconceptions/perceptual mismatches preclude many instructors from using it in
their classes; role-play in such classrooms is underrated/underused mainly because of the lack
of understanding, unawareness, and insufficient teacher training programs. The lack of
enthusiasm in science students through not having the opportunity to encounter and
experience such “creative” learning events further proliferates the idea of boredom in science
classes. Despite the challenges, role-play is a great means of interactive and experiential
learning and can increase educational rigor. Play is the “ultimate integrator of human
experience” (Fromberg, 1990, p. 223). Theatre performances are extended/refined versions of
role-play. Theatrical/drama performances have a more focused and professional approach
compared to role-play; the two are interconnected, and one is not divorced from the other.
Before we see “role-play” in the post-methodological era, its importance can be traced
to the period from the 1950s to the 1980s (popularly known as the “age of teaching
methodologies”), when emphasis on a few methods shunned the psychological barriers that
impede learning. “Suggestopedia” was one popular method using role-play as a teaching tool
and including other forms of art and music. Suggestopedia was introduced by a Bulgarian
psychotherapist and is a portmanteau of the words “suggestion” and “pedagogy”; it means to
augment learning by tapping into the power of suggestion of learners through a “system of
liberation” – liberation from the negative notions– by creating a conducive environment in
which creative learning segments are provided to the learners (Lozanov, 1978).
Role-play has also been used as part of the “participatory approach”, which emerged
out of the framework of Dell Hymes’ communicative competence (Hymes, 1971). Role-play
helps students communicate in different social contexts in a variety of roles. The participatory
approach antedates the modern versions of teaching techniques; its origins could be found in
the work of Freire, who developed a literacy program for the slum dwellers and the peasants
of Brazil, keeping in view the real-life problems of the learners (Freire and Macedo, 1987).
Role-play that is problem-centred in nature encourages learning readiness, self-direction, and
self-motivation. Role-play and stories promote reflective thinking; it helps arouse feelings of
empathy and helps learners shape their own world. One of the main goals of the participatory
approach achieved through role-play is to allow learners to become autonomous and
empowered by understanding the social, historical, and cultural external forces that affect
their lives (Wallerstein, 1983).
From a humanistic standpoint, proponents of holistic learning advocate that learning is
both cognitive and affective, and a learner should be viewed as a “whole person” for learning
to reach its full potential (Brown, 1994; Celce-Murcia, 2001; Curran, 1977). Role-play
maximises learning opportunities by allowing students to take control of their learning
beyond the four walls of the classroom. The theoretical/practical underpinnings of the
“affective-humanistic approach” can also be seen in Krashen’s (1982) “affective filter
hypothesis”. In the affective filter hypothesis, “affect” refers to non-linguistics variables
(motivation/anxiety/fear/nervousness/boredom/self-confidence, etc). If any of the mentioned
(and similarly emotional) variables are high or low, cognition is affected accordingly. In
other words, if the affective filter is low, the chances of learning are better, and vice-versa.
Role-play takes different forms. Games, plays, and simulations are the main categories,
and metaphorical/figurative role-play (mimes, mannequins), analogical role-play,
presentations, experiments, and case-studies (to name only a few) are some sub-categories.
Role-play ranges from partially structured to fully structured and partially scripted to fully
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scripted, depending on the learning goals; such flexibility and range allows teachers to devise
role-play to enhance the experiential sides of their lessons.
Play has a fundamental role in cognitive development from early childhood. Piaget
theorised that children assimilate new knowledge from multiple environmental stimuli and
internalise it; these internal patterns are called schemas and help learners mature with the
play. The richer the play environment is, the better the schemata will be (Piaget, 1951). It can
be generalised that the social, cultural, political, geopolitical, ritual, religious, and the newlyadded digital constructs (as the subsets of the physical world), ranging from verbal to nonverbal cues and communication, are dramatically expanding. The demand of the current era is
to make sense out of everything and to be connected; role-play, as a handy-tool, with proper
training, could mitigate the pressures of “classroom” learning and make the learning
experience engaging, self-motivating, and positively valued.
Games as a mode of role-play are slightly more structured with a set of rules and arouse
feelings of competition. It is a mode that has a “payoff” and a “hope of winning” (Adams,
1973). Games can be physical, mental, verbal, non-verbal, or digital. Simulation games are
“replicas” of real-world experiences and are meant to strengthen reflective thinking (Adams,
1973). In the business world, “dynamic study-cases” are a popular tool to actively engage
learners in the process of learning and has great learning benefits. It has been observed that
students, after experiencing educational games at school, find these games more fascinating
and interesting than games intended for entertainment purposes only (Shaffer, 2006).
Simulation games foster team spirit and collaborative learning. The active role of participants
in terms of their knowledge, skills, and attitudes are “epistemic frames”, a term that refers to
knowledge-building, decision-making, and the overall understanding of the participation
involved. A few types of learning and possible game styles adapted from Prensky are shown
in Table 1 (Prensky, 2001). These can be used and adapted to enhance learning and
awareness in classrooms.
The four “learning environments” with respect to experiential learning are affectivelyoriented, symbolically-oriented, perceptually-oriented, and behaviourally-oriented (Kolb and
Fry, 1975). These orientations help learners feel/think and finally carry out the task/s by
grasping ideas and concepts and then transforming them into reflections and actions. The
impact of learning enhances when the participants make use of all the four orientations. A
similar idea has been advanced in Schon’s theory of reflective practice, where the participants
perform two main tasks, reflecting-in-action and reflecting-on-action, the former includes a
repertoire of experiences (images/previous knowledge/ideas/patterns) to cope with the
problem/task at hand and the latter involves retrospective-thinking (post-task
ideas/discussions/feedback) (Schon, 1983).
Role-play is a great way to accommodate mixed ability students; it helps learners
interpret their place in the world. Role-play also provides shy students with a mask/shield to
indirectly participate in the process. Sometimes it is important to let students draw on
available mental models and also create their own mental models (Gardner, 1991). Such
mental models are of great importance in multidisciplinary classes, especially in science
classes where learners can create their own microscopic view of the world based on
inferences/discussions experiments/performances and observations. Teachers should create
enjoyable and non-threatening learning environments for the students (Chester and Fox,
1996). Role-play allows science teachers to increase the manipulation of factual materials by
the learners (Watson, 1985). Role-play inculcates a sense of “ownership” in the learners
(Danby and Upitis, 1988). This sense of ownership helps learners make headway from being
“dictated” learners to becoming “autonomous” learners. For example, partially-scripted role-
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play could be assigned to the students where they have to explain some scientific
concepts/terminologies with elements of their own creativity.
Role-play could increase ethical and moral awareness in learners, for example through
a role-play on food adulteration. One great example in this regard is the search operations
conducted by some of the representatives of the Pakistan Food Authority over the past few
months to ensure healthy, hygienic, and safe places for eating. Many other examples could be
used to create enriched learning experiences.
Role-play also fosters action-research (AR), which (like role-play) demands “action”.
Over the years, a teacher’s role has evolved; teachers have taken up the roles of instructors,
technicians, facilitators, and counsellors, and have also been viewed as co-participants,
directors, controllers, observers, and role-models (Curran, 1977; Lado, 1964; Lozanov,
1978). In today’s world, a teacher is likely to be seen as a facilitator and a co-participant in
the process of learning. This change in teacher’s role has emanated from AR, which has been
in mainstream education for quite some time; however, its impact on language teaching is
relatively new. Kurt Lewin is mostly accredited as the “father” of AR; he proposed that AR is
like a spiral of steps including circles of planning, action, and fact-finding (Lewin, 1946).
Reflective-teaching, in connection to AR, has gained currency ever since the role of
teacher has become more central to the classroom events as “a researcher on a go’” and as “a
reflective practitioner”. Classroom experiences generally include a routine action and a
reflective action; the former is primarily guided by perfunctory notions in which there is
uncritical belief in tradition and obedience to authority, whereas the latter is both conscious
and cautious – an action that allows us to evaluate and engage in a process of continuous and
active learning (Dewey, 1933). Reflective teaching also strengthens the “richness of
instructional methods/techniques” and “evaluative feedback”.
AR is an evolving paradigm and reflects the methodological revolution. The ultimate
goal of AR is to improve the quality and practices of human interactions by understanding the
problem/issue/task. It consciously aims to improve instructional strategies and increase
students’ achievement by helping them make informed choices through a process of
reflective inquiry. AR thus instigates self-evaluation, critical awareness, contributes to the
existing knowledge of educational community, and improves teaching and learning. AR is
both a cycle of action and a cycle of inquiry. Some salient features of AR adapted from the
works of Wallace and Burns are included in Table 2 (Wallace, 1998; Burns, 2005).
With the growing trend of the teacher as a reflective practitioner, AR can be of great
assistance and help the teacher move successfully along the professional development
continuum. Role-play can be of great value in refining the learning strategies and can make
us more action-oriented; such learning events lead to the essence of the research of learning
from one’s own mistakes/practice/experiences that lends AR its uniqueness. “Reflective
teaching, then, is a holistic approach that emphasises creativity, artistry, and context
sensitivity” (Kumaravadivelu, 2003, p.10). This further places role-play, both as a process
and product of creativity, in its proper context and makes it “classroom-context specific” and
“research-oriented”. To understand the benefits and practical implications of role-play, the
following study was conducted.
METHOD
Participants
Participants in this study included 208 undergraduate students studying ENGL 101 (basic
writing skills course) during the autumn terms in 2014, 2015, and 2016 at a private university
in Pakistan. Out of a total of 208 students 68% were male and 32% were female. 78% of the
participants were Muslim; the rest belonged to different minority religious groups (Christians,
Ahmadis, Hindus, and Sikhs). At the time of the study, the majority (70%) of the students had
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already completed BISE Intermediate education before joining the university; the rest of the
students (27%) had completed their A-level Cambridge education, and a few (2%) had
finished high school. The subjects included in this study came from diverse geographical
backgrounds, but most (71%) were from Lahore, where the university is situated, and from
the province of Punjab (94%). Besides being enrolled in the ENGL 101 course, the
participants were also pursuing their university education in multidisciplinary fields,
including natural sciences (biological sciences, chemistry, physics, biotechnology);
humanities (Urdu, English, mass communication); social sciences (sociology, political
science, geography, economics, mathematics); business studies; and computer sciences. The
average age of the participants was 20.8 (SD = 1.8). Out of the 208 students, 108 were placed
in Group A, and the rest (100 students) were placed in Group B. None of the students in
Group A practised role-play; the students in Group B performed role-play.
MATERIAL AND PROCEDURE
The instructional material used in the study included handouts on paragraph and essay
writing that covered genres of narrative/descriptive/argumentative writing. The students also
studied handouts on summary writing and basic citations in APA format. Only students in
Group B performed a range of partially and fully structured role-play. For essay writing,
students did worksheets and free writing to understand the concept of different
components/sub-components of an essay (introductory paragraph (attention getters, thesis
statement); body paragraphs (topic sentence, supporting details); and conclusion (restatement
of the ideas)). The students were also asked to give PowerPoint presentations on the parts of
speech, and also completed worksheets on summary writing that were multidisciplinary in
nature. Additional writing assignments on argumentative essays were done by students; they
dissected sample argumentative essays using the rubric on argumentative essay during inclass activities. Worksheets on basic APA citations were also filled in by the students. The
students of both groups did similar exercises, but Group B did additional exercises on roleplay. The importance of role-play exercises and theatre was discussed during class lectures.
Students were also shown some videos based on theatre and drama. The students did in-class
role-play based on various disciplines and worked in different teacher assigned groups. The
students were given a scenario and at times deliberate challenges were imposed on the
students’ creativity by giving them only themes. The participants were encouraged to
brainstorm ideas; they had to both write and perform role-play as a team of five or six
members each. Each week all the students in Group B role-played on one theme/topic; all
groups performed one role-play by the end of each week, and this arrangement was uniform
throughout the semester. The students were encouraged to use costumes/sets/props and
incorporate technology whenever needed. The role-plays were timed, keeping in view the
overall class time and strength (number of groups and performers within each group), and
their performance was graded based on a simple sample rubric. The role-play grade/points
were not added to the total points for the purpose of fair grading, as role-play was only
practised by students in Group B. By the end of the (four-month-long) semester, all the
students took a written standardised test. The two questions on the test were an argumentative
essay (800-1000 words) and a summary passage that needed to be reduced to a quarter of the
original length of the text. The papers were graded on the basis of standardised
(argumentative essay and summary) rubrics used by the Department of English for the Basic
Writing Skills courses at the University. In addition, the students also took a three-minute
speech test on various topics at the end of the semester. The speech test was graded using a
rubric (shown in Table 3) adapted from the speech rubric used by the Quality Enhancement
Cell of the institution at the time when students take the English spoken competency exam as
part of their degree requirement. Oral and written feedback by the instructor and peers were
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given, and pre- and post-task discussions were also carried out. Students were asked and
encouraged to note down their reflections and write free text comments in a journal, and were
also encouraged to share their reflections before a new role-play task was assigned to them.
For role-play, the students were given a preparation checklist and were encouraged to
visit/revisit it. As part of their final role-play assessment, the students in Group B were given
a theme on which they had to do a final role-play as a proper stage/theatre performance (with
proper sets/props/costumes). An auditorium was booked for this purpose and proper
arrangements were ensured.
FINDINGS
Based on the scores of the students placed in Groups A and B, it was observed that Group B
overall had a higher score on both the written and spoken tests. It was also observed that
students who performed role-play produced better writing compositions (on the test), and the
content of their speech was also comparatively better than Group A. Group B also developed
a better understanding of the conventions and mechanism of good academic writing and
improved speaking skills. Group B had an average score of 89.6%, which is equivalent to Agrade, according to the standard grading criteria of the university, and Group A had an
average score of 80.4%, equivalent to a B-grade. Besides the test scores, non-linguistics
variables were also observed and a gradual improvement in performance, enthusiasm,
motivation, and confidence were noticed in the students.
DISCUSSION
The purpose of giving partially and fully structured role-plays to the participants was to help
them gain a better understanding of their own strengths and weaknesses and identify their
inner potential through the process of self-reflection and introspection, and to be ultimately
inspired by their creative bent of mind. The intended purpose of selecting multidisciplinary
topics for role-play (besides improving language skills) was to help students develop a better
conceptual understanding, to promote reflective thinking by engaging them in the process of
active learning and AR, and to raise metacognitive awareness. The roles were sufficiently
flexible to be played and adapted by students in multiple cohorts. The purpose of the final
staged role-play was manifold: (a) to check the overall improvement in personality,
confidence, and expression of the students; (b) to familiarise students with theatrical
performances and their impact; (c) to motivate students; and (d) to conclude role-play on a
more positive note. Overall, role-play was reported to be a great tool and an effective means
of learning and improving communication and writing skills. Informal discussions with the
students shed further light on the overall experience of the participants, who matured
throughout the experience and came out more confident, more motivated, and better
performers, with a notable improvement in their written and spoken expressions.
CONCLUSION
A theoretical/practical foundation for the use of role-play has been discussed in this paper.
The results identify that role-play can be employed in multifarious ways in multidisciplinary
fields to make teaching and learning more meaningful, creative, and action-oriented. The
overall purpose of the literature reviewed and the study conducted was to highlight the
importance of role-play as a valuable learning tool in improving the written and spoken
expressions, along with other language proficiency skills and non-linguistic variables
(motivation/confidence/personality development). While role-play has garnered great
attention in some classes, its importance is still underrated in many educational settings, but
this under-rated reputation is not undeserved. Although role-play has challenges of its own in
terms of time-management and a conducive and proper environment for practising it, lack of
proper teacher training programs and hesitation of learners are some of the main contributing
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factors for its inefficacy. Nonetheless, the importance of role play cannot be undermined. If
we look at the overall job/market trends, we will find that indubitably the most pressing
demand placed by management staff on subordinates/team members/colleagues is to come up
with “innovative” and “creative” ideas. Content knowledge and skills are important to gain
supremacy in different vocations, but role-play will certainly add value if employed in the
mainstream educational curriculum. Overall, role-play has a positive impact and grooms
minds and personalities in many ways; it increases the chances of overall success and gives
new perspectives. Role-play as used in this study played a positive role in strengthening the
learning capacities of the students, and the overall success rate was encouraging.
Future/further research should focus on the ways in which role-play can be made part of the
mainstream curriculum, and should also focus on strategies that can motivate teachers and
students to use this valuable tool.
TABLES
Table 1: (Types of learning and possible game styles, adapted from Prensky, 2001)
Content
Examples
Learning activities
Possible
game
styles
Facts
Laws/policies
Questions/drill/memorisation Game
show
competitions/
flashcard/sports
games/mnemonics
Skills

Interviewing/teaching/selli
-ng, project management

Imitation/coaching

Theories

Marketing
rationales/concepts

Questioning/experimentation

Detective
games/role-play

Simulation/buildin
g/constructing
games,
reality
testing games
Creativit Invention/product design
Play
Puzzles/invention
y
games
Language Acronyms, business or Imitation/immersion/continuo Flashcard
professional jargon/s
us practice
games/reflex//role
-play
Table 2: (Based on the works of Wallace, 1998, and Burns, 2005)
Some Salient features of AR and an An illustrative plan of action
illustrative plan of action
AR helps in:
Identify the problem area/task/action to be
studied:
• identifying classroom management
• collecting
data
about
the
• resolving management issues problem/task
time/relationship issues
• organising/analysing/interpreting
• allocating materials and sources
data
• identifying the strengths/weaknesses of
• developing/Implementing a plan
teaching areas
• evaluating results
• identifying the learning goal
• recording the feedback
• monitoring
student
behaviour/achievement/motivation
• seeing results in the light of new
perspectives
• developing deeper understanding of
classroom practices
• identifying new problem
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•
•
•
•
•
•

•

better
understanding
of
the
modes/methods of carrying out
research
lessening sense of isolation by
fostering collegiality and congeniality
inculcating the sense of voicing
opinions and sharing problems
coping with personal challenges
increasing
satisfaction/professional
growth
coping with factors impinging on
classrooms

repeating the process

Table 3: (Speech rubric adapted from the Spoken English competency exam rubric used at
FCC)
COMPREHENSION
1
Has great difficulty in
comprehending what is
said and with frequent
repetition

2
Has less difficulty in
comprehending what is
said
with
little
repetition

FLUENCY
1
Becomes silent at times
because
of
language
limitations

2
3
4
Disruptive
speech Mostly fluent with few Speech is fluent
because of searching lapses
and effortless
for words/expressions

VOCABULARY
1
Comprehensibility
of
speech
is
negatively
impacted
because
of
misuse
of
words/expressions

2
Frequently uses wrong
words;
speech
is
incomprehensible
because of limited
vocabulary

3
Occasionally
uses
wrong words because
of lexical inadequacies
but the speech is
mostly comprehensible

4
Uses appropriate
vocabulary
and
expressions

2
Pronunciation
problems
lead
to
misunderstandings as
the listener has to make
a careful effort to
comprehend the speech

3
Mostly
intelligible
with
occasional
inappropriate
intonation patterns

4
Appropriate
pronunciation and
intonation patterns

2
3
Frequent grammar and Makes
occasional
word order errors that grammar and word
obscure meaning
order errors that do not
obscure meaning

4
No mistakes of
grammar and word
order

PRONUNCIATION
1
The speech is unintelligible
because of a lot of
repetition/mispronunciation

GRAMMAR
1
Wrong use of grammar that
makes
comprehension
difficult
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Almost comprehends
everything
with
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4
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DEVELOPING AND FOSTERING SUSTAINABLE URBAN TOURISM
THROUGH GOVERNANCE NETWORKS: A COMPARATIVE
ANALYSIS OF ENGLAND AND THAILAND
THANAPORN TENGRATANAPRASERT1
ABSTRACT
A trans-national comparative case study was conducted in Thailand and England to answer
two questions. How exactly do governance networks (GNs) influence sustainable urban
tourism (SUT) policies and practices? And what lessons can be drawn from the analysis of
effective GNs in urban tourism? Data was collected from documentary evidence and through
interviews relating to World Heritage Sites (WHS) in Bath and Ayutthaya and the seaside
towns of Margate and Pattaya. The study confirmed that GNs offer an effective and suitable
means of addressing the challenges of SUT in two widely differing political and cultural
contexts. Successful GNs were observed to feature strong leadership, a high degree of
democracy and local control, trust, inclusion, and agreement on policy goals and
implementation. Empirical evidence also highlighted the tenet that effective GNs are more
likely to be formed when dialogue is encouraged, knowledge is freely exchanged and
problems are addressed and solved through partnership.
Keywords: governance networks, sustainable urban tourism, heritage management, seaside
town management
INTRODUCTION
Although hierarchical models remain in place in public administration, governance
increasingly proceeds through networks involving a negotiated process that allows a plurality
of stakeholders to produce joint decisions and mutual solutions on the basis of trust and
political obligation, which can subsequently maintain networks by creating self-regulation
and norms. The surge in interest in and the establishment of such GNs is prompted by
persistent criticism of traditional hierarchical forms of government, which are considered to
be excessively rigid and reactive. Partnerships and inter-organisational networks are
perceived as the key to more flexible and proactive governance.
Some scholars point out that GNs might strengthen the balance and equity of policy, as
a principal goal of sustainable development, through democratic leaning, and the
empowerment of stakeholders from different sectors. However, others argue that GNs are
likely to create an unequal pattern of participation replicating the patterns of decision-making
and asymmetric power found in traditional representative democracy (Dryzek, 2007; Davies,
2011).
Tourism is a key sector of economic activity, distinguished by increasing international
cooperation, interdependency and competition. It has been estimated that tourism accounted
for 3.1 percent of global economic activity in 2016; this is predicted to rise to 11.4 percent by
2027 (World Travel and Tourism Council, 2017). Awareness of SUT – which is perceived as
an approach balancing economic development, social demands and environmental protection
– has also developed significantly over the last 30 years to generate a positive impact on
tourism (UNEP and WTO, 2005). The literature suggests that GNs are likely to play a major
role in determining the socioeconomic success of urban tourism since a pluralistic approach
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is required to orchestrate the activity of multiple stakeholders at multiple levels to create
effective partnerships and to achieve common goals.
There has been little progress in implementing the GN approach within the Thai public
and private sector but the Thai government considers that GNs offer a useful mechanism for
sustaining development in urban tourism. England, on the other hand, has accumulated more
than 25 years’ experience of using the GN approach in urban tourism and thus provides a
useful benchmark for identifying the factors which promote the creation of successful GNs.
There are very few studies of GNs in relation to urban tourism; this research was
designed to address this shortfall. The main aims were: (1) to explore how and why GNs in
different guises influence SUT policies and practices; and (2) to critically examine the
conditions required for effective GNs to be created and to operate effectively, such that SUT
is enhanced. The research was conducted in Thailand and England to examine and compare
the impact of GNs on SUT in two countries which have very different political systems and
cultural contexts.
BACKGROUND: GNS
The traditional, hierarchical model (typical of the 20th century) of government-dominated
public administration is no longer considered an effective way of dealing with a range of
increasingly complex social and economic issues, such as unemployment and healthcare and
pollution control. These issues are seen to be best resolved by GNs which are based on the
cooperation and interdependency of various stakeholders.
The structure of GNs varies depending on the national and local context; this flexibility
allows them to mirror norms, values, ideas and practices. This leads in turn to different policy
choices and outcomes. Rhodes (1997) emphasises horizontal relations in terms of
autonomous, self-governing networks, which are increasingly removed from influence and
control by the central state. However, Bache (2003) and Davies (2003) argue that the state
still retains power over local authorities. Three basic forms of GNs have been identified
according to Provan and Kenis (2008).
Participant-governed networks are decentralised and managed by the network members
who control decision-making. This type of network is widely seen at grassroots level and
aims to strengthen “community capacity”.
Lead organisation-governed networks are highly centralised with an asymmetrical
power distribution, resulting in one group dominating management and agenda control. This
model often occurs in Thailand’s local government system.
Network administrative organisations are externally governed by an administrative unit,
which plays a central role in communication, coordination and decision-making.
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
Selection of urban tourism centres for the case studies
The heritage tourism sector lends itself well to the analysis of GNs in relation to SUT, since
effective management requires support from numerous stakeholders who are working
towards shared goals yet have different and sometimes contradictory agendas. Tension can
arise, for example, due to the preservationist ethos of the WHS and attempts by local
authorities to extract maximum economic benefit. WHS in Bath and Ayutthaya were selected
for study to identify the key variables that help explain GN dynamics, unstable periods of
partnership working and enabling factors.
Margate and Pattaya were selected as examples of “seaside towns”. The evolution of
seaside resorts is essentially a form of urbanisation. As seaside resorts mature, ambience
deteriorates, pollution levels climb, negative social impacts increase, and questions of equity
arise. In the late 1990s, Margate’s local government and funding agencies decided to develop
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new forms of economic activity to stimulate tourism and revive the town. It was envisaged
that cultural tourism would drive regeneration through direct benefits and secondary spending
in the local economy. While Margate felt the post-1970s decline in UK seaside tourism
particularly keenly, Pattaya is becoming increasingly attractive as a tourist destination,
resulting in major economic growth, job creation and revenue. However, there is a need to
consider SUT in relation to negative social and environmental impacts. For example, the
private sector has become a key player in driving resort development but may place more
emphasis on profit than socioeconomic benefit.
Trans-national comparative case studies were conducted to examine the relationship
between the structure of GNs and their influence on SUT in WHS in Bath and Ayutthaya and
in seaside towns in Margate and Pattaya. Each case study provided a unique opportunity to
compare and contrast the development and effectiveness of GNs. A longitudinal analysis was
conducted for each case study and thematic, cross-case analyses were performed to identify
key findings. Extensive data were drawn from multiple sources, including documentary and
in-depth interviews. The interviewees associated with each case study were “elites” from
public authorities, non-governmental organisations and the private sector. The aim was to
ensure that all three pillars around SUT (economic, social and the natural environment) were
represented. A total of 37 participants were interviewed – Bath and Margate (18
interviewees), Ayutthaya and Pattaya (19 interviewees).
FINDINGS
The case studies provided empirical support for the following propositions in relation to the
effectiveness of GNs in SUT. An overview of the case study analysis is illustrated in Figure
1.
Proposition 1: Institutional design directly affects network initiatives and the roles of actors,
such as local tiers of government.
Evidence from the Bath case suggests that a unitary system where there is only one
level of local government covering an area promotes holistic management and the creation of
highly efficient channels of communication. Stakeholders in the Thai and English cases
interact frequently with central government and state regulators, which are crucial links for
both regulation and financing. Bath’s advantage lies in strong policies/plans for the WHS and
successful implementation due to the appointment of a coordinator. Evidence from the Thai
cases showed GNs driven at the national level through agencies appointed by central
government, typical of a hierarchical structure. The state has historically devolved some
functions to the regional level, together with the means to allocate funds. The role of the
centre is clear, as power is retained while function is devolved.
Proposition 2: A coordinator needs to be appointed with leadership skills to manage conflict
among partners and to influence key policy decisions across and beyond the organisation.
GN leadership in the Bath case works on two levels, through a formal authority which
delegates essential powers to a coordinator, who assists in policy development and directs
implementation. The coordinator possesses highly developed leadership skills to help
mobilise stakeholder support for the management plan.
Unlike in Bath, the coordinator in the Pattaya case – DASTA (Designated Areas for
Sustainable Tourism Administration) – appears to have less authority, as the position is
neither permanent nor well-resourced and does not cover the entire territorial area. This may
lead to network instability and lowered influence to pursue network goals. Thus, sufficient
authority is crucial to enable a coordinator to fulfil the expected role.
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Figure 1: Overview of case study analysis

Source: the researcher
Proposition 3: The involvement of social groups representing civil society and nongovernmental organisations is expected to deliver an essential contribution to the policymaking process.
Empirical evidence from the Bath case confirmed that a wide range of stakeholders is
needed to help mobilise specific (local) expertise, improve awareness and support for policy
measures, enhance the legitimacy of decisions, and build new networks and coalitions.
Unlike in Bath, there was little evidence of such actions in Ayutthaya. A majority of the
interviewees said there were too many stakeholders and partners in the network and they did
not represent the full spectrum of tourism industry interests. The private sector, social groups
and non-governmental organisations were not involved to a large degree. The overall effect
was to weaken the GN and restrict development of SUT.
Proposition 4: The more engaged the stakeholders are throughout the planning process, the
greater their chances are of making the right decisions.
The GN operated in Bath included different stakeholders who were engaged throughout
the planning process. The coordinator shared ideas and obtained agreement on issues, often in
an informal context, and opportunities were provided for local residents to share knowledge
and ideas in the initial stage of agenda setting (Portney and Berry, 2010). Thus, it may be
concluded that the planning system involves collective decision-making by all stakeholders,
which would be more likely to engender support.
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In contrast to the Bath WHS case, the strategic plan in Ayutthaya was mainly
formulated by central government, without the involvement of local authorities or the public.
Locals felt that they received orders and direction from above without being consulted and
did not therefore understand the importance of the WHS. This may explain why residents
believed that the WHS was likely to create more problems than benefits for the city. Thus, it
seems that networks fully mandated by government agencies do not elicit the effective
cooperation, commitment and contribution of stakeholders to network goals.
Proposition 5: The development of a more formal, deeper interactive relationship over time
influences sustainable collaboration.
Like the Bath case, Ayutthaya featured a GN model in which the city council played a
major role in establishing and controlling collaborative processes. Evidence from the Margate
study illustrated two types of GN. One was similar to Bath, while the second “Dreamland
venture” presented a model similar to participant-governed networks in which the members
manage external relations with groups such as funding bodies, government and customers.
The Pattaya case provides an example of a network administrative organisation where a
central government appointed agency, DASTA, plays a broker role in coordinating and
sustaining the networks. Such models are generally set up when the network first forms, to
stimulate growth through targeted funding and/or network facilitation and to ensure that
network goals are met (Eggers and Goldsmith, 2004).
Empirical evidence from all cases confirmed that the setting up of formal networks was
likely to be advantageous for maintaining stability. However, the Ayutthaya study
demonstrated that tight control by central government compromises the core principles and
purpose of GNs and alienates participants. On the other hand, high flexibility and adaptability
could be difficult to sustain. Strategies for achieving the stability of GNs are best learned
from long established and successful networks, as exemplified by the Bath study. This model
featured a high degree of democracy and local control, inclusion, collective responsibility,
effective coordination and collaboration of stakeholders, and agreement on policy goals and
implementation.
Factors which promote or inhibit GNs
Each type of GN has strengths and weaknesses in relation to enhancing SUT and can
profoundly influence how ideas and initiatives are promoted or inhibited. The study identified
key foundational and individual factors which affect the performance of GNs engaged in
SUT. Tables 1 and 2 summarises the findings and should be read in conjunction with this
discussion.
Foundational platform factors
Proposition 6: In weak state structures, a wide range of politicians and bureaucrats can claim
some jurisdiction and equal relationship.
This study confirmed the argument of Klijn (2008) that national political and cultural
factors distinguish partnerships in different countries. The authoritarian “top-down” nature of
modern Thai society has been a feature throughout its history. Inequalities are accepted and a
strict chain of command and protocol are observed – those in lower positions show loyalty,
respect, and deference to their superiors in return for protection and guidance. This system
may lead to paternalistic management, where major issues do not come to the surface,
resulting in stalemate outcomes. Attitudes towards people in higher positions are more formal
in Thai society and information flow is hierarchical and controlled. British society, on the
other hand, believes that inequalities among people should be minimised (Hofstede, 1984).
Clearly, a compelling reason for the success of Bath’s governance model is that social forces
support democracy and equality.
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The major challenges to establishing effective GNs in Thailand are a highly
hierarchical and deferential culture, and fierce bureaucratic resistance to decentralisation.
These traits remain very much part of Thai political and administrative life.
Effective partnerships
All case studies clearly showed that effective partnerships were a requirement for good
governance. Although extreme command-and-control” approaches were not found in the case
studies, the threat and enactment of legislation were evidence of explicit assertions of
hierarchy. Empirical evidence from the Bath case demonstrated that successful partnership
working was characterised by an equal relationship between partners and local government
within the unitary authority.
In the English cases, the national level does not dominate decision-making at a local
level. Collaboration in the Thai cases was considered asymmetric between central and local
governments, reflecting the strong hierarchical social system of Thai culture. The Ayutthaya
case showed the strong steering role of the centre as illustrated by the importance ascribed to
three agencies in the WHS (the Fine Art Department, Department of Treasury and City
Municipality) and the distribution of funds.
Proposition 7: A strong positive culture leads to strong inter-agency collaboration.
Empirical evidence indicated that different cultures are likely to create GNs of different types
and dynamics. Bath’s GN demonstrates a strong positive and optimistic culture and is
organised to represent the broad city interests. The steering group meets formally twice a year
and there are also many formal and informal interactions with the coordinator and the
chairman. Additionally, Bath has very strong communication within the networks and
participants share a strong sense of purpose and strategic direction.
Table 1: Foundational platform factors influencing the effectiveness of GNs operating in SUT
Foundational
platform factors

Bath

Ayutthaya

Margate

Pattaya

National
factors

Social forces lead to
democracy
and
equality.

Decentralisation did
not help weak and
inefficient
administrative
bodies.

Reform objectives to
enhance
local
democracy.

Inequalities
among
stakeholders should
be minimised.

Effective
partnership

High:
Equal
relationship
between
partners
and
local
government.

Low:
Asymmetric
between central and
local governments.

Low: Collaboration
between the two tiers
is needed.

Low:
Asymmetric
between central and
local governments.

Positive
and
negative cultures

High:
Positive
attitude and leans
towards optimism.

Low:
listened
supported
partners.

High:
attitude.

Positive

Low: Key actors do
not realise importance
of
partnership
working.

Teamwork
collaboration

High: Partnership
working seen as a
valued method of
operation.

Low: Thais do not
show a positive
attitude
towards
teamwork.

High: Within each
network.
Low:
Between
networks.

High:
Between
coordinator
and
municipalities.
Low: Key actors
prefer a stand-alone
strategy.

political

and

Nobody
to
or
to
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Foundational
platform factors

Bath

Ayutthaya

Margate

Pattaya

Oral communication
“story telling”

High: Stakeholders
encouraged to speak
in whatever manner
felt comfortable to
them.

Low: Thais avoid
criticism and leave
problems on the
table.

High: Stakeholders
were encouraged to
express their views.

High: Communication
between
local
municipalities.

Source: the researcher
Table 2: Individual factors influencing the effectiveness of GNs operating in SUT
Individual factors

Bath

Ayutthaya

Margate

Pattaya

Leadership

High:
Coordinator
has full positional and
personal authority.

Low: Council seemed
to lack legitimacy to
integrate all sectors to
achieve shared goals.

Low:
government
inactive role.

Local
plays

Low: Coordinator’s
position is neither
permanent nor wellresourced
(Pattaya
City decided not to
take part).

Acceptance
of
diversity, equity and
inclusiveness

High: Bath seeks to
engage citizens.

Low: Nobody listens
to or supports their
partners.

Low:
Legitimate
coordinator
is
required.

Low: Key actors are
expected
to
be
included.

Clear
role
and
responsibilities
of
participants

High: Task-oriented
and outcome-focused.

Low: Central and
local
governments
overlapping
and
diffused, resulting in
a lack of clarity and
direction in WHS
management.

High: Task-oriented
and outcome-focused.
Low: No holistic
view.

High: Task-oriented
and outcome-focused
but limited in broader
sense.

Degree of consensus

High: Stakeholders
agree on networklevel goals.

Low:
Each
stakeholder seeks to
bring benefits for its
organisational
preference.

Low: Elites play
influential role in
decision-making.

Low: Search for
consensus
between
local
governments,
except Pattaya City.

Trust

High: Interactions are
dense and frequent
and funding are clear.

Low:
Relationships
between central and
regional governments
are tense.

High: Within each
network.
Low: Between uppertier and lower-tier.

High: Except Pattaya
City.

Source: the researcher
Teamwork and collaboration
Effective communication strategies and mechanisms to coordinate partner activities are
needed to facilitate synergistic thinking and action. Network members in the Bath GN
realised the importance of cooperative interaction to improve individual performance,
enhance legitimacy, attract resources and develop new ideas.
In contrast, interviews in Ayutthaya and Pattaya revealed that Thai people do not show
a positive attitude towards teamwork and prefer a stand-alone strategy in collaborative
working. This is particularly the case for Pattaya City, which has more power and resources
than other municipalities.
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Oral communication
The Bath study demonstrated that effective oral communication is important for building
effective GNs. Stakeholders were encouraged to speak in whatever manner felt comfortable
to them and no conditions were placed on the way they shared or presented information.
Assertive communication rarely occurred in the Thai cases, particularly among group
members with lower positions. Most Thai are loyal to the group they belong to, indicating the
influence of the country’s collectivist culture, and this over-rides most other societal rules and
regulations. In order to preserve the “in-group”, Thais are not confrontational and “yes” may
not mean an acceptance or agreement. Personal relationships are key to conducting business,
and it takes time to build these; thus, patience is necessary as well as not openly discussing
business at the first meeting. As a result, there are difficulties in reaching agreement.
Individual factors
Proposition 8: Inclusiveness empowers and broadens public participation in network
arrangements.
The empirical evidence from the Bath case suggests that it is crucial to involve the right
partners. Problems in policy decision-making and implementation can arise due to the
resistance of various participants with different perceptions and views. Bath seeks not only to
empower and broaden citizens’ participation in the GN, but also to deepen participation, for
example by ensuring that preferences influence outcomes.
Unlike Bath, the question of equity and inclusiveness arises in the Margate case, where
the local community has less influence on policy-making. It is clear that in the Margate
network more emphasis must be placed on providing a platform for the local community to
ensure that the socioeconomic benefits of cultural tourism reach all residents.
Proposition 9: Achieving effective outcomes often depends on clear roles and
responsibilities, which encourage actors to activate their resources and knowledge for the
problem and/or policy process at stake.
All case studies revealed formal institutional structures which set out clear roles and
responsibilities, as stated in their strategic plan. The Bath network was effective because
participants generally agreed on network-level goals and wanted to create an attractive city
and vibrant economy, as well as attract visitors and maintain their WHS status.
In Ayutthaya, stakeholders’ roles and responsibilities were assigned in accordance with
cabinet resolution. However, they were overlapping and diffuse, resulting in a lack of clarity
and direction in WHS management. The dominance of overlapping governmental
stakeholders in Ayutthaya due to the traditional bureaucratic system and the nature of Thai
governance meant that the notion of a GN where each stakeholder was equal would be
doomed to failure, especially given the territorial nature of responsibility among the
stakeholders.
Empirical evidence confirmed the importance of appropriate levels of goal consensus in
network governance (Van de Ven, 1976). Interviewees recognised the importance of having a
broadly shared vision and consensus among partners for achieving long-term goals. Bath also
seemed cognisant of the challenges presented in “staying focused on the shared goal” and
was better able to not only articulate these challenges but also, and more importantly, to
respond to them. Unlike the other three cases, Bath possessed the discipline to commit to a
long-term strategy and let this dictate the partnership’s focus and structure, rather than letting
short-term goals distract attention and consume scarce funding.
“Influence” is an important parameter that can have a significant effect on network
operations. Empirical studies indicated that influence is based on a number of factors, such as
control of material resources, information, knowledge, and social and political support. The
link between centrality and influence has been well established in the general social network
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literature (Burkhardft and Brass, 1990). The Bath case illustrated that the lead organisation in
the network is more likely to influence the decisions of other stakeholders and maintain a
“gatekeeping” role through control of resources. In the Margate case, elite and high-profile
participants are perceived to be the most influential bodies in policy networks.
The Ayutthaya case highlighted the power of stakeholders and their original
affiliations. Influence on decision-making reflected Thai culture. Thais always say “yes” to
influential organisations because they fear the consequences of conflict and exclusion from
the group arising from a candid expression of views. In Pattaya, most stakeholders had equal
status (sub-district councils) within the administrative network with similar power. Thus, they
could freely express opinions, identify issues and solve problems that local authorities would
not be able to cope with alone.

Proposition 10: Building trust and relationships can improve problem-solving capacity.
The empirical evidence confirmed that building strong relationships among partners is
essential for the creation of effective GNs. The interviews showed that trust was built by
sharing and discussing information, and forming long-term, reciprocal relationships. A group
thinks in new ways only if members talk to one another and are influenced by what they hear.
The Bath case illustrated that trust exists because of frequent interactions and previous
trusting relationships. Informal interactions were found to bring positive outcomes,
particularly with planning issues
Unlike Bath, decision-making in Ayutthaya was hampered by the unwillingness of actors to
share information: they feared opportunistic behaviour from other participants. Distrust was
also evident in the Pattaya case because Pattaya City – a key actor – perceived the claiming
of credit for collaborative achievements to be a manifestation of power. It is important to note
that an element of “distrust” is also necessary. According to the interviews, a certain amount
of distrust seems “healthy” in keeping partners sharp in their cooperative relationship. It can
increase the checks and balances that create better understanding.
DISCUSSION
It was evident from the English case studies that effective institutional design requires strong,
open, and accountable local government working in partnership with all interested parties.
The empirical evidence revealed that the unitary authority, in the Bath case, working through
a highly skilled coordinator, promoted effective holistic management and created
communication channels which facilitated the activities of the complex GN.
The Bath WHS case study clearly demonstrated the ability of GNs to enhance SUT.
The local council was the central player in the GN, and the main funding source and the
partnership model featured broad representation of key stakeholders including, in some cases,
funding bodies from independent organisations and the private sector. Non-governmental
organisations from civil society also played an active role in fostering SUT but were steered
by council leadership.
The Ayutthaya WHS case study demonstrated poor application of GN principles.
Formal hierarchical structures were in place which lacked dynamism, and policy-making was
based on self-referential rather than inter-organisational decisions. At the same time, practice
showed that existing governmental organisations were incapable of developing effective
partnerships. GNs call for an exchange of information between stakeholders and a
willingness to seek mutually agreeable solutions. The Ayutthaya case clearly did not function
in this way, recognising the need for cooperation but not converting this into practice. The
Ayutthaya case also showed the difficulty of interactive decision-making when government
stakeholders retain primacy. Consequently, private partners and non-profit organisations were
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reluctant to contribute knowledge and effort, which created serious obstacles to achieving
synergy and problem solving. It is imperative, therefore, that traditional bureaucratic
approaches are replaced by effective GN models rather than simply paying “lip service” to
the need for change.
The Margate and Pattaya seaside town case studies demonstrated GN initiatives driven
by the need for councils to address resource and funding scarcity. In Pattaya, the central
government exerts overall control and primary decision-making powers through an appointed
facilitator or coordinator (DASTA). The Pattaya system of governance seems to offer a more
“inclusive” model of GNs in SUT since it is successfully managing the rapid development of
tourism and the associated increases in population and demands on infrastructure.
The major obstacle to implementing GNs in SUT in Margate is the complex structure
of the network, which involves a myriad of partners with no overarching coordination body.
The role of the district council was essentially subservient to that of the county council and
there was little evidence of strong collaboration between the two tiers. Nonetheless, the
Margate GN model clearly showed how a unique cultural heritage can translate into urban
regeneration and positive economic impact, as exemplified by the success of the Turner
Contemporary gallery.
CONCLUSION
Empirical evidence confirmed that effective GNs are more likely to be formed when dialogue
is encouraged, strategy is agreed, knowledge is freely exchanged, and problems are addressed
and solved through collaboration.
The study identified key factors affecting the formation and effectiveness of different
types of GNs and their impact on SUT. The norms of leadership, inclusiveness, transparency,
responsibility and equity must be followed at the network level. However, GNs continue to
be a contested domain between different stakeholders and are subject to competing
imperatives.
The challenge for Thailand where stalemate in policy development is the more likely
outcome is to build on the existing centrally controlled and directed policy networks to allow
more local control. In England, democratic concerns play a decisive role in governance but
do not guarantee the development of effective partnerships or policy outcomes. Individual
factors, including commitment to collective goals, trust and inclusion, need to be considered
and synergised. The current best practices found in Bath’s GN, which is closest to the
pluralistic model, offer a sound framework for adaptation to the Thai context.
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NORTH AFRICAN ACROBATS IN THE WEST: TOWARDS AN
ARCHIVAL
MEMORY
AND
OCCIDENTALIST
COUNTERLITERATURE
TRITHA ABDELAZIZ1
ABSTRACT
Though hidden in plain sight and aesthetically relegated to the margin of history, North
African acrobats to the West are critical terrains that shift the spotlight downwards, signal
new versions of the inscription of Otherness and recreate the absent/present agency of North
African acrobats as active interlocutors and “dissenting voices”. They remain valuable
archival material that particularly challenge orientalist orthodoxies and Western clashing
tropes; they are emphatically alternative discourses of difference that run counter to the
binary mainstream trope and the fixed taxonomy of East versus West. My particular interest
is in Hassan Ben Ali’s Troupe, Zahra Kader’s experience in America, and Zahra Ben Tahar’s
conception of otherness. These North African acrobats have various and culturally inspired
accounts. I argue that these acrobatic experiences formulate a parallel Occidentalist discourse
that tries to create a counter-discursive narrative or rather a North African “voyage in”. It
shows how the acrobats have turned into examiners and eyewitnesses from within Western
contexts. Using a postcolonial micro-historicist approach, this paper aims at undermining
both the orientalist discourse and the Occidentalist thesis premised upon Hassan Hanafi’s
Muqaddima fi Ilm al-Istighrab (An Introduction to Occidentalism).
Key Words: Orientalist orthodoxies 1, binary mainstream 2, Occidentalist discourse 3, active
interlocutors 4, Occidentalism 5.
INTRODUCTION
An interesting and thriving literature seeking to chronicle the Western presence in the Orient
had an undeniable impact on shaping, constructing, and framing the image of the Oriental
Other. Writing on the Orient as subject of study gave rise and free rein to aesthetically
homogenising and reductionist views varying across a wide spectrum of genres, such as
cinema, literature, and travel writing. With various and oscillating degrees of hostility
towards the different Other, the Orientalist vision, as maintained by Said (1978), predicated
more on the essentialist premise than on a direct cultural encounter, shrouds the question of
Otherness within normalising, formulaic, and clashing tropes. Only very recently has interest
has been paid to Muslim representations of the West. Extensive academic research has been
carried out on Western representation of the East, whether in fiction, anthropological studies,
or the cinema. The Orientalist vision dominated the eighteenth, nineteenth, and the twentieth
centuries.
Said (1978) stresses also that writing on the East as a subject of study generated a series
of stereotypes and tropes, ranging from a strong condemnation of the natives’ culture to an
admiration of their exoticism and “exceptionalism”. He explains that an admiration of the
natives’ culture stems from the very fact that it represents something lacking in the West and
its condemnation is best attributed to backwardness and “pastness”. Against such a mundane
orientalist vision that relegates the natives to the margin and essentialises them within fixed
1
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adamant taxonomies, the alternative discourse of difference in North African acrobats’
accounts runs counter to this validated orientalist thesis. This is in fact the other side of the
dyad that aims at re-reading the orientalist discourse against its emanating source. My article
limits its concern to the study of North African acrobats’ experiences in Western circuses,
starting from the mid-nineteenth century, focusing on Hassan Ben Ali’s Troupe, Zahra
Kader’s experience in America, and Zahra Ben Tahar’s conception of Otherness.
The rationale behind this limitation is as follows. First, much critical focus has been
devoted to the Arab representation of the West, without a single allusion to the fact that North
African acrobats’ accounts subscribe to the Occidentalist vision of the West beyond the
orthodoxies of orientalist discursive practices. Second, to define Occidentalism on the basis
(as Hanafi (2000) claims) of cultural animosity, antagonism, and clashing signifiers is to deny
degrees of cultural cross-over and criss-crossing between the Islamic Self and the Christian
Other, reinstalling the same fetishised and epistemic hierarchies. Enmeshed in their historical
junctures, the nature of the acrobats’ experiences, and their religious and cultural background,
these accounts are critical terrains attesting to the fact that Occidentalist discourse is
heterogeneous and ambivalent. It is worth noting that North African acrobats’ cultural
rendezvous with the Western Other is a counter-consciousness to both Lewis’s (1982) belated
version of orientalism and Hanafi’s (2000) nationalistic and binary premise.
LITERATURE REVIEW
In his book The Muslim Discovery of Europe, Lewis (1982) claims that Muslim
travellers, after the Crusades, showed no intrinsic curiosity to become more enlightened about
the secrets of the infidel Other. Muslim travellers were riveted to their curatorial vision,
celebrating their pride, bravery, and pomposity. He goes so far as to allege that this lack of
curiosity is ascribed to the general abstractions and the conclusions that Muslims drew about
a remote Orient. In this vein, Lewis (1982, p. 415) states:
Even the rapid growth of commercial and diplomatic relations with Europe
after the Crusades seems to have evoked no desire to penetrate the secret of
the mysterious occident, as may be seen from the scarcity and vagueness of
information about Europe in the late Medieval Chronicles, even in the
manual of chancery scribes.
Bernard Lewis sets the seal on Muslims’ lack of interest in the Occidental knowledge
and draws barricades between the Occident/Orient, following the recurrent paradigmatic
binarism of orientalist discourse. General abstractions and vague information, according to
him, foster Muslims’ mutiny to investigate the Occidental culture. His use of such a loaded
term as “mysterious” suggests that, for an Eastern culture to be acknowledged, the East must
converge to the Eurocentric referential culture to discover its wonders and mysteries. More
provocatively still, the Occidental and the Oriental cultures are put at odds; the first is known
for its wonders and mysteries, and the second is frozen in “pastness” and parochialism. The
image that Bernard Lewis tries to perpetuate and validate is an Islamic culture that calls for
war instead of cross-cultural dialogue and engagement. Henceforth, the main argument of
Bernard Lewis is to confirm the Muslims’ lack of interest in the Occidental culture and to
curtail Islam to a religion of contention and fervour.
On another level, Nabil Matar’s response to the Lewisian theory has come at the right
juncture to dissolve and neutralise the accusation that Muslim travellers lacked interest in the
Christian Other’s culture and civilisation. Matar (2009) highlights the very idea that Muslim
travellers were eyewitness reporters and from within – immediate onlookers. They showed
not only their interest in exploring the Other’s culture, but, more importantly, they also
showed a diametrical glorification and valorisation of the Other’s civilisation. Muslim
ambassadors were not just individuals passing by; they decided to stay and decipher from
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within the Christian world. Matar’s Europe through Arab Eyes (1578-1727) invites us to see
the great exuberance that Arab travellers did show while investigating the Other’s cultural
realms. In this trajectory, Matar (2009:99) states:
Although he and other ambassadors realised that they were in unfamiliar,
and not always friendly, territory, they did not see themselves in enemy
land. Nor did they feel that they should not enjoy themselves: actually,
many relished the social interactions, the dinners and the galas.
Nabil Matar demystifies the Lewisian approach by giving viable instances that show
the deep engagement of Arab travellers with Western civilisation. This interaction surfaces
the very fact that Arab travellers were active participants without any sense of hatred or prefixed tablets of infidelity. They, to use Deleuze’s concept, de-territorialised their culture and
rendered the Other’s context familiar to them. The Other’s land was neither a territory of the
dwelling infidels nor an un-ubiquitous sphere of enemies. They rejoiced the convivial
moments and expressed their admiration of Western civilisation. That azure of cultural
contact made them reconsider their cultural habits and rituals. Having dinners with
Westerners and attending festivals tell us much more about the internal curiosity and the
intrinsic desire to imbibe from the Other’s cultural staples. Arab travellers have managed to
demystify images of hesitation held about them. The other’s space becomes a site for cultural
negotiations, contestation and cross- cultural fertilisation. Matar’s project gives credit to Arab
travellers and makes their voice decipherable, heard and listened to. It exhumes their archives
from amnesia and makes them valuable material to be deployed in the analysis of cultural
encounters.
Nabil Matar’s contribution to the archival of Arab travellers’ memories and journeys
covers an early period that spans the late sixteenth century up to the turn of the eighteenth
century. This tremendous interest in Arab journeys suggests his straightforward commitment
to the fact that Arabs have, throughout history, been culturally and politically in contact with
Europe. Be they travellers, ransomers, captives, traders, or envoys, Arabs have established
routes of alliances with Christendom. Let us not deny the fact that these Islamic travel
accounts should not be detruncated from their historical conditions, geographical dimensions,
travellers’ personal backgrounds, and the nature of their missions. My major assumption is
that the Muslim views of the Christian Other varies across the aforementioned parameters.
Their views are complex, ambivalent, and heterogeneous. They cannot be pinned down to
one single monolithic discourse, entailing the Other’s acceptance. Their views of the West
are marked by Mahabba (affection) (Matar, 2009) as well as discursive patterns that refute
the Other’s excellence in earth sciences. I will try to show how both Bernard Lewis and Nabil
Matar overlooked some workable elements that enrich Muslim travels to the West.
Beyond this orientalist discourse that draws demarcations between East and West as
two entities at odds, Occidentalism as an alternative discourse of difference tries to foster
another form of representation that runs counter to the orientalist one. In his book Moqadima
Fi Ailm Al Istighrab (An Introduction to Occidentalism), Hassan Hanafi traces the emergence
of Occidentalism as a science that attacks the process of Westernisation (2000: 19):
Occidentalism was developed to attack Westernisation, which has strong
influence not only on our cultural life and imagination of the world but also
on our daily practices, purity of language, artistic productions and all
aspects of life. Each Arabic word makes up for its semantic lacunas by
being added to another Western word or rather by transferring some French
words to the Arabic ones. Thus, the standard Arabic has lost its meaning
and overlapped with dialect.
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It becomes clear that Hassan Hanafi focuses on Occidentalism as a new form of
Westernisation and a counter-narrative that stresses local national values. He reinstalls
binarisms in the sense that most of Western cultural influence toe the Arab states asunder.
Hassan Hanafi’s main attempt is to see degrees of Western cultural influence on the Arabs’
national values and heritage; from a purely nationalistic perspective, he sees the West as a
form of cultural domination that has radically changed the linguistic domains and
architectural designs. He (Hanafi, 2000) goes so far as to suggest that Occidentalism is a
form of “alienation” that strips Arabs’ cultures of their local specificities and values.
Occidentalism for him is a counter-discourse that tries to subvert the colonial cultural
legacies and relocate agency on the basis of an anti-Western discourse; Western cultural
influence has to be challenged from within Arabs’ cultural context through stressing national
values and turning the West into a subject of study. In this sense, Hanafi (2000, p.100) claims
that “the Islamic thought gives example of how we should preserve our identity against any
form of alienation. The Quran has forbidden alliance with the enemy and the tendency to win
his trust.” Thus, relying on religious maxims, Hassan Hanafi sees Western cultural influence
as a form of alienation that stripped Arabs’ culture of its “authenticity”.
Based on a strongly nationalistic view, Hassan Hanafi sees in Occidentalism a way of
undoing Western hegemony and domination. Limiting the scope of Western cultural legacies
is what Hassan Hanafi is interested in. He considers Occidentalism as a science that sets the
seal on both the East and West for fear of cultural contamination. Hassan Hanafi’s project
investigates the relationship between the Self and the Other and how the Arabs, who have
long been othered, could turn Western culture into a subject of gaze. However inspiring his
book is, his focus on Occidentalism as an anti-Western discourse eclipses the degree of
cultural flows between East and West. Turning the West into a subject of study does not
necessarily mean dispensing with its culture. In still another, we have to look at the
heterogeneous views of Arabs towards the West. Images of the west vary according to
historical junctures and individual experiences. Taking the example of Arab acrobats’
attitudes towards the West varied according to their personal convictions and individual
experiences. To judge Occidentalism (as Hanafi does) as a process of undoing Western
culture and articulating the Arab Self is to deny cultural translation and the degrees of
cultural flows.
North African Acrobats’ History in Western circuses: from racial and cultural
difference towards a parallel counter-discourse
Though eclipsed from the leading grand narratives, the presence of North African
acrobats in Western circuses has a literature of its own to be narrated and rich histories
worthy of resurrection. Their complex itineraries foreground degrees of cultural interaction,
encounter, and criss-crossing. With various experiences (different from the official canonical
and ambassadorial journeys) and relying upon their cultural, educational, and (significantly
enough) the historical junctures wherein their migratory adventures saw birth, they managed
to transcend the mere aesthetic and physical performances they were assigned. They
emphatically formulated complex and ambivalent views in relation to the Self/Other
interplay. Not only were they keen on establishing cultural alliances with the western Other,
but they were interestingly eyewitnesses and active participants from within western circuses.
This passage from mere exhibitionist and performing formalities into cross-cultural
fertilisation is yet configured through interracial marriage, comments on Western daily life
and civilisation.
It is worth noting that North African acrobats’ presence in Western circuses, namely in
the United States, Britain, and to a lesser extent Germany, was interwoven in multifarious
historical conjunctures that reshaped and constructed the image of the Other in a context of
increasing commercialisation, trade, exhibitionism, and consumerism. As the circus appeals
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much to the spectators’ sensational side and teases out distraction and entertainment, it is also
an arena wherein cultural and identitarian subjectivities are formed and fashioned. A glimpse
at the turn of the nineteenth and the beginning of the twentieth centuries crystallises North
African acrobats’ roots/routes, migratory experiences, and their performing expertise in fairs.
The mid-nineteenth century saw a significant flow of Arab acrobats to Western circuses
for various reasons, ranging from their search for a better life to a long-sought hope to
develop their expertise and flair. The question of whether they were conscious of the cultural
representation of their home countries is taken up with reservation. To begin with, and
precisely in Britain, it goes without saying that the nineteenth century was marked with the
Victorian reign, which spawned values of moral conduct, seriousness, and honour. As
historically put by Aasel (1998, p. 1) in her PhD research, the circus’s development as a
commercial setting, in the Victorian period, “was intricately tied to a widespread demand for
circus acts by a broad range of classes in this society and so the Victorian’s interest in the
circus as an artistic form within the context of a vibrant (and sometimes not so respectable)
consumer market”. More importantly, that historical era formed the pinnacle of a passage
from an agrarian society to a highly-industrialised arena whereby the means of transportation
facilitated commercial transactions and consequently cultural cross-over. It is within this
vibrant historical context of dynamism and industrialisation that North African performers
formed their trajectories. Imbibing from archival websites and historical journals, such as
Fulton History and the Brooklyn Eagle, and deploying other historical magazines, unravels
the intricacies of Arab acrobats’ performances in British theatres and stages. Recurrently
labelled as “Arab Bedouins”, “Sons of the Desert”, or “Mohamatans”, Arab acrobats’
performances in British circuses took the form of pyramid-building and bodily contortions.
Appealing to a wide spectrum of audiences (especially during the Victorian age with high
consumerist demands) entailed the fact that the Circus at that time represented outlets from
the mundane hectic daily life.
Though left out from the Eurocentric exclusionary historiography, Arab acrobats’
presence in British fairs and circuses was not for the sole aim of garnishing the British
dominated stage. It was equally an interesting contribution to the production of acrobatic
cultural artefact. Back in the year 1843, a group of Moroccan troupes found their way to the
Victoria Theatre and thrilled British audience with their spectacular and amazing acts. The
troupe comprised various categories of acrobats according to their age (boys, mature boys,
and adults) and physical bodies, as is clearly shown by the Illustrated London News (1843):
Their most surprising feat is that of forming a column or pyramid of four
piled up, as in the engraving, the stouts stand the tallest occupying the place
of the base; besides which, he bears another Arab around his waist, and one
upon each shoulder, while the topmost figure can touch the proscenium
curtain. We assure the reader that their entire performances are worth the
attention of all who woo the wonderful.
In that thrilling entertaining arena where suspense, merriment, and delight were guaranteed,
Moroccan acrobatic troupe managed to identify their niche as active agents and dexterous
performers. They were also able to articulate their agency as North African exhibitionists in a
completely different British metropolis. Beyond Bernard Lewis’s curatorial mind-set and
negating premise that bereave Arabs of curiosity and keenness to know the Western Other,
the Moroccan troupe’s performance in the Victorian theatre turns his ad hominem argument
into hollow evidence.
Another salient testimony of Arab acrobats’ zeal and eagerness is best configured in
the German circuses, where rendezvous with the Other made their locus. This is an
illuminating story of Arab acrobats in German circuses that traces their itineraries with all the
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metaphors of turn, return and crossing borders. With an inspired alacrity to discover the other
shore, Arab acrobats in German circuses demystify the long-held tropes of Arabs’ inability to
trespass the threshold of their domestic sphere. It runs counter to the Lewisian claim and
Hassan Hanafi’s nationalistic vehemence. The mid-nineteenth century represented a
springboard for Arab acrobats to flourish and make their distinctive Oriental performances
known. Escher (1997, p. 249) subtly puts it in his article “ Les Acrobates Marocains dans les
Cirques Allemands”:
On se demandera à quel moment dans l’histoire du cirque, les acrobates
Marocains apparaissent-ils la première fois en Allemagne ? Ernest Renz
qui, vraisemblablement en 1852 et pour la première fois en Allemagne
présente les acrobates Marocains. C’est à partir de 1852 qu’apparaissent les
acrobates Arabes.
Though the beginning of their performance in German circuses cannot be pinned done to a
specific year, it could be conjectured through reference to the well-established circus figure,
Ernest Renz, who first introduced them to the German audience in 1852. That year marked
the starting point of a long-standing Oriental tradition in Western fairs as agile performers
and cultural representatives of their countries’ civilisational repertoire. This is to argue
against Edward Said’s thesis that the oriental Other succumbs to Western hegemonic
practices and therefore remains a silent interlocutor incapacitated and unable to write against
the backdrop of colonial history. Arab acrobats stultified within German circuses and turned
the hierarchical dogmas of East vs West upside down. They forged their own proper
theatrical, acrobatic, and cultural register that did not validate the status quo, but rather gave
rise to a parallel Occidentalist literature based on their daily experiences and life journeys.
A general historical documentation of Arab acrobats’ performances in western
circuses will not be complete swithout tracking down routes of their contribution to the
development of such artistic display in American stages and fairs. Radically counter to the
Orientalist travellers’ clichés that draw demarcations between the Self and the Other and
capitalise on the clashing tropes, Arab acrobats and dancers occupied much attention and
offered another Occidentalist version of travelling literature, nurtured by direct contact and
daily experiences. Endowed with their cultural assets akin to their national belongings and
their incarnated expertise as “displaced” performers, Arab acrobats, right after 1870, started
supplying the American circuses, as maintained by Nance (2009, p. 112):
In the meantime, after 1870, Arab entertainers began contributing their own expertise
and energy to the arts of playing Eastern. They helped make the desert horsemen and
then the Arab stock Characters in the public options for consumer individuation….these
democratic venues presented the Arab man in the person of the “Bedouin Horseman”, a
more secular, masculine free spirit and heroic villain.
Endeavouring to satiate the American consumers, Arab acrobats appeared in Eastern
personae as a marker of their cultural individuation. However atavistic and backward they
might seem for American audiences, they only used their Eastern masks to strike the
immediate response to the public heart. The images drawn through their performances were
reminiscent of interventionist Orientalist pseudo-realities; such was the case when the Arab
land was only a forlorn desert breathing silence, vacuum and lethargy. Approached from
another angle, Arab acrobats’ presence in American circuses, bearing their local, traditional,
and Eastern attire, was interestingly a sign of spectacular resistance to a Western-dominated
circus. Their presence undermined the whole Western apparatus and created a rupture within
the metropolis. Playing Eastern to gain the audiences’ responsiveness was an assertion of
cultural exclusiveness and distinctiveness. Having to some extent delineated the historical
intricacies of Arab acrobats’ appearance in Britain, Germany, and the United States of
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America, I argue that they are worth the documentation of their stories and experiences. What
I shall develop later is their representation of the West as a counter-literature.
North African Acrobats to the West: A Literature of Their Own
Memory Re-TRACKED, and Orientalist Proclivities Revisited: Hassan Ben Ali’s Troupe In
American Circuses
Sie Hassan Ben Ali was born in south of Morocco and a descendant of a well-known
Moroccan acrobatic group called Oulad Sidi Ahmed ou Moussa, whose founder was a
member of the Sufi order. He was a prominent figure in the history of Moroccan acrobats in
America and the manager of Moroccan acrobats in American circuses. Known also as “the
Prince of Arabia”, Hassan Ben Ali’s first arrival in America was in 1884. Interestingly, he
managed to gain fame and respect of American audience. Hassan ben Ali’s stories reverse the
Manichean dyad of Self/Other upside down in the sense that he showed neither animosity nor
hostility towards the Western Other. He rather formulated a parallel discourse of accepting
the Other and embracing his own cultural difference. It is not surprising that the American
media lingered on Hassan Ben Ali’s Acrobats and offered them the lion’s share of coverage.
Many references, especially by the New York Clipper, were made to his troupe offering a
cultural mosaic through their talented acrobatic shows. The aforementioned newspaper
(1898) praised them as “Arabian Acrobatic Wonders of the World of Sie Hassan Ben Ali’s
High Class Oriental Sensational Specialties and Amusing Novelist”. It becomes then clear
that Arab acrobats demystified the orientalist and stereotypical dogmas that incarcerated the
Oriental Other within the precincts of atavism and decadence. Their acrobatic feats are but
stark proofs of cultural engagement, agility, and Oriental exclusivity.
To cite only a few incidents, Si Hassan Ben Ali’s journeys on the other shore were
characterised by his propensity to articulate his Oriental agency. To reverse the direction of
the orientalist spotlight, Si Hassan Ben called for offering an antidote to Christian
missionaries and stultifying the already-maintained routes of European pioneering
experiences of travelling to the Orient. It is extremely salient that Hassan Ben Ali, as reported
by the New York Clipper, namely an article entitled “A New Prince of Arabia Has Just
Arrived to Town” (The San Fransisco Call, 1898), played a leading role in the conversion of
many Christians to Islam. His goal was to turn the Occident into an arena of Islamic
missionaries as a counter-religious discourse of alterity. In this vein, it is maintained that
Hassan Ben Ali (The San Francisco Call, 1898, p. 25) overtly declared: “These Christians
keep sending their missionaries over here to convert us. Why not give them a dose of their
medicine by sending a few missionaries over to America to convert its people to
Mohammedism.” With this religiously-inspired vision, Hassan Ben Ali’s propensity far
transcended mere acrobatic and exhibitionist shows to formulate a counter-discursive
apparatus of religious resistance.
Zahra Kader’s Spectacular Experience: Agency Relocated Beyond the Orientalist
“Haremising” prejudices.
As a recurrent feature of pre-established orientalist episteme, the Oriental woman has always
been an annexation to men’s chivalry and triumphalism. Even more provocatively, the
Eastern woman has to acquiesce to male dominant authority. The orientalist mindset creates
fixed hierarchies through which the Oriental woman is deemed to undergo a double
frustration and conquest. Ensieh Shabanirad and Seyyed Mohammad Marandi (2015, p. 23)
lucidly articulate it as follows: “That women in the colonised society suffer from exploitation
by both colonised and indigenous power structure is well understood.” Conscious of the fact
that Oriental women were put between the hammer of Western colonialism and the anvil of
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patriarchy, they were subject to a double trauma. It is within this matrix of double domination
that the discourse of Oriental women was more predicated on fictitious tropes than on reality.
Following the same trajectory, the Harem is a gender-constructed space whereby male
and female roles are based on domination and subordination. With all metaphors of sexual
fantasies and animalistic and libido impulses with which the Harem is laden, the Oriental
woman’s identity shrinks, following the orientalist tablets of essentialism, to a docile
subservient body. As succinctly articulated in her book Rethinking Orientalism: Women,
Travel and the Ottoman Harem, Reina Lewis (2004, p. 96) maintains that “The West’s image
of the secluded, polygamous oriental woman had accrued the layers of myth, rumor and
stereotype of a longstanding fascination. The vision of the harem as a sexualised realm of
deviancy, cruelty and excess.” The Harem is an arena that harnesses all orientalist fetishised
images of lasciviouness and sexual abuse; it incarcerates, following the logic of Orientalist
discursive practices, the Oriental woman within the precincts of domesticity.
It is worth noting that, beyond these tropes that curtail the Oriental woman’s position to
a Harem-subservient being, there are equally fascinating stories stressing the other version of
the dyad that document the migratory nature of Oriental women. To cite only one, Zahra
Kader, a prominent Moroccan acrobat, made her first entry into American circuses as a 22year-old girl, endowed with vigour and stamina. With a strong determination infused with
enthusiasm, Zahra Kader (Brooklyn Eagle, 1950) right from the onset affirmed that “she has
seen all the United States of America except Texas, California and New Mexico”. Against the
orientalist backdrop of “haremising” Oriental women, Zahra Kader created a rupture within
this discursive mindset and identified her niche as a self-determined Eastern girl. Her story
reverses the prejudices domesticity applied to Oriental women. What makes her worth
surfacing is the very secret that she gained fame and expertise due to her perseverance and
educational career.
Approached from another angle, Zahra Kader’s nomadic experience as a testimony of
being in the midst of the American cultural arena sharply contradicts the colonial ethos
founded on othering the natives and relegating them to the margin. Perhaps a digression from
the American travel literature on North Africa will be serviceable in tracking down a thriving
Occidentalist discourse that unsettles, disturbs, and neutralises the colonial apparatus. A
glimpse at the American literary repertoire (be it in fiction, diaries, or travel literature) on
North Africa gives us hints that the operating discourse is colonially inflected. To cite an
example, Wharton’s (2005) In Morocco exemplifies all prejudiced views as constructed by
the Western inflated Self. She confirms right from the beginning that “having begun my book
with the statement that Morocco still lacks a guidebook; I should have wished to take first
step towards remedying this deficiency.” With such a pompous declarative sentence, she
grants herself a position as the “all-knowing” subject. Here, two discourses function
antagonistically and diametrically juxtapose each other. Zahra Kader chronicles her story,
infused with zest, to fulfil her dreams without any sense pomposity or arrogance.
Contradictorily, Edith Wharton, with her colonial jargon, turns Morocco into a pacified
country in need of her intervention to become geographically known. In sum, the story of
Zahra Kader formulated a parallel Occidentalist account that challenges and writes back
against the orientalist Manichean dyad. She managed to relocate her agency as a dexterous
Oriental woman and assert her identity as a distinguished acrobatic figure. Her itinerary
stultifies Bernard Lewis’s claim that Arabs lacked curiosity to discover Western realms.
The Oriental Can Speak: Zahra Ben Tahar’s Conceptions of America
The account of Zahra Ben Tahar is yet another factual narrative told from the perspective of
an Eastern female acrobat, turning the West into a subject of critical scrutiny. Zahra Ben
Tahar, with a steadfast resistance to Western clichés, turned American society into an object
of gaze. Right from the outset, she is keen on reversing the orientalist biases. Ranging from
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the description of American men to the interrogation of proximity, Zahra (Brooklyn Daily
Eagle, 1894) overtly declares:
It is not true what people say that in our country women are badly treated.
They are well treated. The husband is as God to his wife. They have more
than one wife there. But that is well. One thing that should be strange to me
is that men and women should be mixed in the seats of a place like this
show trying to neutralise Western misconceptions of men/women
relationship in Oriental spheres.
Zahra Ben Tahar brings to the surface a parallel corrective, crystallising the fact that the
fuzzy images held about Eastern women are but “white mythologies”. With counterdiscursive jargon, Zahra Ben Tahar stresses both polygamy and the high position Eastern
women enjoy. They are not subject to torment but rather held in high esteem. As space is a
cultural site where differences are best configured, proximity is a key element that
foregrounds the management of space and regulates gender relations.
Growing up in an Oriental society where the laws of proximity are grounded in Shariaa
(Islamic law), which prohibits any act of male/female promiscuity, Zahra Ben Tahar must
have seen American society through her Islamic lenses. The presence of men alongside
women in public spaces is an act of oddity for her. It becomes clear then that Zahra Ben
Tahar is not a silent interlocutor but rather an active participant who offers a remedial to a
longstanding constellation of Orientalist myths. She asserts her identity as an Oriental female,
infused with zest to discover and learn about the Other’s secrets. She undermines both
Bernard Lewis’s argument premised upon the negation of Muslims’ curiosity to learn about
the Christian Other and Hassan Hanafi’s Hostile version of Occidentalism predicated on
annihilating Western Cultural repertoire.
Conclusion
My overall argument is to trace the emergence of an alternative discourse of difference
in three North African acrobats’ accounts, pertaining to the nineteenth and twentieth
centuries. Being conscious of the reversal of Western Orientalist stereotypes, I have claimed
that these North African accounts, as Occidentalist texts, do not try to entrench binarism in
the sense that they turn Western civilisation into a subject of study to undermine it. I have
tried to reorient Hassan Hanafi’s vision by stressing the fact that Occidentalism does not try
to look at the West as a potential enemy that needs to be annihilated. I have shown how his
vision is very nationalistic to the extent that it tries to settle the same Orientalist patterns. The
alternative discourse of difference I have stressed goes beyond both Orientalist and
Occidentalist paradigms. These North African texts are terrains to see how the representation
of the Other varies across temporal dimensions, individual conditions and the nature of
acrobats’ missions to result in a heterogeneous and complex ways of representation.
The analysis of cultural encounters remains an intriguing subject of interest. I do
believe that the analysis of these North African acrobats’ accounts, as valuable documents, is
extremely important to narrate their standpoints and relocate their agency as active
participants. Most North African exhibitionists are relegated to oblivion and undocumented.
Their analysis will enrich, redefine, and reorient the relations between East and West. They
are extremely prodigious in setting the ground for a parallel ‘voyage in’ to thrive and flourish.
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TRANSLATIONAL RESEARCH IN MUSIC
VALERIE ROSS1
ABSTRACT
Music allows itself to be melded, translated, and transformed. A translational music
researcher is a creative investigator who explores and develops appropriate research
approaches and processes and engages multidisciplinary teams in an integrated manner (often
applying and co-creating outputs from scientific, technological, and artistic realms). This
article extrapolates the features and characteristics of translational research in the field of
music. Translational research applies findings from basic science to enhance human health
and wellbeing through the pooling of resources, expertise, and techniques. While translational
research has gained momentum in the social sciences and humanities, the understanding and
application of this approach in the creative arts is still in its infancy. Translational music
research builds on interdisciplinarity. Making reference to two interdisciplinary music
studies, this article argues that music is inherently translational and facilitates transference. It
proposes translational research in music as an extension of interdisciplinary research with an
aim to produce creative outputs that are targeted to enhance community-wellness and the
wellbeing of identified groups.
Key Words : Translational music research, interdisciplinarity, transference, health and
wellbeing
BACKGROUND AND DEFINITIONS
Translational research essentially applies findings from basic science to enhance human
health and wellbeing. A term used since the 1990s in the field of medicine to denote
interdisciplinary research, translational research combines multiple resources, disciplines, and
expertise to promote development in prevention, diagnosis, and therapeutic interventions by
“translating” fundamental research into medical practice and health outcomes (Cohrs et al.,
2015; Woolf, 2008). The US National Institute of Health defines translational research as the
process of applying ideas, insights, and discoveries generated through basic scientific inquiry
to the treatment or prevention of human disease, thus bridging the gap between scientific
discoveries and their application to improve the quality of life in the community (Brekke et
al., 2007; Davidson, 2011).
Rubio et al. (2010) posit that translational research is a challenge as it moves in a
bidirectional manner from one type of research to another – from basic research to patientoriented research, to population-based research, and back (bench to bed and back). Since this
form of research involves expertise from diverse disciplines, Rubio further opines that
translational training programmes should include a combination of multiple skills training
that are not usually taught together in traditional training programmes, complete with
predetermined learning outcomes to meet the different needs of the trainees.
The arena of translational research has since expanded, and one of the growing areas of
translational research is to examine how developments and innovations in science are
influencing and being influenced by arts and culture. A better understanding of the
interconnectivity and complementarity interpolation between the arts and sciences will
expand creative avenues for interdisciplinary and transdisciplinary research. It further opens
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questions on the roles and significance of culture, imagination and creativities particularly in
scientific enquiry that address societal issues, public engagement, and human wellbeing.
TRANSLATIONAL RESEARCH IN THE ARTS AND HUMANITIES
Identifying the importance of both individual and collective determinants of health, Ogilvie et
al. (2009) offered a framework that redefined the objective of translation that incorporates
epidemiological perspectives with those of the social sciences. The UK Arts and Humanities
Research Council promotes research in “translating cultures”, which aims to engage with key
concepts such as multiculturalism, tolerance, and fostering identity. It encourages studies on
the roles of intermediaries and views performances and cultural artefacts as vehicles of
translation. It interrogates translational practices in its cultural and historical perspectives in
developing knowledge of the nature of translation that occurs in different languages, cultures,
generations, and sectors. It seeks input from an arts and humanities perspective in key areas
of public concern such as education, health and wellbeing by informing the work of policy
makers and public, private, and third-sector organisations (Arts and Humanities Research
Council, 2017).
Encouraging diverse conceptual, theoretical, and methodological approaches, the
themes aim to address research questions relating to a range of historical contexts and within
a variety of geographical locations. Therefore, systems of knowledge acquired from a
sophisticated understanding of cultural value, practice, and belief systems serve to inform and
support developmental input in ethical, legal, and regulatory policies that scientific
approaches alone may not adequately answer; hence the potential of collaborative research in
widening translational pathways between the sciences and the arts and humanities, as well as
how translational outcomes may be applied in society represent distinctive features of
translational research in generating new knowledge of human life.
Translational research in the arts and humanities is naturally interdisciplinary in nature
and aims to develop a better understanding of the ways in which the findings of scientific
(and artistic) research can be applied to improve the health and wellbeing of a society and its
community (Butler, 2008). Translational research in the creative arts serves to produce new
knowledge about the human condition through the application of creative practices to address
real-world problems in learning and development. The incorporation of music will further
serve to facilitate and enhance the translation of complex research into the public realm. The
understanding, approach, and application of translational research in the field of creative arts
are in their infancy, more so in the field of music research.
FROM INTERDISCIPLINARY TO TRANSLATIONAL MUSIC RESEARCH
Interdisciplinary and intercultural music research approaches involve a process of
collaborative engagement between researchers from different disciplines with the aim of
better understanding ways in which knowledge is produced, transformed, and shared.
Multiple research approaches encourage a cross-fertilisation of art-science practices,
integrating information, data, theories, techniques, and tools (Ross, 2016). Interdisciplinary
conferences and opportunities for cross-discipline publications are becoming the new norm in
the 21st century. Periodicals such as the Journal of Interdisciplinary Music Studies provide a
broad interdisciplinary platform for music researchers to share knowledge, promote it as
inter- and cross-disciplinary research, and effect its application between sciences and the
humanities, bridging the gap between musical theory, practice, and disciplines.
Interdisciplinarity manifests itself differently in multiple disciplinary contexts. It is a
means towards attaining deeper insights and problem-solving to achieve a better life in a
complex and rapidly innovating society. It contributes to a balance between the breadth,
depth, and cohesiveness of specialised research and practice within and across disciplines.
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The biennial “Building intercultural and interdisciplinary bridges across cultures and
creativities (BIBACC)” conferences explore research, theory, and practice that connect issues
of interdisciplinarity and interculturality, challenging and problematising its meaning and
approaches to further theoretical, empirical, and practical understanding of these
transformative terms (Burnard et al., 2017).
Translational music research builds on interdisciplinarity. It embraces the tenets of
interdisciplinary research approaches, extending and translating meanings, narratives, and
output to targeted groups and communities. Engaging inter- and multidisciplinary skills, a
translational music researcher is a creative investigator who plans and develops different
research approaches and processes, managing multidisciplinary teams in an integrated
manner (often applying and co-creating outputs from scientific, technological, and
musical/artistic realms). By this definition, and in many ways, the aims and output of music
therapy and rehabilitation, and the work of music therapists with occupational therapists, are
innately “translational”. Music allows itself to be melded, translated, and transformed.
Developments in the field of music therapy bear testament to music’s translational roles
(Thompson and Schlaug, 2015). The Oxford Handbook of Music Therapy (ed. Edwards,
2016) elucidates five specific areas in which music therapy functions: (i) contexts and
populations across lifespans; (ii) models and approaches; (iii) methods; (iv) research; and (v)
training and professional issues. Stige (2002) argues for a culture-centred form of music
therapy, a developing orientation within the discipline and practice of music therapy that
enlightens how humans develop their capacities through participation in society, positing
community music therapy as cultural engagement and “health musicking”. Different notions
of culture have shaped contemporary thought on the therapeutic qualities of music. From the
specialist music therapist to the ritualistic practices of tribal cultures, music has found its own
space, sphere, and communal acceptance through time. In this sense, culture operates as a
resource, trigger, and spur for action rather than merely influencing behaviour. Culture
shapes human interaction, attitude, and creativity. Music personifies, accompanies, and
identifies many rituals of culture. Translational music research aims to provide a scientific
understanding of cultural practices.
TRANSLATIONAL QUALITIES OF MUSIC
Music and medicine has often been associated. As far back as 1983, Alice Brandfonbrener
organised the first conference on medical problems of musicians in Aspen, Colorado, codirecting them for the next 20 years, and further founded the first journal in this field,
Medical Problems of Performing Artists (Lederman, 2014). Ackermann (2016) argues that
there is yet a robust base of evidence to draw from within the complex range of physical and
psychological challenges that can affect performer health in the relatively young field of
performing arts medicine. Translational research in the performing arts-science domain is
gaining momentum. A Translational Hearing Research Summit organised by the University
College London-Ear Institute (22 March 2018) brings together academia, industry, investors,
clinicians, and patients to discuss strategies to accelerate the development of pharmaceutical
and biological treatments for hearing loss and tinnitus. The interpolation of multiple
disciplines in translational music research necessitates the translation of knowledge and
practices from the design and development of new epistemologies for collaborative research
between music, health, and wellness practitioners.
Two studies are presented to demonstrate the translational qualities of music. The
former does so in a clinical-scientific setting, the latter in a social setting. They serve to
illustrate the transformative capabilities of music in translational music research that
encompasses inter- and multidisciplinary modes of approach, design, and collaborative
engagement in fostering wellbeing.
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Case Study 1: Music for Sensory Integration Therapy
The first study illuminates the creation of original compositions and soundscapes for use by
occupational therapists during sensory integration, a therapy based on brain-behaviour theory
developed by occupational therapist, Dr Jane Ayre (1972). Children with lower sensitivity
(hyposensitivity) may be exposed to play that stimulates the senses, while children with
heightened sensitivity (hypersensitivity) may be exposed to more gentle activities. Figure 1
illustrates occupational therapists working in a sensory integration room during clinical
sessions for children with autism spectrum disorder.
FIGURE 1 Sensory Integration Therapy in Session

(Original image taken by Ross, 2017)
In this study, four distinctive sensory integration techniques (bouncing, rocking, brushing,
and joint compression) used in the therapy sessions were translated into rhythmic patterns,
melodic shapes, and textural moulding by the writer-composer, and composed through
musical hubs (Ross, 2017). A practice-led approach was adopted. Situating the creative
output as an artefact of research, the reciprocal relationships between the practice of the
occupational therapist in engaging with sensory integration techniques to support slow
vestibular stimulation and the translation of such motions as musical patterns with sonic
landscapes were devised and synchronised with the sensory therapy motions. A salient
comment by the occupational therapist in the study was as follows:
“I was quite surprised as the children seemed captivated by the sounds and were more
responsive to the therapy, as if they knew the coming parts of the vestibular actions after a
few sessions with the accompanying music. I had one child who offered his hand for joint
compression when the music was used – normally he is hesitant. ... Personally, the music has
helped my work. … Sometimes I have to chase the kids but now I can even wear my baju
kurung [traditional Malay dress] during the sessions instead of wearing pants, as I don’t have
to run around!” (Hanizah, M., personal interview, 1 March 2016)
Such comments illustrate the positive effects of music on audiation, a cognitive process
by which the brain gives meaning to musical sounds (Gordon, 2001). Music sends electrical
signals to the brains through the auditory system securing neural attention and sensory
response. Neurological studies have proven the scientific role of music and its effects on the
brain (Schlaug, 2006; Ross et al., 2014; Tierney and Kraus, 2015). In the above example, the
music created engaged the attention of both client and therapist, signalling its translational
powers in fostering awareness, engagement, collaboration, and wellness.
Case Study 2: The translational qualities of ritual music
The second study examined the symbolic roles, types, and qualities of music played
during trance-inducing ceremonies for devotees during Thaipusam, a yearly Hindu festival in
Malaysia that attracts huge numbers of followers and spectators. Spectacular sights of
devotees carrying magnificent decorative structures called kavadi with ornate (and sometimes
gruesome) body piercings have captured the imagination of the public (ABC News, 2016).
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While the trance state of devotees is often visibly reflected in the demeanour of the kavadi
carriers, less is known about the music that is played in rituals that support the psychological
and spiritual transition towards reaching this “altered state”. This study postulates that music
facilitates extra-musical associations and acts as an agent for audiation in assisting devotees
enter into a trance state (Fadzil, Ross and Azizol, 2016). When the musicians were
interviewed about what roles they thought the music played in the trance ceremonies, the
leader of the Sri Muthappan Urumi Melam ensemble replied:
“We work as a group to support the devotees, we and they must believe in it. … My
instrument is very sacred to me; when I play it, the sound comes alive as if it is the Lord
speaking through it. … We have even being invited to India to perform, as this kind of ritual
is no longer allowed there, and they want to know the pieces we play and the instruments we
use.” (Murthi, K., personal interview, 4 April 2016)
Audio recordings of the pieces were transcribed, and spectrograms of the recordings
were analysed by the writer using e-analysis software (Couprie, 2014). Figure 2 illustrates
the opening bars of AYYA, one of the five commonly-played pieces during the trance
inducement ceremony, together with its spectrogram measuring its sonic features (loudness,
spectral sharpness, spectral smoothness, spectral standard deviation, variance). The vocal line
was a devotional song rendered in Tamil and accompanied by four Indian percussion
instruments (pambai, urumi, tavil, jalra).
FIGURE 2 (I) Score Transcription and (II) Spectrogram of the Opening Bars of Ayya

(i)

(ii)
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Musical analyses facilitate a better understanding of the form, structure, melodic,
and rhythmic features of music used in trance induction. Delineating its sonic spectrum using
digital audio-visual software further enabled advanced acoustical analysis and future
replication of such music leading towards the demystification and heightened scientific
understanding of the performative and acoustical qualities of ritual music.
Cultural associations that accompany the music play an important role in stimulating a
trance experience and facilitating trance induction (Aldridge and Fachner, 2006; BengYeong, 2000). In this article, it is further argued that ritual music has facilitated
“transference”, a psychological phenomenon characterised by the unconscious redirection
and projection of emotions and feelings from one person to another (Freudian theory). Once
the “projections” are recognised, a particular form of rapport and emotional bond, or
transference, is achieved between individuals (such as a therapist and the patient), creating a
sphere or structures of “collective unconsciousness” (Jungian theory). Building on
psychoanalysis theories, the sound of Hindu devotional songs and the rhythmic pulsations of
accompanying traditional Indian drums played by specialist kavadi ensembles appeared to
have induced evocation, stimulating audiation through continuous mental hearing and
translation, thereby assisting the devotees to attain spiritual transcendence in fulfilling their
vows. The translational powers of music have enabled a passage towards a feeling of
fulfilment among devotees and a sense of spiritual wellbeing enjoyed by the musicians.
CONCLUSION AND WAY FORWARD
Although the two selected case studies represent different dimensions of and different
approaches to research, they both demonstrate how an integrated design to the conduct and
theorising of interdisciplinary music research supports translational outcomes that benefit the
community it serves. Creative applications of music in interdisciplinary experimental and
cultural contexts can facilitate and hone human wellbeing by harnessing translational
qualities. In both cases, the sound of music has triggered audiation, an internal realisation of
the meaning of music which enabled intrinsic and extrinsic response among its community.
The study also demonstrates the need to develop standardised methods and a
framework for capturing, analysing, and replicating research outputs that allow expert
investigators to reproduce their superior performance in the laboratory (Ericsson and
Williams, 2007). Proponents for translational research recommend that researchers identify
treatments that are effective in everyday life and then attempt to bring them into the
laboratory. Translational research can “help identify not only what works in psychotherapy
but also how it produces beneficial results” (Vernig, 2007, p. 29). State support for
translational research seeks studies which demonstrate how everyday phenomena such as
successful clinical treatments and expert achievement can be reproduced in the laboratory and
conversely how highly skilled performance studies of these phenomena in the laboratory can
lead to positive interventions in everyday life (Sabarinah, 2013; Ericsson, 2006b).
In conclusion, this article has extrapolated features and characteristics of translational
music research. It has examined the background to and definitions of translational research.
It has highlighted developments in translational research in the art and humanities, and
proposed translational research in music as an extension of interdisciplinary research with an
aim to produce creative outputs that are targeted to enhance community-wellness and the
wellbeing of specific groups. It has drawn case examples from two interdisciplinary music
studies using different methodological approaches, the first under a clinical environment and
the second in a social setting. It has illustrated how music enables audiation and transference
in internalising comprehension, redirecting, and translating meaning into positive actions. It
advocates mutual exchanges between the sciences and the arts in developing new frameworks
to capture, analyse, and reproduce superior performance in the laboratory and in the
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community. Finally, it has posited that music possesses translational qualities which can be
(re)applied or practised in targeted environments with a need to identify public benefits that
accrue from collaborative research practices within and across disciplines in promoting
health, wellness, and wellbeing through multidisciplinary translational research in music.
Translational music research fosters the multidirectional and integration of basic research.
Further interdisciplinary studies to better understand the translational qualities of music will
undoubtedly yield outcomes that can be effectively applied in therapeutic and health-care
services that benefit society generally, and underprivileged communities specifically.
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